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Su~arl_of Contents 

In accordance with the regulations governing the 

degree of Ph.D. at the University of Cape Town, 

the candidate presents the following summary of the 

contents of the thesis, to indicate in what way it 

constitutes a contribution to the advancement of knowledge • 

.§Emmar;z : The purpose of the thesis is twofold -

to give an account of the categorical foundations of 

homotopy theory, and to illuminate some aspects of 

category theory by showing the role played by the formation 

or quotient categories in many parts of general theory. 

Chapter 1 defines and classifies various types of 

quotient functor and gives methods of construction. 

Chapter 2 gives examples of the behaviour of limits 

under quotient functors •. 

Chapter 3 defines the concepts of a weakly representable 

functor and a (general) homotopy theory and characterizes 

them. 

Chapter 4 develops some theory on the structure of 

abelian categories in order to produce a pathological 

example of a homotopy theory. 
Chapter 5 embeds the quotient categories constructed from 

homotopy theories in complete categories. 



Introduction. 

The point o~ departure for this thesis was a very 
simple problem, which worried me f'or some time. 

(i) 

As a young starting student I had been very puzzled 
by the elementary constructions which occur at the 
foundations of' homotopy theory. One started with the plain 

category o~ topological spaces, introduced certain 
geometrical constructions - cylinders - imposed an 
equivalence relation and obtained a rich theory o~ great 
depth, power and beauty. I have never believed that 
mathematics grows on trees, and, when I became familiar 
with the analogies between ordinary homotopy theory and 
the chain-homotopy theory of' complexes, or later with the 
ECKMANN-HILTON projective/injective homotopy theories ... 
analogies which have also f'orcibly struck many other 
mathematicians - I had the ~eeling that there was some 
underlying deep structure, uniting these, which had still 
to be discovered. 

This ~eeling,too, was not unique. In the literature f'rom 
KAN [1956] onward 1 there existed a whole series of' attempts 
to pass behind the appearances by ~inding some common axiom
system which will encompass all the knovfil homotopy theories. 
Troubled by the question : "Where Q.oes homotopy theory come 
f'rom?" I turned to them one by one, only to be disappointed. 
Firstly, many of them seemed to be peculiarly bound to 
particular examples. Cylinders which were categorical 
products were obviously inspired by the usual construction 
in topological spaces. QUILLEN [1967] very obviously 
had the homotopy theory of' I{AN complexes in mind when he 
set up his axioms. Secondly, many of' these systems seemed 



(ii) 

to hang in the air. Even such a natural axiom system 
as that o~ HELLER [1968] seemed to invite the question 
!!So, i~ homotopy theories come ~rom these axioms, where do 

the axioms come ~rom? 11 

This did not apply to the theory o~ HUBER [1962] 
which constructed homotopy theory ~rom standard constructions 
(triples, monads) which arise very naturally ~rom pairs o~ 
adjoint ~ctors. The trouble with HUBER'S theory was that 
it did not give the 11right 11 homotopy groups in low dimen
sions and, in fact, does not define homotopies between 
arbitra~ morphisms in the category. From a geometrical 
point o~ view this was perhaps not surprising. HUBER starts 
from cones and builds up the homotopy theory in terms of 
the semi-simplicial structure o~ iterated cones. SCHORT 
[1968] has shown in fact that iterated cones are homeomorphic 
to iterated cylinders of the cone of one less dimension. 
Without wishing to belittle the currently ~ashionable 
monadology, it seems to me that triples or standard 
constructions are not really the right material for homotopy 
t}:leory. 

Now, I believe, following the lead of the Hungarian 
philosopher IMRE LAKATOS (LAKATOS [196~]) that mathematics 
is essentially a critical activity. Traditionally the 
philosophy of mathematics has been dominated by three 
schools of thought, the deductivists, the inductivists and 
the psychologizers. Briefly, the deductivists believed 
that mathematics did - or should - proceed by mechanically 
generating theorems one a~ter the other ~rom systems of 
axioms which are essentially arbitrary. There is no room 
for debate, for critical activity. The deductivists, 
ideally, live in a drab, colourless world in which a single 
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Turing machine silently scans from square to square. The 
inductivists, on the other hand, believe that mathematics 
is similar to the physical sciences as conceived by BACON. 
There may be debate in the early stages, but once one frees 
ones mind of its prejudicem, one may read directly in the 
Book of Nature, and eXperience (in this case with numbers 
or symbols) will reveal itself to one. The psychologizers 
finally (of whom the intui.tionists are only the most well
known) derive mathematics from human psycholog¥ - or see 
human psychology as the main obstacle to be overcome for 
the direct perception of mathematical truth. Only the 
last interpretation allows for the role of criticism. To 
these philosophies LAltATOS opposes his own, which is 
hypothetico-deductive, in the manner of the physical sciences 
as conceived by SIR KARL POPPER. Briefly, LAKATOS argues 
that in mathematics one always starts with a problem, 
proceeds by speculation and experiment, criticism and proof, 
to end, not with a solution, but with other problems. 

'Influenced by this conception, to which I have not 
really done justice in this brief sketch,(T.he reader who 
is unfamiliar with LAKATOS' work is strongly advised to 
read the original for himself.), my work in this thesis 
has blended speculation with criticism, leaving many 
problems open, not trying for exhaustiveness (though I have 
attempted to be as self-contained as possible for the 
convenience of the reader) and trying always to bear in 
mind ramifications and applications, vn1ich ~re also 
in their way tests of my approach. 

Thus, in criticising the work of other mathematicians 
as I have above, I do not do so in order to denigrate their 
work and praise my own. On the contrary I think it is because 
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I conceive the :problem in a naive way : "Where does homotopy 
theory come from ? 11 rather than a sophisticated one, that I 
am not happy with their solutions. Perhaps also I obtain a 
wider class of' homotopy theories (there is an example in 
Chapter 4 which cannot be brought into the orbit of any of' 
the :previous approaches) because I am less demanding and 
less concerned with applications. 

Yet I have always born applications in mind. It has 
seemed to me that it would be very handy if one could have a 
simple set of criteria to apply to decide whether a homotopy 
theory exists and is well-behaved. Thus when McCLENDON 
[1969] and JAMES (forthcoming) construct homotopy theories 
for categories of spaces over a space, which they need as 
extensions of ordinary homotopy they have to verify that 
cylinders, cones and so on all exist and have the usual 
properties 11by hand". A proper foundation for abstract 
homotopy theory should make this unnecessary. 

Another source of inspiration to me in confronting 
these problems has been the recent flowering of pure category 
theory at the hands of FREYD, MITCHELL, LAWVERE, GABRIEL 
and others. Direct simple categorical attacks on :problems 
of great generality had been shown to work. Musing over my 
problems with the proper foundations of homotopy theory I 
came to the conclusion that this theory should provide the 
tools for understanding 
impressed with FREYD'S 
MITCHELL [1965] V 3.1). 

homotopy. I was particularly 
Adjoint Functor Theorem (see 

If only, I thought, one could 
reduce the :problem of the existence of cylinders for a 
quotient functor, to the same sort of problem that confronts 
one when one tries to construct adjoint functors. This 
proved to be possible and forms the central result of 
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Chapter 3. 

Turning to the thesis itself we may summarize the 

Contents as follows. Chapter 0 : Complements on Categorical 
Algebra is a mixed bag of odds and ends mainly trivialities, 
vague summaries of other people's work with only one or two 
minor innovations. Chapter 1 defines various types of 
quotient categories, gives some elementary methods of con-

' struction and characterizes certain types of epimorphisms in 
Cat the category of categories. The only difficult result 
here is 1.8 which deals with functor categories from big 
categories. The reader may feel that the author has some
thing of an obsession with big categories. The reason is 
that as FREYD has shovm, the only complete small categories 
are lattices. To obtain freedom to construct the limits we 
want we must have big categories. Functor categories are 
indispensable for obvious reasons, so we require information 
about functor categories from big categories. Chapter 2 
consists mainly of Examples, but also follows HOFMANN [1968] 
in suggesting that concepts such as completeness and density 
be defined relative to particular diagrams - and in terms of 
quotient functors of categories of diagrams. 

Chapter 3 is the core of the thesis. In it the concepts 
of a weakly representable functor and a homotopy theory 
are defined and characterized. The reader may be surprised 
that we do not work more frequently in a pointed category -
considering the indispensability of base-points for ordinary 
homotopy theory. But I preferred to work without that 
hypothesis and have the added advantage of being able to 
utilize LAWVERE'S theory of ~' the category of sets, as 
the closed category in which the hom-functors take their 
values. An important concept which emerges in Chapter 3 
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(but which is not developed) is that of relator, the 
functorial analogue of 1~CLJiliE'S additive relations. {See 
~\C~\NE [1963].) An additional chapter outlining the 
properties of relators and giving corresponding notions o'£ 
weak adjoints (Mii.R.AND.i~' S adjoint systems [M.ARANDJ:.. 1964]), 
weak reflectors and so on, was suppressed largely because I 
f'elt that I had not found the "correct" def'inition of' 
relators and so preferred to delay their f'Ull exploration to 

a later date. 

Chapter 4 develops a theory of' cones f'or an abelian 
category·generalizing the ECKMANN-HILTON theory. We 
improve a theorem of ROOS to give sufficient conditions 
f'or the existence of cones. We hope that in the future 
the ideas in this chapter c~~ be extended to relative homo
logical algebra. Finally we construct a homotopy theory 
with very pathological PUPPE sequences. 

Chapter 5 embeds the homotopy categories in complete 
categories following the example of FREY.D [1966] for the 
case of stable homotopy. We also characterize certain 
functor categories. 

Finally there is a postscript which contains further 
speculations, and ties together the detailed theories of' 
Chapters 3, 4, 5 with the general outlook of' Chapter I. 

I would like to conclude by making some acknowledgements. 
During the preparation of' the thesis I had so many helpers 
that there were times when I f'el t like iill.li.M SMITH'S work
man spending all his time making one-seventeenth of' a pin. 

I wish to thanl~ Professor HOUSEHAM, Head of' the 
Department of' Mathematics at the University of' Cape Town, 
who originally had the idea that my work might be presented 
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for a Doctorate, and who steered the project past several 
possible hazards. 

I wish to thank my supervisor Dr. K.A. HARDIE who 
gave me the benefit of several long conversations, lent 
me many books and papers, invented the handy word "relator", 
and read the proofs. [Though the thing which I am most 
gratefUl to him for, is his eleventh-hour discovery of a 
diagram lemma which patched a hole in a proof which had 
come apart. ] 

I also wish to thank Mr. J.W.F. JURITZ of the Physics 
Department, u.c.T. and Mrs. JURITZ of the Department of 
Mathematical Statistics, who have given me help and encourage
ment throughout my university career. 

J~ong non-mathematicians I would like to express my 

gratitude to Dr. Francis ',i"Jilson of the Department of 
Economics [who encouraged me to go on with mathematics even 
in the present troubled times] and to Mr. Sean lwcher 
also of the Department of Economics (who drew my attention 
to the very inspiring work of IMRE LfJU~TOS.] 

I would also like to thank Mrs. W.M. ANDERSON who 
helped out and advised with the typing. But above all, in 
this regard (and for many other things), I wish to thank 
my mother who devoted several weeks of painstaking laborious 
work to the conversjon of an illegible, unintelligible manu
script into a presentable thesis. In the light of such 
efforts I feel my own contribution is almost negligible ! 



@.a;pter Q. 

We shall derive most of our terminology and some of 
our notation for category theory from the book of 
MITCHELL [, 1965] , which shall be cited in canonical style 
MITCHELL, x.6.2 referring to proposition 6.2 of Chapter 
X of MITCHELL's book. Otherwise we have tried to make 
this thesis self-contained, sketching in the theories of 
GABRIEL, FREYD and other authors whose work we draw on 
where these are not described in MITCHELL's book. 
Inevitably, however, there are some results and definitions 
which could not be incorporated into the main body of the 
text without causing undue clogging or distortion of the 
argument, so it seemed a good idea to follow the 
venerable precedent of GROTHENDIECK [1960] and collect 
together the definitions and results we need in a set of 
Complements. 

Since we shall work in some categories which are non
abelian, we shall require some terminology distinguishing 
certain types of epimorphisms which all coincide in the 
abelian case. 

Definition 0.1 (GROTHENDIECK) 

is said to be 

An epimorphism e x~>Y 

stric~ if it is the coequalier of some pair of maps 

e = Coeq (f ,g) ; 



2. 

.!!.!.lt vera al if' f'or all morphisms v : z, ____,. Y 
the pullback exists the morphism pz 
pullback 

for which 
in the 

.···. 

p 
X II z~ z e v 

1 e 
lv 

X >> y 

is also an epimorphism; 

ef'fE1_c t ive if for all objects T and maps a: x-----, 
there exists a unique b: Y~T with 

be = a, provided that a has au = av 
for all u, v such that eu = ev . 

Proposi ti9n 0:1 (FOLKLORE) 
(a) All isomorphisms are strict, universal and effective. 

(b) Retractions (or split epimorphisms) are universal 
and effective. 

(c) Universal epimorphisms are closed under composition. 
(d) If' e2 e1 is a universal epimorphism, then e2 is a 

universal epimorphism. -
(e) If e2 e1 is an effective epimorphism and e1 an epi

morphism then e2 is an eff'ective epimorphism. 
(f) If' the category has pullbacks then, if a morphism is 

both an effective epimorphism and a monomorphism, it 
is an isomorphism. 

(g) If the category has pullbacks t~en the effective and 
the strict epimorphisms coincide. 

T 
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The proof's are trivial and will be omitted, except f'or 
{g) and (f'), which are consequences of' the 

~mma o.j In a category with pullbacks an epimorphism 
e is ef'f'ective if'f' the diagram 

p1 
X n X · , 
ee ~ y p 

is a coequalizer. 2 

e 
X --7>> y 

Proof' : Suppose e is a coequalizer, then if' 
has au = av, for all u,v: S ==; X such that 

a:X--,T 

eu = ev , 
it has ap 1:: ap 2 , so there is a map . b: Y ~ T with 
a = be , simply the coequalizer map. Conversely, 
if' e is effective then the coequalizer diagram can always 
be completed. 

It follows that all effective epimorphisms are strict 
and the reverse inclusion is a consequence of' factoring a 
pair f', g such that e = Coeq (f', g) through the pullback, 
so 0.2 (g) follows~ 

As f'or (f'), if e is also a monomorphism, then 
p = p • Now the map 1__ : X ---7 X is such that 

1 2 . -x 1x P
1 

= 1x p 2 so there is a unique w :Y _____,. X such that 
r1e = 1x . Now the pair of morphisms 1y and ew have 

the same composite with e viz. rye = ewe = e and 
naturally ep

1 
= ep2 • Hence,by the uniqueness of' the 

morphism from the coequalizer ly = ew , e is an isomorphism. 

The Categorr of' Sets 

We shall require some results from ~~WVERE'S 

investigation of the category of sets ~ [LAwv-~ [1964] 
and unpublished typescript), both his axioms and some of' 



the more non-trivial theorems. 

Ll\.i;"i!VERE Axiom 1 All rinite limits and colimits exist. 
In particular there is an initial object 0 (the 

empty set), a terminal ob~ect 1 (a one-point set) and 
rini te sets n = 1 .z 1 .....• ( n times). Of course, 
products are just;cartesian products, coproducts just 
disjoint unions and they may be infinitely repeated -
but that is not an elementary statement and, in fact, to 
describe things in this way is to look at a particular 
model. 

LAVVVE~ Axiom_g The exponential BA of' any pair or 
objects A, B exists. 

This may be defined by a universal propert.y or (-)A 
taken as co-adjoint to (-) n A • One consequence or this 
is that (-) n A must commute with colimits so that, 
in particular, products must distribute over sums : 

A TI (B :& C) (A .TI B) Z (A TI C) • 

~V~RE Axiom 3 There exists a Dedekind-Pierce object N, 
i.e. an object N equipped with structural maps 

0 s 
1 ----> N ~--~> N 

so that ror any object X and any 1 
there is a unique X N • • • • • • • > X 

13 
N----> . y~ 

i/ :x "'-, .~ 
xo ~ 

X----·~·> 

t 

N 

. 
• :x 
~ 
X 

rendering 

commutative. 



Intuitively N is just the set of natural numbers 

and the diagram expresses the possibility of forming 
sequences by simple recursion. It is clear that the natural 
numbers play a special role in set-theory. One thinks of 
the various standard constructions such as embedding relations 
in equivalence relations where they come in. 

LAWVEI§. AxiomJ± 1 is a generator. 
Intuitively this says that a mapping is completely 

determined by its values on the elements of its domain~ since 
elements are in 1 - 1 correspondence with maps from 1. 

LAVNERE Axiom 5 (Axiom of Choice) If the domain of' f' 

has elements then there exists g such that fgf' = f' • 

LAWVERE Axiom 6 Each object other than 0 has elements. 
The principal consequence of' these two axioms is that 

all objects of' ~ are projective and all non-empty objects 
are injective. 

~yvERE ___ Axiom 7 Each element of' a sum is a member of' one 
of' the injections. This axiom together with Axiom 2 
gives distributivity for n, u • 
LAVroERE Axiom 8 There is an object with more than 1 element. 
This axiom serves to eliminate trivial models. 

LAWVERE has used his axioms to derive PEANO's 
postulates for N , and other work on the foundations. 
He shows in particular the addition of' the non-elementary 
axiom of' completeness to the above list determines ~ 
up to equivalence of' categories. A very important result 
on the structure of' ~ easily derivable f'rom the Axioms 
is the following • 

Theorem O • .!± For any morphism f' of' Ens the regular 
coimage of' 

of' f' • 
f' is canonically isomorphic to the regular image 

More precisely, the unique h rendering the 
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following diagram commutative is an isomorphism 9 where k 
is the equalizer of.' f p 0 , f p 1 , and q the coequali.zer of 

Po k' p1k while k'is the coequalizer of u 0f, u1f. and 
q' the equalizer of'!Cu0,k'u1 • 

[Rf' is, of' course, just the pullback .A. 1r.· 

together w~ the projections Rf ===; A 
is termed the Jte~ :eJ3.iE. of' f' • ] 

II f A. 
B 

k' 
·-"""?> R' f· 

and 

'rhis result has several important consequences : 
that all morphisms in ~ may be factored into epimorphisms 
followed by monomorphisms and that all epimorphisms in 
Ens are strict, indeed ef'f'ective. [That they are also all 
universal follows f'rom the characterization of' epimor:phisms 
as onto maps using LA.WVERE A.."Ciom 4 and a simple diagl"'am 
chase.] 

The final result we require is relatedbut more 
recondfte. It depends on the observation that the l-';ernel
pair ~ ~ A is reflexive, symmetric and transitive 
(RST). This may be def'ined either in terms of elements 
(two elements of A are Rt' related if'f' they are the 
images of' the same element in Rf' under the two projections) 
or in terms of' morphisms (two morphisms . X = ::; A are · 
Rt' - related it't' there is a co~nutative diagram 

X. 

f<r/-~A 
) • 



The second de~inition makes sense i~ an arbitrary category 
and one can show that kernel-pairs are re~lexive, symmetric, 
transitive in an arbitrary category. Lawvere's result, 
in e~~ect, says that this characterizes them. 

De~inition 0.5 A subobject R> > An A is said to be 

a ~-gong~1:1ence i~~ the maps R > > A ll A · Po > A _,.. 
have RST properties. It is said to be P1 
a 9ong~uence i~ the maps are the kernel-pair o~ some f • 

Theorem 0.6 (LAWVERE'S ·RST Theorem) In~ every 
precongruence is a congruence. 

The Q_at~gory o~ Categories : ~ 

There is some confusion in the literature regarding 
this category, ~or the category Qat o~ categories and 
~ctors should be clearly distinguised ~rom the category 
which FREYD calls Cocaneco~ o~ categories and natural 
equivalence classes o~ fUnctors. In the ~ormer isomorphisms 
are just what we normally term category isomorphisms, while 
in the latter they are category equivalences. Thus it is 
possible in ~ to de~ine several notions such as the 
associated discrete category ("set e>~ objects") 
[i.e. the subcategory o~ a category obtained by tru{ing 
all the identities in the category] which are not invariant 
under category equivalences, and so cannot be de~ined in 
Q2£gpecof • It should also be noted that the formation 
of limits in Q!! and Q9canecof are quite distinct pro
cesses in general, and the obvious ~ctor ~ --? Cocanecof 
is not limit preserving. This sHould be borne in mind when 
reading papers such as that of GABRIEL (1962) which 
simply refer to Cocanecof as the category of categories. 
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With regard to ~ we shall in general rollow the 

formulations or L:i.WVERE in his paper aThe Categol"Y or 
Categories as a Foundation for Mathematics" (LAWVERE 1966) 
though we shall not use his axioms or trust ourselves to 
his roundation. (ISBELL, in his review of this paper 
for Mathematical Reviews, has shown· that the system needs 
re~ormulation.) But we shall, for example, make use of 
his identification or order-types with categories, so that 
,1, _g, _2, 1t denote the categories associated respectively 
with the ordinal numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. Another idea of his 
we shall use frequently is the .£Qmma-category. Given two 

A.~ B,(i=O,l)we define the category 
-~ -f'unctors f. 

~ 

(fa ' f'1 ) so that all three squares below are 
pullbacks in ~: 

(where we have identified [_g, ]2] wi.th the category of' 
Morphisms or 12 and dom and rang are the fUnctors which 
assign to each morphism its domain and range respectively. 
Since ~ is a category or algebraic type its limits may 
be computed in much the same way as ~ (ror an explicit 
p~entation or both limits and colimits in~~ the reader 
is referred to pp. 4- 5 or GABRIEL-ZISMAN [1966)) and we 
may give the rollowing explicit description of (~0 , f 1 ) : 



Objects Triples (A
0

, b, A
1

),where A0 is an object 

of h:c , 1; of 1~ , and b a morphi am 
b : f

0 
(A0 ) ---->" f 1 (~ ) in B. 

9. 

) 

Mornhisms A morphism f'rom (A-a, b, ~ ) to (~ , b', A,' ) 
is given by a pair (a

0
, a1 ) 

a
0 

: Au ___,.. A~ morphism of ~ , 
a, : A1 __,. A,' morphism of' :At , 

so that b 
fo (J\.o ) ~ f1 (1~) 

1'o (ao )1 }1 (~) 
b' 

f'o (A; ) ~ f'1 (A' 1) commutes. 

Q.9J!l£9~ ~ion : ( ao , a1 ) (ao ' a1 ) = ( ao ao , a1 a1 ) 
Examples of' the applications of' this construction 

are legion. For example we have, taking~= 1 and 
:r1 : 1 ~ ~ the fUnctor sending the unique object of' 1 
to the object B1 then the category (B, :r

1
) is just the 

category of' "objects over B1 
11 with objects morphisms 

B ~ B
1 

and mo1~hisms commutative triangles 
B 

l~ 
B' · . ~ B1 , 

while (f
0 

, :r1 ) has a similar description in terms of' 
f'

0 
(A) ~ B1 • If' A0 is also_!, so that. f'0 sends the 

unique object of' 1 to B0 , vve have (:r0 , :r1 ) a discrete 
category with objects in 1 - 1 correspondence with the 
morphisms from B

0 
to B1 • Abusing the language 

( f' o ' f' 1 ) = [ Bo ' B1 ) B , 
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which explains the notation - (-, -) is a kind of 
i 

generalized[-, -]. 

As another example, we note that ~., the category of 
pointed sets and basepoint-preserving maps may be described 
as (P, ~~), where P is the fUnctor sending the unique 
object of 1 to 1. 

There is a dual construction to the comma-category 
using pushouts but vve shall not use it. In general we note 
that the construction of colimits is complicated in ~ 
requiring reduction of path categories modulo complicated 
equivalence relations. General equivalence relations 
are not well-behaved in Q!! and there is no analogue of 
LA\~'S theorem that in~ every precongruence is a 
congruence (See ISBELL 1969.) 

Founq~ions and F~ctor.C~tegories 

Since we are not using the Iu~NERE foundation, we 
should perhaps state explicitly that we shall follow 
MITCHELL with regard to :foundations and operate with a 
set/class distinction, though lceeping our use of' these 
notions as simple as possible, so as to :facilitate transfer 
of' results to other solutions to the :foundational 
difficulties such as the use of' GROTHENDIDCK universes 
(see GROTHENDI:CCK [1957]). Since we are operating with 
a set/class distinction we shall need to say something about 
functor-categories [£!, ]1] wh1~re A is not a small category. 
These will not in general exist in our theory and to 
circumvent this we shall :follow suggestions of ISBELL [1960] 
and ULMER [1968] by constructing the categories 

[,A, ~]Prop and [A, ~]Sm which are genuine categories 
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i.e. have small hom-sets. 

Definition 0.8 [A, E~]Prop is the category of ~~er 
fUnctors and natural transformations. A functor 
T : A ~ ~ is said to be Rroper if there exists a small 
subcategory D of A called a dominating set for T such 
that ~for all A in A,x e T (A) there exist D in ~ g 

yeT (D) and f :D.---? A such that x = T (f) y. 
Now if t : T __, T' is a natural transformation from T 

to a not necessarily proper T' we have 

t(A) (x) = t(.A)(T ( f)(y)) = T' (f)( t(D )(y)) (by naturali ty) 
so that the natural transformation is completely determined 

by its restriction tiD: tiD= t'ID implies t = t'. - ~ -
This also follows f'rom the following proposition giving an 
alternative description of proper functors. 

PrO£OSition 0.2 
dominating set ~ 

torsyeT(D~,DeD[D, 

A fUnctor T : A ~ Enf! is proper with 
iff there is a natural epimorphism of f'Unc

- ]A _e_-:)o> T (-) 

Proof' : If T is proper the natural map e defined by 

e (UY (f)) = T(f)y (UY is yth injection.) 
is obviously epimorphic. The converse merely requires 
an application of' Yonedds lemma. And Yoneda's lemma tween 
with the above proposition similax•ly shows that a natural 
transformation from a proper functor is determined by its 
values on the dominating set. So we have 

( T , T ' ] = ( T I D, T ' I D] C D~~ ( T ( D ) , T ' (D) ] • Hence 
a set. Thus we satisfy the req_uirement that the morphisms 
can be collected into small hom-sets. One difficulty with 
this category is that it depends on the choice of a 
dominating set for each proper functor. One could avoid 
this by 11padding11 the category taking objects to be pc.irs 



(T,~), ~a dominating set ror T, morphisms as before. 
This obviously yields an equivalent category. 

12. 

To define the category [~, ~]Sm' the category or small 
functors, we need the definition 

Definition 0.10 (ULMER) I.. f'unctor T: 1 .. _____,.. Ens is said -
to be small if it is naturally isomorphic to the colimit of 
a small diagram of representable functors. 

Obviously, by Propooition 0.9 a small functor is proper 
(.though the converse need not be the case). Since they are 
proper, however, we have that [!, ~]Sm has small hom-sets. 
ULMER has shown, however, that [A, ~]Sm has other 
desirable properties, which are not, in general, shared by 

[A, ]L~s]Prop. For example, if we take the category 
equivalent to [b, Ens]Sm consisting of.pairs (T,D), D a 
small diagram in A such that 

T(-) = colim (D , -] 
DeD 

(equality not 
isomorphism) 

then we have not merely smallness of hom-sets, but also 
that the collection of objects of the category forms a 
legitimate class. 

1ll..g_,Diagr¥ls : Strons., Form~L,_Q.:f._Q_om.J?..let~eness : ]lensi..!l 

We shall, as usual, follow MITCHELL in our use of 
the notions of completeness and cocompleteness of 
categories, but the recent work of ISBELL[l966] and 
ULMER [1968] shows that in some circumstances it is important 
to know that certain big diagrams have limits or colimits. 
This is particularly true in functor categories - one can 
show that~ functors are colimits of big diagrams of 

·~- .. 
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representable runctors and moreover in a canonical way. 

To see this let Y : A* ~ [A,~] be the Yoneda 
fUnctor Y (A) = A[A, -](where we allow the fUnctor category 
to be illegitimate)and ror a functor Fe [A, Ellli!] we have the 
constant functor PF : 1 [A, fJns] sending the unique 
object of 1 to F. Form the comma-category (~, :E). 
There is, by definition of the comma-category a functor 

projecting (Y,PE) ~A*. Call this ~F. Compose this 
with Y, and set 

~ = "YMp : (Y, PF) > [A, Ens] --. 
DF is (in general) a big diagram. 

Proposition 0.11 (LAW~JERE) Colim Dp ~ F • 
Pro2f : (Illegitimate!~ By the presentation previously 
given ror the comma-category the objects or (Y, PF) are 

triples (li., F, m :A[ A, -] ~ F (-)) and the morphisms maps 
A --7 A' yielding commutative triangles. It is easy to see 
that DF is the fUnctor which assigns to each triple just 
the functor [A, -] • But it is also clear rrom the 
definition of' comma-category that the maps m from (A, -] 
to F(-) which are forgotten can be put back in again to form 
a compatible family: {[A, -] ~ F(-)}. Let {[A, -] 
-""+ T(-)} be another compatible family. We shall derine 
a unique map F(-) ~ T (-) rendering 

(A,-]~ F(-) 

~J_) commutative • 
We shall merely define the map leaving aside uniqueness and 
compatibility. To define a natural transformation F(-) 
~ T (-) we need a morphism n(A) : F(A)---> T(A) for ~11 A. 

To define n(A)(a), where aeF(A),find by the Yoneda lemma 
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a natural transformation h(a) : [A, -] ~ F(-), this is 
an object of the comma-category. Since ![A,-]~ T(-)} is 
a compatible family there is a unique mapW:[A, -] ~ T (-) 
associated with the image of h(a) : [A, -] --7 F(-) in Dp ; 
now apply Yoneda again to this to obtain h- 1(W)eT(A) 

' 1 ( and set n(A)a = h- W). 

Note : The above proof applies just as well to [A, ~]Prop 

and indeed [A, ~]Sm'the only point being that for every· 
functor F in [A, ~]8mthere is a small subdiagram in 
~ which also has F as colimit. The advantage of DF 
however is that it is 11functorial 11 in F , i.e. given a 
natural transformation F ___,. F' t.here is a canonical 

morphism of diagrams DF --~ Dpt which induces F ~ F' 
on the colimits. Except for the case where A is small, 
so all DF are small anyway, it is not in general possible 
to choose the relevant small subdiagrams o~ np, F small, to 
f'it together in this ":functorial" way. We remark here 
that this "functorial" property can be used to m~e DF 

into a genuine functor i~ categories of diagrams of variable 
domain are introduced. These will be discussed in Chapter II. 

We shall not follow ISBELL [1966) in developing criteria 
f'or the existence of' limits and colimits of' big diagrams, 
largely because ISBELL has complicated the foundations 
by having both a set/class and an ordinary/extraordinary set 
distinction. 

However, we shall need one further idea closely related 
to the work of ISBELL and ULMER in presenting functors 
as colimits of' comma-category diagrams of representable functors 
and this essentially consists of generalizing the situation 
and naming it. 
embedding above) 
unique object of' 

Suppose J : A~ B is a functor (the Yoneda 

and PB : 1 ~ ~ the functor sending the 
1 to B, an object of' ~· Then we may 
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form the comma category (J, PB)' an~ define the canonical 

diagram DJ ,B : (J ,PB) ~A· 

Definition 0,12 (ULMER) The fUnctor J is said to be 
dense if for all B in ~ 

colim J DJ ,B "::: B • 

so that the above proposition may be stated : the Yoneda 

embedding is dense. UL1ffiR [1968a] shows that denseness or 

J is equivalent to the functor Ja ~ [~*,Em!] defined by 
the assignment 

B---? [J (-),B] being fUll and faithful, 
so that when J is the inclusion or a subcategory this 
coincides with ISBELL's notion or a left adequate 
subcategory [ISBELL, 1960]. 

One final word about non-additive representable runctors: 

they are absolut~~ ~~ projectives in a sense to be made 
precise in Chapter 5 but analogous to the small projectivity 
or additive representable fUnctors in additive functor 
categories. 

Additive Funct~r Cat~gories 

Virtually all the material we need on additive &unctor 
categories is to be round in MITCHELL, One important 
exception is the definition or proper runctors in the 
additive case : 

Derinition o.~ An additive &unctor F : ! + ~ is 
said to be £roper if there exists a small subcategory ~ or 
A (termed a dom~nating ~) such that ror every element 
a e T(A) there exists a f'inite set of elements 
d e T ( D

1
) 1 ••••• , d e T ( Dn) and maps f' 1 : D 1 > li. 1 •••• 1 1 . n 

6 : Dn -->A 
n 



so that n 
a = z T(f'1 )(d,) • 

i= 1 l, 

It will be f'ound that it is this def'ini tion of' 
proper generation which renders the additive analogue 

of' 0.9 valid. 

Closed Categories 

16. 

We shall not make any use of' this important concept, 
due to EILENBERG and KELLY (~966], but we f'elt it 
should be mentioned since it provides a perspective f'rom 
which many apparently disparate phenomena yet similar 

phenomenA - such as the parallelism between additive 
and non-additive f'unctor categories - can be unif'ied. 

A closed category y is given by a set of' data 
of' which the most important are a category y0 , a f'Unctor 
V : v

0 
~ Ens , a f'unc tor homv : V*n v ~ V (an 11 internal - - -o -o -o 

hom-f'Unctor") satisfying 6 axioms,of' which the most 
important is that 

V(homv (-,-) =Homv (-,-) , 
..,o 

and various axioms interpretable in terms of' the composition 
of' the morphism, the existence of' a neutral object {repre
senting the identity f'Unctors) etc. 

A category~ ~ a closed category y (or a y-category) 
is, intuitively speaking, just a category whose_homs are 
just objects of' y

0 
• This may be made precise by setting 

up a collection of' 4 data satisf'ying 3 axioms relating to 
the previous set. A V-f'unctor between V-categories - -
preserves this structure. Pre-additive categories are 
just categories over the closed category~' additive 
f'Unctors are just ~ f'Unctors. 
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One important type or category which should be 
mentioned here is categories over the closed category 9~_1, 
knovvn as ~er-categories or 2-categories. 

l.:B - Conditions 

This important series or increasingly stronger 
conditions was originally defined for abelian categorie~ 
by GROTHENDIECK [1957] • MITCHELL uses a series of 
c

1
s to denote them so as to accommodate a new condition 

between 1~4 and JU35. We are convinced, however, that 
there are a large number of such interesting conditions 
between AB4 and AB5, so revert to Grothendieck's 
nomenclature. 

Def'inition 0.14 
condition AB4 if 

{ u. l of A the 
J.l -

exists). 

The category A is said to satisf'y the 
for every family or monomorphisms · 

coproduct z u. is a monomorphism (if' it 
l. 

If the category is pointed and has products of' the 
same "size" as its coproducts, MITCHELL terms it c2 if' 

the canonical morphism 

(given by the unit matrix) is a monomorphism f'or any 
family of' objects {A.} f'or which it is def'ined. It is 

l. 
easy to see that 
equivalent to it 

c
2 

implies c1 , our l.i.l34 but is not 
(Cf.~*). The def'inition seems. a little 

unfortunate, however, being restricted to pointed categories. 
I 

I would replace it by the following property to which it 
is equivalent in the case of' abelian categories. 
Defini tion,Qill A category 11: is said to satisf'y the 
.I?,iecing-lemma condition if' f'or every fainily or subobjects. 
{A1 ~ A} o,f' an object A in the category, u Ai is 
the colimit or the diagram f'ormed by the {A.} and their 
. l. 
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pairwise intersections {A.fl A.} 
l. J 

/Ai~ 
AJ'\A.. /u A. l. J l. 

~A· 
J 

(whenever all these are defined). 

It is termed the piecing-lemm~ property since, if it 
is true, a frunily of fUnctions fi: ~~X agreeing 
on the intersections 

f. I A. n A. = f. I A. n A. 
J. l. J J l. J 

may be 11pieced together" to form a unique 

f : u Ai ~ x with flAi = fi - a basic 
familiar from many parts of mathematics. 

function 
construction 

Definition 0.16 A category A is said to satisfy the 
condition AB5 if for any direct family of subobjects {A.J 

l. 

of an object A of A, and subobject B of A, 

(U A.) n B = U (A.n B) • 
J. l. 

This condition has many equivalents [see MITCHELL 
Chapter 3] of which the most important is that direct limits 
are exact. An equivalent,similar in formulation to the 
piecing-lemma,is the condition that, for every direct family 
of' subobjects fA J of an object A, the direct limit is 

i 
U A .• 

J. 

Definition 0.17 A category A is said to satisfy the 
condition AB6 if for every collection of families 

{Ai ?l.j i €I( ?~.), ?1. € A , of directed systems of' subobjects 
of an object A of b 



Ai~) U ( n A ~ ) 
= -r ~'(A -r:( ~) 

where the union on the right side is over all 
functions -r : A > I 

-r( ~) t: I~ f'or all 

such that 

~ t: A • 

19. 

, 
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ChaE,ter 1. 

,Triy_iali ties_ apq_1!_,t_ ~uotient Functors. 

Def'inition 1.1 A quotient f'unctor 
representative f'unctor f'rom A to 
termed a quotient category of' A. - -

is a f'ull 

is then 

If' Q -is also f'aithf'ul, then it is well lmown (see 
MITCHELL) that it is an equivalence of' A to B. 

Consequently, if' Q is faithless, ~ is termed a Eroper 
quotient of' A. 

The above definition of' quotient f'unctors is a purely 
categorical one, and may be contrasted with the definition 

of' MITCHELL: 

Def}nition 1.2 (MITCHELL): A category B is said to be 
a quotient category of' A if' it is isomorphic to.a 

category obtained :rrom A by reducing modulo an equivalence 

relation R which 
(i) 

(ii) 

respects composition: aRb 
respects domain and range: 

& a*Rb* implies aa*Rbb*, 
aRb implies dom a = dom b 

The f'unctor Q:A~B defined by 
the equivalence class of' a)· 
the sense of' MITCHELL. 

rang a = rang b • 
Q(a)=[a] ([a] the image of' 

is termed a quotient functor in 

Remark We shall show in a moment that any quotient functor 
in our sens~ is the composite of' a quotient f'unct.or in the 
sense o:r Mitchell and a category equivalence. This is what 
makes definition l.l~pref'erable to 1.2 : it is invariant 
under equivalences. Notice that Clause (ii) ensures that 
Q is 1-1 on objects - it is an isodiscrete fUnctor i.e. 
induces an isomorphism on the discrete .subcategories. 
The general equivalence relation (precongruence) identifies 
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some objects and may f'ail to be a congruence i.e. give rise 
to a category B. See ISBELL [1968]. 

The next proposition serves two purposes~ it demonstrates 
the ubiquity of' quotient f'unctors and it serves to show 
def'initions 1.1 and 1.2 are the same modulo equivalences. 

Proposition 1.3 .Any functor T:.h-7C may be f'actored into 
the composite of' a (MITCHELL) quotient functor Q:~~ 
and a f'ai:thful functor T' :B->C, and this factorization is 
unique up to isomorphism. If' T is full and· representative·, 
and so a quotient functor in our sense, T' is an equivalence. 

Proof': Def'ine an equivalence relation R anA by 
aRb if'f' T(a)=T(b) & dom a = dom b & rang a = rang b ~ 

R respects composition since T is a f'unctor. ~ is then 
def'ined as the collection of' equivalence classes under R 
with the obvious composition. Set Q(a)=[a] and T'([a])=T(a), 
obviously T'Q=T, and T' is f'aithf'ul (but will not be an 
embedding unless T is isodiscrete). ~ is unique up to 
isomorphism by construction. If' T is full and 
representative, so must T' be, hence being f'aithful, 
must be an equivalence. 

Thus proposition 1.3 ensures that there is a good supply 
of' quotient fUnctors and, indeed, looking around mathematics 
one can f'ind numerous natural examples. The guiding example 
which we shall bear in mind through most of' this thesis is 
the f'unctor Q:Top~HtE, the f'unctor which assigns to every 
map of' topological spaces its homotopy class. However, 
this is a rather special example and bef'ore we f'ocus our 
attention on it, it is worthwhile to look at some general 
constructions f'or quotient functors which arise quite 
naturally within category theory itself'. 
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One such comes ~rom the observation that i~ 

Q:A~B is a quotient ~nctor between small categories, 

the induced ~unctor 

is ~aith~l. In ~act, since it has a coadjoint 

[KAN[l958],LAV~RE] we may regard[~~] as a core~lective 

subcategory o~ [A*,~]. We shall show in a moment that 

it is in ~act an epicore~lecti ve subcategory o~ [A,;:,~] 

(i.e. the core~lector is an epimorphism) and, ~urther, that 

every epicore~lective subcategory o~ [A,~] determines a 

quotient category o~ A in a unique way. We shall then 

take a look at what happens to these constructions when the 

category A is no longer required to be small. Here 

set-theoretic di~~iculties set in. But, in general, 

epicore~lectors will always enable us to construct quotients. 

The·ore:a~ 1,lt 
quotient ~nctor. 

[Q*,~]) embeds 

Let A be 

Then the 

[]2* ,Ens] 

a small category, Q:!~B a 

assignment T~TQ (which is 

in [A*,~] as an 

epicore~lective subcategory. Conversely, any 

epicore~lective subcategory o~ [A*,Ens] determines a 

unique quotient ~nctor Q:A~B by taking the image o~ A 
under the composition 

c 

where Y is the Yoneda embedding and C is the core~lector. 

Proo~: J=[Q*,Ens] obviously is ~aith~l since Q is full 

and representative so []*,~] is a subcategory. So we 

merely have to construct a core~lection ~rom [A*,~] to 

[B*,~]. We may suppose [A*,Ens] to be made. up o~ ~c

tors which are colimits o~ representable ~ctors in a 
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canonical way, using the LA\~RE comma-construction (see 
complement.s). 

Set f'or Te: [A*,~], 
T ~ colim DT = colim { A[-,A] 1 

ae:T (A) 
where DT is the diagram (Y,PT) ~ [A*,Ens] 
which may also be described as the { [-,A] } indexed by the 
elements ae:T(A) as on the right. 

Now the coref'lection C:[A*,Ens] -?' [B*,~] is 
def'ined by 

C(T) = colim {B[-,Q(A)]} • 
ae:T(A) 

A morphism T ~ T' induces a map of' diagrams 

DT--7 DT' and hence of' colimits so that 
functoriali ty of' C may be established. 

That C is a coref'lection f'ollows f'rom exam~n~ng the 
f'ollowing chain of' natural isomorphisms. (We have abbreviated 

. [X*,Ens] to X'.) 

B'[C(S),T] ~ ~'[colim {B[-,Q(A)]},T(-)] 
ae:S(A) 

~ lim {~• (B(-,Q(A)],T(-)]J 
ae:B(A) 

~ lim {T(Q(A))j 
ae:S(A) 

~ lim { J(T )(A) j 
ae:S(A) 

s: lim {A' [A[- ,ALJ(T )(-) J1 
ae:S(A) 

: A'(colim {A(-,A]j,J(T)(-)J 
ae:S (A) 

~ ~(S,J(T)] • 

(Yoneda) 

(Yoneda) 
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To see that the natural map IA1 ---? c 
(where C is the composite co~e~le~tor J C) is epimorphic 
we must examine 

T---? J C (T) = colim B [Q(-),Q(A)] • 
aeT(.A.)- . 

But it is easy to see that this map is just the induced map 
on the colimits 

colim A [-~A]~ colim B [Q(-),Q(A)]. 
aeT(A) - aeT(A) . 

Now since Q is a quotient ~nctor each o~ the morphisms 

A[-,A]--> B[Q(-),Q(A)] 

is epimorphic and so the map I ~ C must be an epimorphism 
by the well-known result that the colimit o~ epimorphisms is 
an epimorphism. 

For the converse consider an epicore~lection 
C: [,8;*,Ens] ~ [A*,I£1s]. Factorizing the composition 
CY : A ~7 [N'>: ,Ens] as in proposition 1. 3 ~ we get a quotient 

~ - ~ 
~ctor Q : A ~ B. In ~act one has 

B [Q(A),Q(B)] = A'[C[-,A],C[-,B]] 

which ~ollows ~rom the ~act that the obvious map 

A [A,B] ~ A' [C [-,A] , C [-,B) ] 

is epimorphic. 

This may be seen as ~ollows. Firstly~ since C is 
an epicore~lection [-~B] ~> C [-,B] is epic. 
By pointwise de~inition o~ epimorphisms in ~ctor categories 
this means · [A, B] ---;-> C [A, B] is epic, 
h0nce [A, B] ~> [ [-,A]~ C [-, B] ] is epic by Yoneda. 

Now since C is a core~lection 



[ [- ~ A] 1 C [- ~ B] ] . ·~ [ C (- , A] , C (- , B] ) 

and the composition of' this isomorphism, with the above epic 
map is just the obvious map A[A , B] -?A'[C [- , A],C[-, B] ] 
which is theref'ore epimorphic. 

Now B(Q (A) , Q (B));;; A'[C [-,A] 1 C [-?B) ] 
~ [ [-, A], C[-, B) ] (C coref'lective) 
~ C[A , B] (Yoneda lemma) 

so the functors C[-, B] are naturally isomorphic to the 
B [Q(-) , Q(B) ] • This can now easily be extended to 
yield a category equivalence of' B' = [~*, E~s] to the 
image of' A' under C using the f'irst part of' the proof'. 

Now there are standard ways of' constructing epicoref'lec
tive subcategories which have been extensively studied, 
f'or example, by KII:NNISON. Inparticular there are the 
mono-subcategories (as MITCHELL calls them) which are 
complete subobject-closed subcategories of' categories which 
are colocally small and have images. These last two condi-
tions are verif'ied in the case of' the f'unctor categories 
above so that the construction may be applied to yield a 
vast number of' quotient categories. We shall return to 
these ideas in a more general f'orm later. 

In the case where A is not small we have in general 

two functor categories [A* , ~]Prop and [A~l1 ,EnsJsm 

Now it is necessary that we have B[Q (-), Q(A)] all 
proper (or small) in order to have [~* , E~]Prop 

(or [~* , ~]8m) an epicoref'lective subcategory of' 

[A* ~ Sl_ns]Prop {or [A* , EMsm). But, though the 

~[Q(-), Q(A)] are clearly proper, they may f'ail to be small. 

As may be imagined the properness conditions required 
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become very complex and do not seem to be expressible as 
simple properties of Q , so that this representation is not 

very useful. 

However, the converse proposition can be used to construct 
quotient categories with the appropriate properness conditions 
ensured in advance, so that this still does provide a useful 
means of constructing quotients. Even here the value of 
the construction is limited because the construction of' 
epicoreflections depends on properness conditions such as 
colocal smallness which are not in general satisfied, 
or not obviously satisfied. However, in the case of large 
categories satisfYing certain chain-conditions on functors, 
we shall see that great simplification sets in allowing us 
to re-establish the above "Galois correspondence 11 between 
quotients and epicoref'lective subcategories. 

But, perhaps, this particular line of thought is easiest 

to examine if' we consider first !i!.c1c1it.i__~ quotient categories. 

ll~f'ini t !_.on 1. 2 Suppose Q:A ~ B is a quotient functor and 
suppose that A and ~ are categories over some closed 
category E in the sense of Eilenberg-Kelley. Then we say 
that B is a P-9,uotient category of' A if'f' Q is a 
P-f'unctor. In this way we may define ~dditive quotients, 
Eointed quotients etc. using the closed categories of' abelian 

groups ~' pointed sets ~n~* etc. 

Thus an additive quotient category of' ! (an additive 
category) is a quotient category B which is additive and 
such that the quotient functor Q is additive. These 
structures have the pleasant quality of' being rather like 
rings - there is a 1 - 1 correspondence between quotients 
and two-sided ideals. 
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If N is a subclass of the morphisms of a pre-

additive category A such that 

(IA) N is closed under subtraction 

( IL) aeA, neN fup1i.EB an:N ( if defined) 

n,me:N implies n-meN 
(if defined) 

( IR) aeA, neN inplies naeN ( if defined), 

then N is termed a 2-sided ideal of A. If N satisfies 
only IA and rr. (JR) then it is termed a left (right) 

ideal of b.· 

Propo~itlon 1.2 The kernel of any quotient functor 
Q:A -~ ~ is a two-sided ideal N ; and, conversely, any 
two-sided ideal N determines a quotient category ~ by 

setting 

Q:ObA ~ Ob ,42 , 

~(Q(A), Q(B)) = !(A, B)/Nn A(A, B), 
[f]. (g] = [f.g] 

and Q(f) = [f] • 

Trivial. 

Now one may construct additive quotients for small 
categories using epicoreflections in a way completely 
analogous to Proposition 1.4, provided one replaces the 
functor category [A*,~] by the functor category [A*,Ab] 
and the representable functors to Ens by those to Ab. 
Actually one may carry through the whole construction much 
more generally for P-quotients by working with P-functor 
categories and P-representable functors. But this degl ... ee 
of ,generality does not seem useful to us, so we shall confine 
our attention in general to only two closed categories, 
Ab, and Ens, hoping that the transfer to general closed 
categories will be easy. 
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Now, when we are looking at the case of' big-additive 
categories, it becomes clear that we want to ensure that the 

functor [Q*, Ab] : [B, Ab]Prop ~~~ [A, :8:£]Prop 

has a coadjoint. Our definition of' the coadjoint made use 
of' colimits of' diagrams over categories of' the f'orm 
(Y~PT) and in the case of' functors T , f'rom big categories 
~ 

these diagrams are automatically non-small and we have 
no guarantee that the colimits exist. In the case of' small 
functors we can replace the canonical diagrams 

DT with small diagrams which have the functor T as 
colimi t and then tJrB oocompleteness of' ~ will guarantee the 
existence of' the colimits. Thus we can reconstruct the 
correspondence between additive quotients and epicoref'lective 
subcategories of' [~~, Ab] in those categories in which all 
proper functors are small. 

T4,eorem 1.8 The following are equivalent f'or a pre-
additive category A • 

( i) [A, Ab ]Prop is equivalent to [A, Ab] Sm • 

(ii) All additive subf'unctors of' small additive functors 
are proper. 

(iii) All additive subfunctors of' proper ndditive functors 
are proper. 

(iv) Any ascending chain of' additive subf'unctors of' a 

proper additive functor becomes stationary at some 
ordinal number. 

(v) Sub-ideals of' properly generated left-ideals are 
properly generated. 

(vi) Any ascending chain of' left-ideals contained in some 
properly generated lef't ideal becomes stationary at 
some ordinal number. 

(vii) All additive subf'unctors of' representable fUnctors 
are proper. 
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Proof' : ( i) if'f' ( i i ) Clearly all small functors are 

proper and the inclusion of' small functors in proper functors 

is full and faithful. If' it is representative then all 

proper functors are small, since functors naturally isomorphic 

to small functors are small. Now if' P is an arbitrary 

proper functor, there exists a small functor S 

P is the quotient [for if' P has dominating set 

may form aeT(A~A in~[-, A] ' 
pl"oj·ccti ve nnd of' which P is tfle quo"t"ient J 

so we have S ---~> P 
Now consider the kernel K >---'? S ~> P 

of' which 

D one 

which is even 

If' we have (ii) then K is proper and, as above, we may 

cover K with a small f'unctor S' ~> K • We now have 

P ~ Coker ( S ' -7 S) • 
Hence P is small being colimit of' small diagram of' 

representable functors constructed f'rom those S', S. 
Conversely, suppose 

of' a small functor s. 
we have a non-proper subf'unctor 

Form the exacn sequence 
N>·--'!o- s >> c • 

We claim that C is proper but not small. Since C is 
the quotient of' a small functor it is evidently proper. 

N 

We shall show that assuming it small leads to a contradiction. 

Suppose C small, then, as above, we can represent it 
as the quotient of' a projective small functor say 

K>~ PS ---?> C 

with the kernel K a proper functor. 

Now, since PS is projective, the diagram 

K>>--~> PS --~>> c 
.. • .. • . • 
~ y II 
N >--'7 s --~> c 

can be completed to commute. 



Now take the cokernels of'. the vertical morphisms 
, .. 

0 >--> K > > PS >> c > 0 

} :p 
'-./ 

0>-~ N > > s: >> c > 0 

L cok }ak _ l0~ok coker k->coker :p , 

Applying the ker-coker sequence . {MACLfiliE [1963] :p.50 

Lemma 5.2) we see that the map 

coker k ~~ coker :p 
is an isomorphism. We shall call this object 
coker k ~ coker :p, SS • The middle column shows that 
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it is :proper and hence a quotient of' a :projective small 
f'unctor PSS • Let I be the image of' K in N under k, 
and PK a :projective small f'unctor covering K 

Then consider 
0 > > PK >~ PK EePSS ,..> PSS 

.~ • . , . 
• 

K • • ; 

L 
• , . 
• "' . ... 

"-!!./ L 
0 > > N >> 

Now since K > N >> ss > 0 is 
I > N ---,..> ss is a short exact sequence. 

. . 

> 0 

> 0 • 

exact 
' 

Since PSS 
is projective we can f'ill in PSS ••••> N • Since PK E9 PSS 
is a direct sum, the vertical can be f'illed in to give a 
commutative diagram which is a map of' short exact se·quences. 
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Another application of the ker--coker sequence shows that the 

map PK e PSS· • • • • • > N is an epimorphism. PK$ PSS is a 
projective small fUnctor, hence N is proper. Contradiction. 
Hence we cannot have the cokernel C small. (ii) iff (iii). 
Clearly (iii) implies (ii) since small fUnctors are 
automatically proper. Conversely suppose all small subfUnctors 
or small runctors are proper. Then consider an arbitrary 
proper fUnctor P with subrunctor K , K >~ P • Let S 
be a small fUnctor covering P • 

Now rorm the pullback diagram by taking pullbacks 
pointwise : 

KIIS >___,.. S 

1 J 
K>~ p 

The projections are monic and epic as indicated, since 
they are monic and epic pointwise in Ab, an abelian 
category. Now KTIB is a subfUnctor or a small fUnctor 

p 
hence proper. K being a quotient or this must also be 
proper. 

( iii) irr ( i v) • rr a proper runctor T has a non-
proper subfUnctor F, we may construct a non-stationary 
sequence or subfUnctors running through all ordinal numbers 
by taking a non-set or independent generators of F which 
is well-ordered and letting A

00 
be the subfUnctor generated 

by the ·w-segment. Then •••••• A
00

CA
00

+ 1 ••••• CT 
and the sequence is non-stationary since F is not generated 
by any set of generators. 

Conversely, ir every chain is eventually stationary, 
a set of generators can be constructed for any subfunctor S 
simply by adding generators forming a chain or subfunctors 
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which must eventually be stationary i.e. have 

(f'or all p) 

Then w obviously determines a~ of-generators f'or · s. 
(iii) i:t'f' (v). As in the proof' of' the equivalence of' 

(ii) and (iii) one can see that condition (iii) is equivalent 
to sub:t'unctors of' small coproducts of' representable fUnctors 
being proper - all proper f'unctors are quotients of' such. 
Since we are dealing with small coproducts of' representable 
fUnctors, it suf'f'ices to test the condition on the coproducts 
of' representable f'unctors without repeti tiona • Subf'unctora 
of' such :t'unctors are just lef't ideals. Properness of' the 
:t'unctor is equivalent to the ideal being properly generated. 

(v) i:ff' (vi). This is obvious, (vi) being related 
to (v) in the same way as (iv) is to (iii). 

(iii) i:t'f' (vii). (iii) clearly implies (vii). To 
see the reverse we must elaborate an argument which we have 
already tacitly used when thinning out the co-products with 
repetitions when deriving (v) f'rom (iii) • Clearly (iii) 
is equivalent to subfUnctors of' small coproducts of' represent
able fUnctors being proper. We merely need to show that i:f 
subfUnctors of' single representable f'unctors are proper, 
then the same holds f'or sub:t'unctors of' small coproducts. 
Let T (-) >~ Z [A. , - ] be a subf'unctor. 

iE:I 
1 

Let fv. e T (X.) : j e Jj be a generating collection f'or 
J J 

T (-), J possibly not a set. Apply the Axiom of' Choice 
and well-order I. First we project onto the 
[A0 , -] fUnctor, def'ining a subfUnctor TJ[A0 , -]> > 

[A0 , -] generated by the {p0 (vj)j. These may be replaced 
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by a set of' generators {a~ e [A0 , X~ ]} • Now f'orm the 
union u T (X0 

) • This is clearly a set and it generates 
n n 

a subf'unctor T0 (-) >~ T(-) which has, in addition, the 
pleasant property that T 0 I [A0, - ] ~ T I [A0, -] • The 
T

1 
stage is-constructed by restricting T0 and T to [A1,-] 

and f'orming the subf'unctor s 1 of' [A1 , - ] generated by 
all elements in T I[A1; ]but not in ?O(~,-]. For this functor 

1 . 1 
a set of' generators {an e [A1 , Xn ]} may be obtained. 

One now f'orms the f'unctor T1 generated by un T (X~ )uyr(X~). 
This is clearly a set. T1has the property 
T 1 I (A 0, -) .Z [A1 , -] ~ T I [A0 , -] .Z (A1 , :... ) • To see this 
represent the subf'unctor T(X) by almost everywhere zero 
strings of' morphisms. (f'0, f' 1, •••.••• ), f'1 : A1 ~ X. 
By construction all the !'0 are obtained as f'inite sums 
.Z ha~ • So given a particular pair (f' 0 , f' 1 ) in 
T I [A0, -] .z [A1 , -], it can dif'f'er f'rom a term in T 0 
only in the second coordinate so can be expressed as a sum 

(f'0 , f'0 ) + (o, f'1 - f'~ ), the second term being 
clearly in the residue of' Tl [A1 , -] not in 

T
0

1 [A1 , -]. By the definition of' generation f'or 
additive f'unctors it must be in T1 i.e. 

T I [A0 ,-] Z [A1 ,- ] ~ T 1 I [A0 , -] .Z [A1 , -]. 

If' ~ + 1 is the successor of' ~ and T~ is defined and 
equal to T restricted to z [A. , - ] , then 

i~~ J. 
T ~+ 1 is defined to be ge'nerated by 
u u · 'T (xi ) u u T (Xa.+ 1 ) where 
J.~a. n n n n , 
the X a.+ 1 are objects occuring as ranges of' a set of' 

n 
generators f'or the subf'unctor generated by the discrepancy 
between T I [A 1 , -] and T I [A 1 , - ] • For a limit 

~+ a. ~+ 

ordinal(3one puts 
T

13 
= subf'unctor of' T generated by ~~!3 UT (Xa. 

n n 
) . 
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It is clear that in each case T is a proper fUnctor a 
which is equal to T when restricted to .z [A.~ - ],always 

~ta ~ 
invoking the de~inition o~ coproducts as almost everyvfhere 
zero strings. Since there are only a set I o~ A. vs 

~ 

the T 's eventually exhaust 
~ 

T and T must be proper. 

To clari~y the meaning o~ 1.8 it is perhaps instructive 
to consider some examples. The ~irst is an example o~ a big 
abelian category on which the small and proper fUnctors , 
coincide, the second a big abelian category on which they 
di~~er. The ~irst shows the proposition non~vacuous -
there are categories where 1.8 is true - the second is a 
relatively simple example of pathology. 

Example 1.9(a) Let A be a colocally-small abelian 
category with injective dimension 0, ~or example 
a category o~ left R-Modules where R is a semi-simple 
ring with minimum condition. We shall show condition (vii) 
holds. Let T(-) > > [A , - ] be a subfunctor o~ a 
representable functor. 
collection (possibly not 
maps fAr~ X.j. 

~ 

collection it is possible 
ing the same left-ideal. 

We can specify it by giving a 
a set) or generators, in this case 

We must show that for every such 
to find a small collection generat
Factor the A ---7 X. through 

~ 

their images A ~> I1 > > x1 • Since all objects 
are injective the maps I.>= > X. split, so that composing 

~ ~ 

on the left with the retractions Xi ---->> I1 we ace 
that the maps A ~ I. are in the ideal. 

~ 
There are at 

most a set o~ (equivalence classes or) these quotients or 
A and they obviously generate the ideal. 

Example 1.9(b) T~e categor~ G • This specimen o~ pathology 
was constructed by FREYD (see FREYD [1964] Exercise 6 A] 
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and comes in handy for many counter-examples. Let U be a 
fixed proper class. The objects of Q are pairs (G, f) 
where G ~ A12, and f : U ~ [G, G] is a map fz-om U into 
the endomorphisms of G such that f(x) is different from 
0 for only a set of xeu. A morphism h: (G, f)~ (G', f') 
is a morphism h : G ~ G' in~ such that for all 
xe:U 

f'(x) 
G 

hl 
G'---; 

f''(x) commutes. 

The obvious forgetful functor F : Q ~ Ab is :f'ai thful 
so reflects monomorphisms and epimorphisms etc. A little 
more work will show that Q is complete and cocomplete, the 
construction of limits and colimits being substantially the 
same as in a functor category (which is what the category 
would be if U were a set). Now let A be any non-trivial 
object of Ab. Let A0 be the object of Q which is A with 
~ endomorphisms zero. Now for each xeU form the object 
Ax = (A ffi A, f~ ) where fx is the family of endomorphisms 
which is eve!'y'Vvhere zero save at x where it is the map 

( ~ 
Now for each xe:U let h ~ A0 > > Ax be the morphism 

(~ ).rt may be checked to bexa morphism of Q and more 
important not to split in Q. We claim that the subfunctor 
of G[A0, -] generated by the f'amily { h.xj xe:U is a non
proper functor. For supposing we had a small f'amily 

{a : A0 ~ X } which generated it, n n 



then each h would be a ~inite linear combination of 
X 

's. But since the fh generate the sub~ctor a 
n 

each an must be a finite linear combination of certain 
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hx· 's. But this would imply that there is a set of hx 's 
which generates the rest. Suppose there is such a set 

fh~l' • If h~ is not an element of this collection, we must 
i:xam,ne the maps from the corresponding Ax 's. Let 
\~ ~) define a map :rrom Ax to AY • By the definition 
o:r morphisms o:r Q we require the diagram 

:r(x)=~ ;) 

(~ i) 

A$A-m~-·-->A®A 

( ~ ~) 

i.e. that = (~ ~) 
' 

But then comparing with h .. 
:X 

(~) /'Ale7 A . 

/ .. (p q) 
A r s 

A fDA we 

and this is true :ror all A ~...-,.. .A: 

to commute , 

i.e. p = o, 

get (;) = 0 

(x * y). Hence there X y 
does not exist any finite linear combination of elements of 
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h l ' 
X 

giving hy • I.e. the sub~nctor cannot be proper. 

After this somewhat lengthy excursion into the varieties 
o~ improper behaviour it may seem almost trivial to return 
to the result which prompted it. However~ here it is. 

Proposition 1.10 If ! is a big category satisfying the eqm
valent conditions of theorem 1.8 then there is a 1- 1 
correspondence between the quotient categories of A and 

the epicoreflective subcategories of [A*, ~]Sm de~ined 
just as ~or small categories in theorem 1.4 . 

Proo~ : (Sketch.) We will not bore the reader with the 
details o~ the proo~, which is exactly analogous to that of 
1.4 except that the canonical diagrams obtained by using the 
comma-categories must be replaced by non-canonical small 
categories of representable functors of which the given 
small fUnctor is the colimit. The delicate part of the 
proof lies in showing that the coreflection is well-defined 
i.e. independent of the choice of the small diagram of 
representable functors for each small functor. This can be 
done using standard techniques of homological algebra simply 
by noting that each representation ofF as a colimit of 
representable fUnctors can be reinterpreted as a projective 
resolution of F by simply using the standard representation 
of a colimit as a cokernel of a map between coproducts of 
the objects of the diagram (MITCHELL II.2.10) One now 
applies the standard Comparison Theorems (MITCHELL IV.5.1) 
to show that the result of one's constructions is ~unctorial 
and independent o~ the choice of resolutions. One should 
note here that the smallness o~ the representable functors 

as objects of the ~unetor category ensures that resolutions 
and small diagrams are completely equivalent - from any 
resolution 0~ this form one may pass immediately to a diagram. 
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There are two directions we can go from here : we can 

ask about coreflective subcategories of [A*~ Ab]Prop and 

about [A*, ~Jsm when A is big. On the first question 
I have made some progress but the results are fragmentary 
and incomplete. We saw above that every proper functor 
can be represented as the quotient of a small functor. This 
representation can be improved to a description of the proper 
functor as the cointersection of a non-set of small quotient 

fUnctors of the chosen small functor. Hence 1 if we can assume 
that our functor categories [X*, Ab]p have the property of · - -- rop 
extremal cocompleteness studied by ISBELL [1966] - which 
states roughly that cointersections of strict quotients 

always exist - the whole theory may go through as before. 
But I am at a loss to discover whether these functor 
categories always have this property or what conditions on ~ 

need to be imposed to ensure that they do. 
The second question is also one which we shall not 

discuss in any detail. The reasons are different : in 
principle it is completely solved, it is just that ~he 
solution would appear to be encrusted with unnecessary 
complexities of dubious utility. To start with there are 
some notions in the additive case which do not have well
defined counterparts in the non-additive, for example, 
that of ideal. The best approximation is that of a pair-ideal 
i.e. a collection of pairs of morphisms (m, n) closed under 
R 8 T operations and left and/or rlght composition with 
morphisms. It is clear that the kernel pair 

of any functor F : A ,_,.,. B 
may be regarded as a pair•-ideal but since not every 

precongruence (R 8 T subcategory of A n A) is a congruence 
(kernel-pair of some F) the notion of 2-sided pair ideal 
needs to be refined to be really useful. 
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Lert pair-ideals, however, are rairly well-behaved and 
\ 

are closely related to fUnctors T : A~ in the same sort 
or way that lert ideals in additive categories are related 

to runctors T : A ~ Ab • However, to develop analogues 
or 1.8 and 1.10 would require the setting up or a considerable 
amount or machinery ror fUnctor categories .[A, ~] most or 
which will only become available in later chapters, and would 
necessitate an errort scarcely justiried by the result.· 
So we shall content ourselves Yvi th merely asserting that 
analogues do exist, and the remark that it is orten important 

to know in practice whether [A , Ens] 8m and [A , ~]Prop 
coincide ror a particular t;;. I have ·been able to show that 
this is the case ror the category or sets Ens, but the :proor 

uses the (categorical) Axiom or Choice so will not generalize 
to other important categories such as Top • 

We will return to these questio~s. again later. 
********" One may wish to specialise still rurther - to construct, 

:ror example, abelian quotient categories or abelian categories. 
·Alas, this is not in general possible. We shall show in the 

next chapter that proper quotient runctors generally destroy 
equalizers and coequalizers and so, ipso racto, kernels, 
cokernels and those relations between kernels and cokernels 
which are necessary to the derinition or an abelian category. 

However, there is a generalization or the notion or 
quotient runctor which is or some importance occurring widely 
in the literature and which is such that,under appropriate 
conditions, we may construct generalized quotient categories 
o:r abelian categories in such a way as to be automatically 
abelian. 
Definition 1.11 
~ ... ~ A fUnctor F : A --7 B is said to be 
surjective irr it is surjective on the classes or morphisms 
or the two categories i.e. ror each morphism b or B 



there exists a morphism a of A such that F(a) 
If there exists a surjective ~ctor F :A ---7 ~ 

that ~ is a surjective quoti~ of A· If F 
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=b. 

we say 

is the 
composite of a surjective fUnctor and a category equivalence 
it is said to be a generalized~otient fUnctor. 

Various things follow immediately from the definition 
of a surjective runctor. They are stable under composition 
and quotient categories in the sense of MITCHELL are 
generalized quotient categories, while a surjective functor 
which is isodiscrete is automatically fUll and hence a 
quotient category in the sense of MITCHELL. It is clear 
that surjective functors are epimorphisms in the category 
of categories, though the converse need not hold. 

We shall now present a simplified exposition of 
GROTHENDIECK'S construction of the generalized quotient 
categories of an abelian category by a thick (epaisse) 
subcategory. 

Definit~QF __ l.l2 Suppose we have an abelian category A 
then a full subcategory Q of A is thick iff for every 
short exact sequence 

(i) 

(ii) 

0 ~ A 1 > > A 2 >> A 3 ~> 0 

A:~e c implies A 1 e Q & A3e Q ; 

A1 e.Q&:A,e.Qimplies~e.Q. 

It will easily be seen that the full subcategory which 
is the kernel of an exact functor must satisfy these 
conditions. GROTHENDIECK reverses this observation : 
if A is a locally and colocally small abelian category 
and Q a thick subcategory, one may construct a canonical 
abelian category A I Q with an exact fUnctor G :~ ~ A/Q 
such that any ~ctor T A ~ B annihilating C 
factors uniquely through G, i.e. A I Q is a kind of 
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'cokernel' in the category or abelian categories. 

The construction.f'or ! I .Q is as f'ollows. The collection 
of' objects of' f: I Q is a copy of' that of' A : G maps A to A • 
For morphisms we set !/£[A, B] = colim ! (A', B'] 1 

where the colimit is taken over the direct system def'ined in 
the obvious way by those subobjects A' of' A whose cokernels 
are in C, and those quotient objects B' of' B whose 

kernel is in Q. 

The composition may be def'ined as f'ollows. 
Consider 

1:.1 .Q [N , P] X A I c [ iVi , 'N] ~ A I .Q [ i, P] • 
An element 1 of' A I C [M, N] may be regarded as the 

image or a morphism f' : M' ~ N I N' where M I M' and 
N' are in £· Similarly g of' [tl, P ] is the image 
of' a g : N' ' ~ P I P ' with N I N' ' and p ' in .Q • 

Now consider the diagram below in which the lower left
hand corner has filled out by applying the strong f'orm of' the 
9-lemma [MITCHELL I.l6.5J to the f'actorization of' 

N'' > > N ~> N I N' through its image I, 
all pairs of' the f'orm ·>~ • ---7> • 

being exact. The other squares in the diagram are obtained 
by f'orming the indicated pullback and pushout and applying 
MITCHELL !.13.1 and 1.13.1* • Since Q is a thick subcategory 
it is easy to see that the f'ringe of' objects along the lower 
edge and the lef't-hand side are all in Q • 



M 

l 
N/N'UN'' <<'~--< M' <-< M'' 

N/N'l' 
N/N'' 

I 
I, , 

f' lpullback li '-,,''.h 
'•:~ 

g 
<<-<N;'N' ~< I > P'' 

T image 1 pushout i 
g 

<<-< N < < N''~ P/P' 

I I I 
<+= N' <-< N'flN' '. __ N'nN'' 
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~-*- p 

Thus coker (M'' >----> M') is in C, which together 
with coker (M' >~ M) in C and the use of' the ker-coker 
sequence implies that coker (M'' >~ M) is in C. 

Similarly ker (P ---?> P '') is in Q. Thus h defines 

a morphism in the quotient category n : M ---> p • This 
image h depends solely on f and g and not on the choice of' 
representatives f' and g, so it is legitimate to def'ine 
the composition by go f' = h • It is not dif'f'icul t to see 
that this composition is bilinear, and that we may def'ine an 
additive f'unctor, the generalized quotient f'unctor,by 
G (f') = f'. We shall now show that the category J:/C thus 
def'ined is an abelian category and that the functor G is a 



generalized quotient in the sense of de~inition 11 

as claimed. 
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Pro:Q_9~ll._ion l.lJ (GROTHENDIECK) If u : M --?- N is 
a morphism of A , then G (U:) is nuJJ. (respectively epic 
or monic) iff Im u belongs to .Q (respectively Ker u belongs 
to C9 coker u belongs to C) • In fact if i : K--? M 

is ker u in ~' p : N ~ C coker u in !, G (i) 
(respectively G (p) ) induces an isomorphism of 
G (K) on Ker (u) (respectively of G (C) on coker G (u) ) • 
If u has both ker u and coker u in .Q, G (u) is an 
isomorphism. 

Since every morphism in A(c is the composite of a 
morphism of the form G (u) with isomorphisms, A being 
abelian implies [V'Q abelian. The functor G is exact and 
any exact functor A ---7 B killing C factors through it. 

Proof : (Sketch) (After GABRIEL) If Im u belongs to .Q 
the image of u in !(M, N!Imu ] is in effect zero, 
and hence in zero in the colimit. Conversely, if G (u) is 
nullone is able to choose subobjects M', N' in such a 
fashion that the morphism of M' into M/N' which is 
induced by u is null. Thus u(M') is contained inN' 
and belongs to C. As one has on the other hand an exact 
sequence 

0 >~ u(M') ~ Im u ->> M/(M' + Ker u ) ~> 0 
it follows Im u is in C. The reasoning in the case of 
monies and epics is analogous. 

From this it follows that G (i) is monic, we show 
it is a kernel of G (u). Let r : G (X) ~ G(M) be such 
that G (u) f is null; we must show that there is 
g : G(X )__,. G(K) so that G ( i) g = f' . Now f is the 
image of an f : X' ~ M/M' where X/X ' and M are in .Q. 
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Thus we have the following diagram which has exact rows, and 
the morphisms p, q, r are the canonical ones. 

i u 
0>~ K >-> M ---> N 

pl 1 
""· ~ 0 >-> K/KfiM t >-> WM' >~ 

1 
.....;;/ 

N/u(M') 

g i pullback It: 
X " >____,. X ' 

Now as G(u)f is null~he image of X' by u' f 
belongs to Q. Consequently the inverse image (i.e. X'' 
in. the pullback) has X '/X'' and consequently X/X'' 
belonging to Q. Now 1 if g is the image of g in 
A/Q [X , K ] one has the required equation G (i) g = f . 
The proof ~or the cokernel is dual. 

To show that, if' u has kernel and colcernel in Q , its 
image is an isomorphism~ it suf'f'ices to construct an inverse 
f'or G (u). Factoring u into an epic M ~> Coim u 
followed by a monic Im u > ~ N with ker (respectively 
coker) in Q we see it suf~ices to construct inverses f'or 
these types of' morphism. Take the class of' the 
isomorph~sm b: coim u ~- ~Ker u e A [Coim u, M/Ker u] 
in A/C [ Coim u, M ]. For the other inverse proceed --in a dual fashion. 

The remainder of' the proposition is trivial, save 
perhaps f'or the factorization of' the general morphism of' 
~C into a morphism of the ~orm G (f') and isomorphisms. 
Suppose f : G (M) ~ G (N) is the image of' f' : M' 
~ N/N' then we have a commutative diagram 
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-r 
G (M) > G (N) 

(1:•) i 1 G (~/N) 
G ( f') 

G (N/N') G(M' > 

f:'' 

where i and q are the canonical inj,ection and :projection 

respectively. 

It is this last observation that allows us to classif'y 

the functor G : ! ~ J:IQ as a generalized quotient 
functor. For if' we replace £/C by a skeleton it is evident 
that the resulting f'unctor is surjective. 

Remark : The case in which the f'unctor A ~ A / C has 
an adjoint has been extensively investigated by GABRIEL [1962] 
who terms the thick subcategories f'or which this is :possible 
lQ_calizant subcategories. These must satisf'y in addition to 
the ordinary closure :properties of' thick subcategories a 
third condition 

(iii) Q is closed under arbitrary colimits. 
Under f'airly general conditions this is suf'f'icient to establish 

the existence of' an adjoint 8 : ~Q ~ ~ to G : A ~ ~Q. 
The structure of' the situation then shows that 8 
equivalence between A/Q and a f'ull subcategory of' 

so-called C-closed objects of' ~· 

def'ines an 

f:, the 

In the case of' the category of' right modules over a 
ring R, the localizant subcategories can be determined 
explicitly. It is easy to see f'rom the f'act that R is a 
generator and C is closed under quotients and co:products 
that these subcategories are completely determined by the 
cyclic modules they contain. These in turn are completely 
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determined by their annihilators in R, a system of right 
ideals. The conditions (i) (ii) (iii) on C force the 
following conditions 

(1) R e F ; 

on such a system F 

(2) A e F, x e R implies the ideal 

of right ideals • 

{A : x} ={yly e R, x y e A} e F . , 
(3) If A, B are right ideals of R such that 

A e F and for any x e A {B : xJ e F 
then B e F. 

Conversely, given such a collection, termed a top~ogizL~ 
system (or in full a topologizing idempoten~ filter) 
one may define a localizant subcategory by taking all the 
modules such that the annihilator of each element is in F. 
The functor G which coreflects each module M to a Q
closed one may be represented by 

G(X) = colim ~-~ [A, X/X1 ] 
AeF 

where X. is the maximal C-subobject of X (which exists 
~ -

since conditions (i)(ii)(iii) ensure that Q is a 
reflective subcategory). 

We have given this all-too-brief sketch of GABRIEL's 
work because we shall need it for an example later and for 
a generalization. For fUrther details the reader is referred 
to BUCUR -DELEANU (1968) or GABRIEL's original paper 
(GABRIEL (1962]). 

• * * * * * * * * * * • * * 
Generalized quotient functors also occur in other contexts 

that need to be noticed. Particularly important are the 
generalizations of GROTHENDIECK's construction above 
which are known as categories of fractions [cf GABRIEL-
ZISMAN [1966] HARTSHORNE [1966] etc]. These are basically 



constructed on the analogy of rings or quotients, adjoining 
to the basic category A, 11 inverses 11 of a certain "multi
plicative set 11 of morphisms C to form a category 11c 
which has the couniversal property for functors T which 
send the morphisms of C into isomorphisms. These categories 
can be constructed under various assumptions on C which 
result in more or less nice properties on the category ~· 
In particular, if C is such as to admit a~£! 
fractions (lunalogous to the Ore conditions for rings of 
fractions), one may show easily that just as above 9 

A ~ Ac is a generalized quotient ~ctor. 

But the most general construction of this type is that 
of BAUER-DUGUNDJI [unpublished] who proceed by forming a 
category Ac out of equivalence classes of' 11words 11 

of the form A1~ B1 <:-A2 ---7- B2 <-A3 ••••• ~ Bn 
where the B ~ A are morphisms belonging to C, 
the equivalence relation being defined in terms of' commutative 
squares in the obvious way, so that the morphisms 
Bs<--- As+1 function as inverses f'or morphisms A1 + 1~ B1 • 

Thus the general morphism in this category will not be the 
product of' a morphism which is an image of' one in ! and 
isomorphisms but of a whole string of' such. This is related 
to the most general reasonable notion of' quotient that there 
is - the strict epimorphisms of ~ , in the same way that 
the generalized quotient is to the surjective fUnctor, as can 
be seen from the following theorem. This theorem is perhaps 
a fitting conclusion to the chapter, as it sets out the complete 
set of' structural relationships between the various types of' 
quotient fUnctor and the various types of' epimorphisms in 
~, the categories or categories. 

Theorem 1.14 

obtain: 
In the category of' categories ~ the following 
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(i) F : A~~ is a universal epimorphism iff F is 
a surjective functor : for each b e B theTe 
exists an a e A such that b = F(a). 

(ii) F : A~ B is a strict (effective) epimorphism 
iff F has the property : for each b € B there -
exists a finite sequence a 1 , ••• ,an e A such that 

b = F(a1 ) F(a2) •••• F(an ). 
(iii) (ISBELL) F : A --7 B is an epimorphism iff F has 

the property:for ench b e B there exist a pair of 
factorizations 

b = C y 1 = X C 2 0 m m 
connected by relations 

0 0 = x1°1' c1y1 =c2y2 '~c2= x2c3,. •• ,c2m-:fm = a2m 
for some finite m (m = 0 means b = c 0 ) 

where each c. is such that there exists a finite 
J. 

sequence a. 1, ••• , a. e A with c. =F( a. 1 )F( a. 2) .•• 
J. J.n J. J. J. . 

• • • F( a. ) 
J.n 

Proof (i) A surjective functor F is certainly epimorphic. 
Consider now a pullback with an arbitrary functor 
G:D~Q. 

_-..P.-D_-+> D 

-! f1 C may be represented as the subcategory of All C 
consisting o~ all pairs {(a, d) : a e A, de D, 
F(a) = G(d)}. P D projects (a,d) to d. We show 
PD is surjective. Let e be an arbitrary element of 
D. G(e) e B. Since F is surjective there exists 
a e A so that F(a) = G(e). Hence (a,e) is in 
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A II D -B-
and PD projects it onto e. Hence PD is 

surjective, hence epimorphic. 

To see the converse suppose F : A'~ B is universal • 

For any b e ~' consider the pullback 

A II 2 ~-p-1-~--~ 2 
B- -

G(b) 

F 

where G(b) is the fUnctor which sends the unique 
.. non-identity morphism j of' g_ to b. Now if' P2 
does not cover j it cannot be an epimorphism 
(compose with the two distinct functors of'~ 
into • ====~ • ) Hence there is a pair 

(a, j) in ! II~' and F(a) = G(b)(j) = b 
~ 

• 

(ii) It can easily be seen that the coequalizer 

of' a pair of' functors G,H : X ~ A is not in general 
surjective. For 9 if' G, H send the object X of' ~· 

to distinct objects G(X) *H(X) in A, these must be 
identified by the coequalizer F : A ~ ~ and there will 
then be rnorphisms v1hich are compositions of' F-images of' 
A--;- G(X), H(X) ~--7 A' which cannot be composed in A. 
However it is evident by explicitly constructing a 
coequalizer by reducing a category of' paths of' A 
modulo the congruence relation determined by G, H, 
that all morphisms must be finite compositions of' 
F images. The explicit construction also serves to 
prove the converse, f'or given F satisfying our condition 
we can f'orm the kernel pair and take the coequalizer of' 
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that, obtaining a category clearly isomorphic to B. 

(iii) (Sketch, .after ISBELL [1968]) Suppose 
M,N : ]2 ~ Y and MF = NF. Clearly M, N agree 
on elements of the form F(a), aeA fu~d so on 

elements ci = F( ai 1 ) F( ai 2 ) ••• F( ~n ) • 

Now for all b we have double factorizations 

b =co Y1 = X c2 and 
m m 

M(c0y1) = M(c0 )M( y1 ) = N ( c 0 ) M ( ;v1 ) = N(~1 c1 )M( Y1 ) 

= N(x1 )N(c1 )M(y1 ) = N(x1 )M(c1 y1 ) • • • • • • 

= N(x c 2 ) 
m m 

using the string of' relations in the statement of' 

theor·em. So M, N agree on all b. M - N • 

the 

To prove the converse one constructs the colcernel 

pair of F, ] -~ ~ Z r;& and shows that when the 
conditions given A 
above are satisfied the injections are the same. 
This requires an explicit presentation of' the pushout 
category and we shall not follow ISBELL into the 
details of' its construction. It is obvious, however, 
that the equality of' the injections implies F is 
epimorphic. 

Remark : We now have a strictly increasing hierarchy of' 
types of' functors: 

Quotient functors in the sense of' MITCHELL (isodiscrete 
surjective functors) 

C Surjective functors (Universal epimorphisms) 
c Strict epimorphisms (Effective epimorphisms) 
c General epimorphisms • 

By allowing composition with category equivalences we get 
a similar hierarchy in COCA:NE<:;eF, We shall, however, f'rom 
now on restrict our attention almost solely to the f'irst class
occasionally the second and third. But non-strict epics are 
exotic. 
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~~nts ~~ Limits 

The purpose of this short chapter is to provide some 
examples of' quotient categories and, in particular, to 
explore,via examples, the behaviour of' limits and colimits 
under quotient functors. But we shall also take the 
opportunity to develop some theoretical concepts which 
will be usefUl later and are interesting in their own right. 

Foremost among these is the notion of' a category of' 
diagrams of' variable domain which generalizes the familiar 

concept of' a functor category. Let ~ be a subcategory 

of~ regarded as a 2-category. 

Defi!ll-t~on~£:1 (KAN [1958]) We shall call the following 
category the category of' D-diagrams over A (also written = -
[D, A]) • 

.QPjects Functors F ~ --~ h:, G : 1 ~ A etc 
with domains ~~ Y etc in ~· 

Mo£Phisms : Pairs (P,p) : F---? G 

a functor P : Y ~ .2£ 
a natural transformation 

consisting of' 
in 12 and 
p:FP-~G. 

Composition : If' F : ~ _ ___, A, G : 1 -~ f::, H Z ~A 

are diagrams and 
(P,p) : F _.,. G , (Q,q) : G ~ H 
morphisms between them 
( p : FP ---?- G, q : GQ ~ H) , 

then the composite (Q,q)(P,p) : F ~ H 
is given by ( Q, q) (P ,p) =(PQ, q(pQ)) , 



i.e. the natural transformation FPQ ~ H 
is given by FPQ ~ GQ ....9_,.. H • 

p "'- Q 

~<,.._:~-p ~ -ly ·<·cr r 
F~ G /""'.h 

"""~h.'-' 
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One may easily check this composition associative. 

The meaning of this definition can best be understood by 
looking at a few simple examples. Heuristically we may 
visualize the objects as diagrams actually drawn in the 
category, and morphisms as being commutative squares with 
one edge in the domain diagram and the opposite in the 

range diagram : every ffi9~hism ~n ~ range diagr~ ~~i~igg 
Jnto suqh ~ s~uare. (In the dual category one obviously has 
the reverse requirement - which seems more natut•al - that 
every domain arrow fits in such a s·quare. ) 

Consider X = 2 n £, 

00 . > 01 

1~1 Y= 0--->- 1 

10 ~---+ 11 

P(O ~ 1) = 00 ~ 01. 

Then a morphism of diagrams (P,p) is just a commutative diagram. 

Ao 0 > A01 

l ~~· r~(o ·--J2 .. ~~ -. 2 ~ u) A . -J\ 
'--; 0 > A1 

A1 0 .A11 

F(mn) =A G(m) =Am (m, n = o, 1). mn 
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Comment : 
(i) If the categories in D are small then [D A] will - _,_ 

be a category with hom-sets. Failing this one either has 

to construct [~, ~] as a category with proper classes of 
morphisms bet•Jveen objects or has to impose propriety" or 
smallness on the diagrams F : ~ ~ 1:: , ~ a category of 
D. These lead to categories [DJ A]p and [D, A] 
- - - rop - - Sm 
respectively (where, of course, for ! and 
not ~ properness and smallness have to be defined in 
terms of generalized representable functors. See UL~mR [1968bJ) 
We shall not spell out these constructions as we have no 
occasion to use them. 

(ii) Note that, if D contains only one object the -category ! and one morphismJ the identity functor 1x , 
then [~~A] is the standard functor category [~~ ~].
Now [X, -] is a functor from C;t to~ (in fact ~ hyper

functor from~ to~) and this suggests that [~,-] is 

also a hyperfUnctor. This is easily shown. Let 
S : A---? B be a functor, then we may define - -

[~,s] : [~,A]~ [~, ~] by setting 

[D,s) F= SF and 
[D,S] (P,p) = (P,Sp) : SF~ SG = 

(where F, G, P, p are as above). 
It is easy to see this is functorial P~d a pleasant 
peculiarity of' :cat as a hypercategory at once implies that 
it is hyperfunctorial i.e. natural transformations n :T ~ S: 

induce natural transformations [D,n] : [~,T] ----> [~,s] • 
(The peculiarity of Cat ref'erred to is that.natural == 
transformations are themselves objects of appropriate 
functor categories of' the [2£IIE,, X] type.) 



Alternatively, one can define this directly : 

[Q,n] (F) : TF ---? SF is defined to be the morphism 

[~,n](F) ; (1 ~ , n F) 
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The concept of the category of ~-diagrams seems to have 

been first employed by KAN [1958] but was independently 
rediscovered by HOF}~tN.N [1968] and the author. It is in 

fact a particular case of a much more general construction: 

the category Die.g ( C, ]2), of Q di.agrams in D diagrams, - - - -
which has objects functors F : Q ~ l2 with Q in Q 
and D in D, morphisms triples (M,N,t) : F ___,.. F' -(where F' : C~ ~ l2' is a second object) M a C functor 

C' ~ C , N aD functor : D ~ D' with t a natural - - = - -
map NFM ~ F' and the obvious composition. 

FI I~·~ 
c' t -

=> => 1 
D D' -~-->D' I - -

These constructions will also evidently work in the 
setting of BENABOU's bicategories (BENABOU [1967]). 

It is now time to consider [~, A ] in relation to limits. 

If 12 contains the category 1 this relationship is very 
simple, for we may then embed A in [D, A] by identifying 
it with the subcategory consisting of diagrams 1 ~! 
(each such determines a unique object and each morphism 
of such corresponds to a unique morphism of A·) 
Then a limit for F : 12 ~ A is simply a coreflection 
of F into this subcategory identified as an object of A· 
Not all objects of [~ 9!] need have such coreflections, of 
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course, in fact we may form a full subcategory A' with 

inclusion functor J : A' ~ [~, A] of objects which can 

be reflected. It is clear that we may define (as usual with 
coreflections) a functor LIM : A'-~ A assigning to each · 
D-diagram in A with a limit, its limit. If I is the - -
inclusion of A in [~p A] we have 

A[A, LIM G] ~ [Dp A] [I(A), J(G)] - -
so that LIM is what ULMER [1968 a] terms the J-adjoint 

of I. If A' is the whole of [D , !] then we call A, 
D-complete. -

Before considering the case where D does not 
= 

necessarily contain 1, let us just remark that it is some-
times useful to find J-adjoints for J the inclusion of 
an even smaller subcategory o~ [D, A] than A' . This 

happens particularly when one wants to consider limits o:f' 
diagrams with some commutativity or triviality condition 
imposed on them. The simplest example is the kernel. 

For the general case, where Ddoes not necessarily 
contain 1, we may proceed as :f'ollows : 

Let K(A) : D ~ A - -
PA 

be the :!hnc tor 12 ___,.. 1 ~~ A-
i.e. the :f'unctor such that 

K(A)(D) = A 
:f'or all d in D. 
:f'unctor at A. 

Definition 2.2 

:f'or all D in ~ and K(A)(d) = lA 
We describe K(A) as the cons~ 

(HOFMANN) A is said to be a limit :f'or 
a functor F : D ~ A i:f' there is a natural transformation 

nF : K(A) ~~~ F such that :f'or every natural trans:f'ormation 
a : K ---? F ~rom a constant :f'unctor there is a unique 
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constant natural transformation k : K ~ K(A) such that 
a = nFk. The identity of this concept with that derived 
from compatible f'amilies should be evident. 

Suppose F : ~ ~ A and G : X___,. ~ are 
diagrams admitting limits. Then f'or every morphism 
(P ,p) : F ~~ G there is a morphism k(p ,p) : lim F 

---~ lim G which is def'ined by completing the following 

diagram 

K (lim F) PK (lim F) 
PnF 

= ~->- PF 
. 

., . 

k(P,p) 
.. 
~ 

nG '·~ ..... » K (lim G) ----? 

t 
G 

using 

the f'act that the composition of P : D' ---? D 
with D =~ 1 (.!_~-_.I!~) A just yields D:~ 1 (~)A - - -
another constant fUnctor. 

Definition 2.3 (HOFMANN) We call a pair (:8:, R) consisting 
of' a category A, and a subcategory R of []2, A] a 

categ,or;L_with C0.1l,Vergence (relative to D) if'f' -~,..,......,._......~ 

(i) f'or each object F 0 ]2~A of' R the limit . 
lim F exists; 

(ii) R contains the constant f'unctors. 

For any such R there is a f'unctor LIM : E ---7 A~ 

def'ined by LIM (P,p) = k (P,p)• 

A category A is ~complete if'f' {A,[J2, A]) 
is a category with convergence. 

Given two categories with convergence {!, B) 

(~, .§.) , a functor V : /j; -~ ]2 is said to be .£2..Il,tinuous 
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with regard to the respective convergences if 

(i) [~, V] [D9 ~] ---? [~, ~] carries R into £ 
(ii) LIM[~, V]IR ~ V LIM naturally~ as fUnctors 

from R to B. 

We shall also (loosely) say V is B-limi t pr~serving. 

The composition of continuous functors is continuous, 
hence we may form a category ~ of categories.with 
convergence, and continuous fUnctors between them. 

We shall say that an object A of A is R-~ 
if the representable functor ~[A, -] carries E-colimits 
to colimits in Ens i.e. is ,B-cocontinuous. 
[N.B. This concept is different if' A[A, -] takes values 
in another closed category e.g. Ab.] 

There are several other ideas which should be mentioned 
in this connection but which we cannot dwell on 9 f'or 

example, fi~alL~~· 

[LAi!VVERE] F : ~ -~ 12' is said to be 
f'inal iff f'or every G: D'---? ~'', the existence of 
lim GF implies that of' lim G and lim ( GF) ~ lim (G). 

This coincides (when suitably dualized and specialized) with 
the familiar notion of' cof'inality f'or directed categories. 
It is interesting to note that final subcategories in this 
case always give rise to subdiagrams which are retracts in 
the categories [D 9 A] throwing an interesting sidelight 
on the behaviour of' the :functors LIM : []2, ,A] ~~-~ h.· 
These functors will come to play an important role in our 
later discussion. They are obviously surjective and very 
importantly may continue to be so on quite restricted 
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subcategories of'(lh~). Vve can now use the various types of' 
quotient functors to define various types of density. 

~~ Let (A, R) be a cate~ory with convergence 
and ~ a subcategory of A· Then, if the fUnctor 

LIM : ,R r\ [], P] ~ A 

(i) is surjective, ~ is said to be weakly pr~~~ 
in (~, R) ; 

(ii) is fUll and surjective, 
dense in (A, R) ; 

f is said to be weakly 

(iii) admits a right inverse functor D : A~ B(\(E,.f] 
P is said to be dense in (A, E) in the SJLnse of 
HOFMANN ; 

(iv) admits an adjoint which is right inverse 
D :A~ .R r\ [P.,~], Pis said to be dense 

in (A., R) • 

Sometimes we shall refer to the various types of' density in 
(A, R) as R-density in A or when .R = [D? A] as 

D-density in A·· The unadorned word dense shall be taken 
to mean dense in the sense of ULMER, i.e. dense in terms of 
all comma-category diagrams. 

As examples we may consider : 

(1) F, a field is z-codense in F-Mod the category of 
F-vector spaces ; 

( ii) FG Ab , the category of f'ini tely-generated abelian 
groups,is ~ir-codense in Ab in the sense of 
HOFMANN (~ = directed categories) since 
every abelian group is canonically the colimit of' 
its finitely generated subgroups. 
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Later on the codensity or certain small objects will be 
important to us, as one can easily verif'y projectiYes 

in abelian categor·ies are just coker-small objects and 
there being enough or them is equivalent to their being 
coker-codense. Important consequences follow :from LIM 
being a certain kind of' quotient functor. 

Now to return to quotient f'unctors. We shall give 
below examples of' various types showing how quotient :functors 
may behave in rele.tion to limits. 

Firstly, let us consider the nicest case. Do there 
exist quotient :functors between complete and cocomplete 
categories which preserve all limits and colimits? 

Exampl~ 2.6 The answer is yes. Consider the category of' 
left-modules B-Mod over a ring R which is the direct 
product of' two other rings R = R' X R'' (see MACLANE [1963] 
IX.9) • Then every R-module A decomposes uniquely upto 
isomorphism i~to the sum of' an R'-module A' and an R''
module A'' (each considered with R action defined by the 
maps 

'JC1 
R ~ R', R ~ R'' 

one simply takes 
and 

( A')® ( ?CA") 
11i, ' "2: 
A =7t1R ® R A 

A"= R" ®0· 
1(2 

• 

) • , 

These clearly are :functors 

and 
F1 : :fi-MQ.9; ~ R'-Mod 
F 2 : R-Mod --.,.> R' '-Mod • 

Concentrating on F1 (F 2 is entirely analogous by symmetry) 
we see that F1 is :full and surjective, and, of' course, 
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R-Mod and R'-Mod are both complete and cocomplete. The 
functor ~ preserves all limits and colimits by virtue 
of' the uniqueness of' decomposition and the isomorphisms 

lim 1~ ';; lim Ai ED lim .1\ n 

and colim A. ; colim A~ m colim A~ 
J J J 

, 
which follow from the fact that biproducts will commute with 
both limits and colimits. 

Hence F1 is an example of' the nicest type of' quotient 
functor - nor are these particularly rare : any projection 
functor from a product of' complete categories onto one of the 
factors will have the same properties. 

However, a quotient functor often will distort some 
limits. In particular, products are not necessarily 
preserved. Consider the case of' the behaviour of' the 
product under a quotient functor Q : A ~ B , where we 
shall write [f'] the equivalence class of' f' for Q(f'), 
and [A] the image Q(A) of' an obj3ct A. Then we have 
corresponding diagrams 

A. 
·t 
' 

X • • • • > ATIB 

~I 
~-~ 

and, if we vYant the functor Q 

we must show that in the second 
for [A] II [B] • In other words 

~[A] . T 
"> [A]i1[B] 

J 
... ~(B] 

to be product preserving, 
diagram we can take [AII B] 
we must show that for each 

pair of' classes [f'] : [X] _,. [A], (g] : [X] ~ [B] 
there is a unique .£.~ ( [f'], [ g]) : [X] --·-> [AII B] 
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making the diagram commute. But in the general case all we 

know is that there are a number o~ classes [(~,g )] given 
by di~~erent choices o~ representatives ~, g ~rom [~] and 

[g] , and in ~act one may construct examples where there is 
no such uniqueness. Most o~ these examples seem somewhat 
arti~icial -:- here is what is perhaps the simplest. I,et A 
be an additive category on which we may ~orm a congruence 

relation by taking as equivalence classes sets [a] = {+a, -a} 
~or every morphism a o~ b· I~ the hom-sets are not all 
2-groups? we may ~orm a proper quotient category 

Q: A~ B by Q(a) =[a]. Now ~or every pair of' 
classes o~ maps [~], [ g] as above we get ~our maps :r, -:r, 
g, -g, hence ~our maps to the product (~,g) (~,-g), (-~,g)(-~,-g) 

which constitute two classes [(:r,g)J and [(~, -g)] of' 
maps to the product. Thus we have an example where products 
are destroyed. 

But there is a more subtle point to be made here, namely 
that, although quotient functors may destroy the uniqueness 
clause in the definition o~ product, they do not destroy 
the universal property of' there being at least one map to 
complete the product diagram. Following FREYD we shall 
term objects with this property weak products, an instance 
o~ the more general 

~ni tion 2.:J.. (FREYD) lm object L o~ A is said to be 
a weak limit o~ a diagram D : 1 ~ A i~ there exists a 
compatible f'amily {L ~ D.j such·that f'or any other 

J. 

coopatible ~amily {L'~ D .j there exists a (not necessarily 
J. 

unique) morphism L ---~ L' such that there is a ~actorization 

L' 

~or each i in 1· t~Di 
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It will be seen that weak limits o~ diagrams are not 
in general unique and that i~ a limit exists in A then the 

weak limits are precisely the split extensions o~ the limit$ 
so that in the ~amiliar big categories weak limits will 
ex{st in some pro~sion. 

In the above language our in~ormal argument regarding 

quotient functors can be reformulated as 

Proposition 2.8 Quotient ~nctors (in the sense o~ MITCHELL) 
carry prod~cts into weak products. 

We note that it is essential that the ~ctor be ~11. 

To see what the e~~ect of quotient functors is on 
more general limits we turn to equalizers. The application 
of our previous argument fails why? Because one 

X ...lhJ. A [~] B 

=ri! ~ 1:] -v/ LE 
E 

i.e. 
[f][h] 

r~ hJ 

may have 

= [ g](h] 
= [g h] 

without ~h ~ gh 

~or any representative h o~ [h]. This o~ten happens in 
practice and is very important as can be seen ~rom our next 
example, which as it is so crucially important, we give in 
some detail. 

Example 2.2 Ordinary Homotopy Theory 

As is well knovm the ~unctor Q : ~op ---; Htp 
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is de~ined by the equivalence relation 

~ .... g , where ~, g : X ~ Y iff there is a commutative 

~or some F: Cy(X) --? Y 
where Cy(X), the cyli~over X, is the cartesian product of X 
with the unit interval 

Cy(X) =X xi 

and 
k. (i = 0,1) 

J. 
are the maps (actually natural 

trans~ormations) 

ki (x) = (x, 1)~ 
Oce.asionally it is necessary to specif'y F and we write 
F : ~ -g, read F is a homotopy of' f' to g. 

. That this - relation is actually a compatible equi va
lence relation needs some verif'ication • 

. Ref'l~ivene~ f'ollows f'rom the existence of' a map 
r : Cy(X) ~X 

so that 

giving f'or any f', f'-f' by 

--1\ Cy(X) J~x 

1/f ~ 
X --; ~ y 

' f' 
take e.g. r (x,t) = X • 
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Symmetry follows from the existence of a map s :Cy(X) --;Cy(X) 

such that s k 0= k1 ,s k1= k0; 
thus if' · F : f._ g, then Fs g ..... f • 

Take e.g. • 

!ran~itivi~ f'ollows f'rom the existence of a map 

t : CyX ~ CyX k Z k CyX 
1 o which renders 

~ommutative the following rather complicated diagram 
in whiGh , u

0 
and u

1 
complete the pushout of' k0 and ~ 

x~,:;,..Cy~0 . 

X ,Y~ CyX _ __:_.,. ~YX.:1 };k Cy.X: 

Xk~CyX~ 
0 

For if' F : f' ...._ g and G . . g ..... h then 

(F, G) t : f- h as can be seen f'rom 

• 
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An appropriatG t is given by 

t ( X 1 p ) = f ( X, 2p ) 1 ( 0 ~ p ~ i) 
l (x, 2p- l)l(i ~ p ~l.) , 

the subscript denoting the copy of CyX in which the image 

point lies. Geometrioa:hly Cy~. Zk CyX 
is just a pair of cylinders with the bottom of oAe ~dentified 
with the top of the other. 

To show that the equivalence relation thus obtained 
generates a congruence, i.e.· that the composition of 
equivalence classes is well-defined,it suffices to show 

The second of these relationships is clear -

if F : f 0-f, 
then h F h f

0 
-h f 1 

, 
while the first follows from naturality - if F : f

0
- f

1 
then F Cy (g) f

0
g- r 1 g 

k 
z. 1tf=:::.3cy ( z ) 

~· = ko~ C~XCy(g) 

-~,~l 
~y 

So the category Htp and functor Q : !££ ~ Htp are well

defined. Q~ as we shall see, destroys equalizers, but 
(as is well known) it preserves products. Being full and 
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surjective it must take products to weak products, so it 
suf'f'ices to show that the homotopy class f'illing the 

diagram 
[f'] -·~[A] 

-~i 
I x r .. . . . . . . . . . . . . > [ .AIIB J 

·------ J [gJ----:S (BJ 

is unique. We recall that the classes completing it will 

have the :Corm [(f', g)] :Cor f' € [f'], g € (g] 
so we must show that this class is unique 

i.e. g - g' .... 
-r (f',g)- ,(f''' g') 

but if' F : ' f'-f'' G : g- g' then ( F, G) : ( f', g)- ( f'' , g' ) • 

cf' the diagram 

f' 
(X) = ; A 

~~f'' / 
·- 1~ C (X) g/y --5F~) 

B A~ 

But on the other hand equalizers are completely destroyed. 
In general we f'ind that Ht~ has only weak equalizers, but 
even when it· has equalizers we f'ind that .these are not the 
images of' equalizers in TQQ. Let us illustrate with an 
example. Consider the unit circ2e in the complex plane 

s 1 = {z : z e CC, lzl = lj • 
Consider the two maps of' it into E2 given by 

and 

f'(z) = z 2 . g(z) = -z 2 - 2 • 

Th.e equalizer of' these in Top will be E 

f'(z) = g(z) is just z 2= -z 2-2 

or 2z
2 + 2 = 0 

i.e. z = .± 1 • 

= {z :f'(z)=g(z)j 



So E is the 0-sphere s0 represented as the two points 
{i, -i}. Now since E2 is contractible, f -g (all maps 
nulhomotopic) so we f'ind the equalizer of [f'],[g] is just 
Eq ( [fl[f]) which is just the domain of [f] i .• e. [s 1 ] • 

Now s0 and s1 are clearly not of' the same homotopy type 
1 0 nor indeed is S a retract of S , so that we cannot even 

have equalizers in To~ carried to weak equalizers in Htp. 

Coming events cast their shadows before them. The 
next example serves to illustrate an idea we trute up later : 
quotient functors may create limits - in the sense that the 
quotient category possesses limits which the original 
category does not. 

Example 2.10 An example of some importance where (certain) 
weak limits are carried to limits is the f'ollowing. 
Consider a complete abelian category A with enough 
projectives P. Consider the category [_g, !] of morphisms 
of' P and the f'unctor COK : [,g,,E] ~ A assigning to 
each morphism a cokernel (this is an instance of' the con
struction described at the beginning of this section, a functor 
COLIM f'rom a category of' diagrams). Since there are enough 
projectives the fUnctor is representative, application of' 
·the usual Comparison Lemma (see MACLANE.[l963]) shows 
that it is f'ull. Thus A is represented as a quotient 
category, and obviously has all desired limits. [2, f] 
since it is a fUnctor category will have all the limits E 
has, i.e. will have f'inite products. Since in general 
subobjects and inf'inite products of' projectives are not 
projective one may expect that (strong) limits of' these 
types will not exist in general. (For example~ we may 
choose a category of modules over a ring which has homological 
dimension ~ 1.) 
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We shall show this by constructing weal-: limits in the 

category. Consider a diagram {Pi, uij j in [2, F] 
which may also be represented as a diagram in ! thus : 

Pi:-~ 
1 >~ 

}~j _}ij 
pj 

-~ pJ 
1 2 

and we may adjoin to it the limit in r·2 AJ i.e. _,_ 
1 ij 

the induced map from L 1= lim {P~' 1 to L 2= liml~i u .. ,uz 
~J 

r T 
i i p ~' > p 2 • 
1 

Now cover L
2 

with a projective 
projective cover of the pullback 

i.e. 

P 2, and cover L 1 with a 

L 1 II p 2 
Lz 

• 

Then I claim that P1 ~ P2 is a weak limit of {Pi , uij 1 
in [2, P]. For suppose {CP ~Pi 1 is a compatible 
system then it is easy to see that the following diagram 
can be completed : 

1 : 



(Maps to 

to L1 ll 
L2 
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L1, L2 since limits, P 0 P 2 since CP
2
projecti ve, 

P 2 since pullback, to P 
2 

since CP ,2 is projective.) 

.From this construction it is evident that weru~ limits 

exist in general, but limits do not. Since A is complete 

we have here an example of' weal<: limits being strengthened. 
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We enquire more closely into the fine structure of 
quotient formation. Our point of departure will be a slight 

·extension of the GROTHENDIECK programme of transferring 
such notions as monoids, groups, categories to general 

categories via representable functors we shall want to 
consider equivalence relations transferred in this way. 

We recall that A e A is said to be a £FO~ gbject 
if there is a functor G : A*~ Q£ (the category of groups) 

such that F.G = ,A[-, A] where F is the forgetful functor 
F : Q_:£ _ _,.. Ens • Dually A is a cogroup object if there 

is a factorimation of A[A, -] through F. 

To define equivalence relations on objects we need a 
category of equivalence relations. Define the category Part 
of partitioned sets as follows : 

Objects 

Morphisms 

Composition 

Pairs (s, R) where S e ~' R is an equivalence 
relation on S. 

f: (S,R) ~ (s', R') such that f 
is a function preserving the relations 

aRb implies f(a)R'f(b) 

Asin~. 

S ~ S' 

l?._efini tion 2·1 (FOLKLORE) An object A e A is said to have 
a partition if there is a functor G : A""~ ~ Part such that - _..,.~ 

F G = A[ -, A] , where F is the forgetful functor 
F : ~ ~ ~ defined by F (S, R) = S. 
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Remark 1 : Part is just the full subcategory of [2,~] 
consisting of the epimorphisms since in ~ all epics are 

ef'f'ective. 

Remark 2 : Every object in a category has 2 trivial parti-

tions corresponding to the identity and the chaotic 
equivalence relations. There may well be many other partitions 
on the same object, just as there may be many dif'f'erent group
laws on a group object. 

Suppose P(P) is a partition (copartition) of' A : 
then on each [-,A] (or [A, -]) we may form the quotient 
set of' equivalence classes which we shall denote P[-,A] 

(or P[A, -]).. P[-,A] is a f'unctor f'rom A* to Ens. 

The definition of' the category~ shows that 
q : [-, A] ---?> P [-, A] 

(respectively q: [A,-]---~> P [A, -]),the classif'ying 

f'unction, is a natural transf'ormation. Conversely every 
such natural epimorphism of' f'unctors def'ines a (co)partition 
of' A. 

The intervention of' epimorphisms suggests via 
ef'f'ectiveness the f'amiliar representation of' epimorphisms 
as coequalizers of' congruence relations : 

to represent q · as a coequalizer f'orm the kernel pair 

[-, A] qll q[-, A] = Yt ~ [-, ~] . 
P[~,A] PO 

The ef'f'ectiveness of' epics in ~ can be lif'ted into 
the fUnctor category. The most interesting case arises when 

[-, A] q IT q [-, A] is a repres:entable f'unctor , 
P[-,A] 

i.e. is naturally isomorphic to a f'unctor [-,D]. 



By Yoneda's lemma the maps 

(-,D] ~(-,A] 
Po 

II (-,A] ~=::-_:=.:; [-, A] 
q q P1 

must be induced by maps 

D 
p' 

==1!::=~) A 
p' 

0 
• ( *) 

Similarly, using the universality or (p
1

, 

pair we see there is a unique mapy completing 
p 

[-,A] II [-.A] ==.J Q~ [- A] 
s J_. Po ~;:IJ:-,7 

. p~ -~~-
.. :;..;t"......: 

[-, A] II (-, A] ~··· p1 

which must be induced by a map 

s' : D -~ D 
\ 

such that p' 
1 

s' = p' 
0 ' 

p' 
0 

s' 

Again by uniqueness,s' 2 
lD = 

s' is the SYillllletr:l: map ror 

' = p1 • 

• 
the relation 
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p0 ) as kernel 

( *) • 

As one mightexpect, entirely analogous (but dual) to the 
case or the cylinder discussed in the last chaptery we 
may construct a rerl~ rna£ 

r': A-_...,.D 

such that p; r' = lA 
' 

p' 
2 

r' 

and (ir the pullback exists in A) 

a tran~itivi~ map 

t 
DP,IIP,D ~ D 

1 0 
rendering the appropriate diagram 

= 
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commutative. 

Conversely, it is obvious that given any such set of 
morphisms (p1 , p0 , s, r, t ) in a category we may construct 
a partition ·on A, and every such system has the universality 
property implied by [-, D] being isomorphic to [-,A] II [-,A], 

G 

for the G it induces ( a sort of effectiveness). 

The only trouble is that in general not all partitions 
on A arise in this way , i.e. in general the functor 

[-,A] II [.;.,A] 
G 

is not representable. A particularly interesting case 
arises when this fUnctor is itself a partition of a 
representable functor, but we shall explore this later. 

First one notes that the systems (D, A, p 1, p 0, s, r, t) 
form a category, which we may term the ca~egory of eguivalen~ 
relations in A, 'among which an important subcategory is the 
subcategory of groupoids Jn A, where we impose on the systems 
(D, A, p 1, p 0, s, r, t) the various relations required to 
make t an associative not-everywhere-defined multiplication 
on D, with p 0, p 1, r, s the 11 range 11 11 domainH 11 identity11 and 
11 inverse 11 maps which in the category of sets yield a groupoid 
(see GROTHENDIECK [1961].) · 

In turn the category of ~~~valence rel~~ions in A is 
contained in the category ~ (A) of partitions of A 

whose objects are precisely the factorizations G of 
representable functors A-[- ,A] : A* _....,.. ~ 
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A*~r 
Ens 

and whose morphisms are the natural transformations of such 

functors. 

Now we shall tie this up with quotient functors. 
First we note that every quotient functor Q : A --? B 
automatically yields a (co)partition on each object of 

A : look at the natural epimorphisms 

A (A, -] 

£.!:(-,.A.) 

---?> ~[Q(A),Q(-)], f ~> Q(f) 

~> ~(Q(-),Q(A)], f ----> Q(f) • 

0 In fact each Q gives a fUnctor Q* : A ___, Part (~) 

Q*(A) = [A, -] >>(Q(A),Q(-)] 
which is a right inverse to the fUnctor R Part (A*)--? ~* 
defined by 

R ~ (A,p)) = A (p a coparti tion on A). 

Proposition 3.2 
quotient categories 

There is a 1 - 1 correspondence between 
Q: A ~ B and sections of the fUnctor 

R ~ (:!1) ~A* • 
0 

Proof : Let s : A ~ . Part (~) be a section of' R and let 
G s; be def'ined by requiring that 

s(A) = [-,A]~> Gs[-, A] • 
Let D : A ~ [A*, Ens] be def'ined by s - ~ 
D s(A) = G s[- ,l.t..] • 
Let B be the fUll subcategory of' [~*, Ens] 

generated by the D sU~), and let Q be the functol" obtained 
by f'actoring Da through B. We claim that it is f'ull and 
surjective. This will f'ollow immediately f'rom the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 3~ For every natural trans~ormation 

s : G [A,-] --? H [B, -] 

there exists a not-necessarily-unique map 
~ : B ~ A such that nGm implies ~H~ 

so that s = ~* .. 
Proof' : By Yoneda's lemma the diagonal in the diagram 

[A, -] -?> G[A, -] 

l ~"-._ e 

'f ~"' [B; -] >>H[B, -] 

must be induced by a unique element of H[B,A] which is an 
equivalence class o~ maps ~ : B ~A • Any one o~ 
these maps in this equivalence class has the desired 
property and induces a map which can ~ill in the diagram. 

Functors which arise from partitions in this way are 
crucial ~or our later work. 

De~inition_~.~ A ~nctor T which is naturally 
equivalent to a fUnctor G [A,-] shall be termed a weakly 
representable fUnctor, and A termed a weak repr~en~ative 
~or it. 

Equivalently A is a weak representative ~or T i~~ 
there is a natural epic [A, -] ~> T(-) • 

As the name suggests, weak representatives are not in 
general unique, in ~act i~ A is a weak representative ~or 
T then any object B o~ which A is a retract will also 
be a weak representative ~or T. Examples o~ weakly 
representable ~nctors exist in abundance. Any weak limit or 
colimit gives a weak representative ~or the relevant fUnctor 
~rom the corresponding category o~ diagrams. 
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So it is clear that quotient ~unctors are intimately 
connected with weakly representable fUnctors. We shall 
demonstrate various rarni~ications o~ this dependence by 

examining a ser·ies of' examples of' quotient :f'unctors, notling 

in each case the diagrams 

A[A, -] -~rrq A[A, -] · =; A[A, -] ~> B[Q A,Q -] 
B[Q,A.,Q(-)J 

to which each Q : A ~ B gives rise. 

Example~ Product cat~~~r~. Let us consider the situation 
o~ example (2.6) in this context, that is we consider the 
functor 

F 1 : R-Mod --? E'-Mod 
given by F 1 (A) = R' ®... A , where R = R' x R' 1 

• 
~1 -R . 

In this case the kernel-pair fUnctor is representable and 
as a consequence we may describe the situation in.terms 
rather reminiscent o~ homotopy theory. (Example 2.9.) 

Form C(A) = ( R' ' Ee R' Ee R 1 ' ) &. A 
~2 ·~1 '112 -H 

( = A' ' Ee A' ED A 1 
' in the previous termino-

logy.) 

There now are two injections A ~d(.A.) ., 
given by mapping the A'part o~ A into the two di~~erent 

copies o~ it in C(A). Now the projection ~unctor F 
may be thought o~ as the quotient ~unctor which collects 
together the equival0nce classes 
which there exists a homotopy 

ko 
A·~--~ C(A) 

~k11 " ... ~~ l ~--, h 
~~ 
~ 

o~ maps ~or 

One di~~erence between this example and others is that the 
homotopy h is unique 
being representable. 

a consequence o~ the kernel-pair 

This is such a special example that 
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one might think products are necessary. 

Example ;~6 ~belian_groups modulo torsion. In this 
example we shall show that the sort of 'homotopy' situation 

we have in the previous example is more general than the 
special case of Products of Abelian Categories. Consider 
the following equivalence relation on the category Ah of 
abelian groups : 

f"' g A ~ B iff for every torsion element t of A 

f(t) = g(t). 
Clearly since the image of a torsion element under a 
homomorphism is again torsion the compatibility requirements 

f"" g implies hfk "' hgk are satisfied. 
Thus we have a quotient functor 

Q : Ab > Torless, 
(Torless denotes the category of abelian groups modulo 
torsion, .!!.9.1· the full subcategory of' torsion-free groups.) 
which, as may easily be checked 1 is additive. If we use 
T(A) to denote the torsion subgroup of A, which is 
well-known to define a reflection of All, (See FREYD [ 1964] 
p. 79. Yvarning : Freyd's terminology is opposite.) 
then two morphisms f~ g 
equality in 

A---? B are equivalent if we have 

But this is equivalent to the existence of a (unique) 
'homotopy' in 

and clearly we may take C(A) = as a represeniativ.e 
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for the kernel-pair functor. Again the definition of 
the representative as a pushout shows that homotop::i es ai•e 
unique. Nevertheless this example is quite distinct from 

example 3.5 : we shall show that ~~ cannot be represented 
as the product of Torless and some other preadditive 
category. 

Supposing that hJ?. = Torless II Q with projections 
Q, Q'. 

Then the decomposition 
~ [A, B) ~ Torless [Q A, Q B] 6 Q [Q' A, QtB] 

which represents the hom functor naturally as a biproduct 
of functors shows that the short exact sequence 

q 
0> > ker q (A,B) ~ Ab[A,B] ~> Torless [Q(A),Q(B)] 

--~>>0 

must be naturally split. But ker q consists of those 
f :A~~ B such that f N 0 ,i.e. 

' 
so is a representable func~or having Coker i(A) as 
a representative. 

Thus ~* : [Cok i(A), -] ~ [A, -] must be naturally 
split, whence by Yoneda's lemma ~ ~ A~> Coker i(A) must 
be a retraction for all A. But if this is the case then 
for all A, T(A) >----> A must split. However, it is 
well-known ( ~e for example FUCHS [ 19 58] p .186 et seq. ) 
that there exist mixed groups in which the torsion subgroup 
does not split. Hence the functor Q cannot be a projection 
onto a factor. 
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~any other examples may be constructed in an analogous 
way, using a coreflective subcategory. In the converse 
direction any quotient category vvi th a representable 
kernel-pair fUnctor gives rise to a coreflective subcategory 
under weak conditions (take the equalizer of the maps 

---.--') 

A ... -~c(A) ) • However the correspondence between 
coreflective subcategories and quotient categories 
thus established is not in general 1 - 1. 

However, the example which is central to our thinking 
is ordinary homotopy theory, where the 'uniqueness• of 
homotopies disappears. 

Example 3.7 Ordinary Homotopy Theory. 

.( 

In this case the fUnctor 

-
A[A, -] n Ar A, -] 

q q ...... ~ 
.ill. QA, Q-] 

Q : _!..::frop ---; ]2 = Htp ) 

is not (in general) representable, but is weakly 
representable by the cylinder CyA as in Example 2.9 

[CyA,-] ~> A(A, -Jg~q A(A,-) 
[r~,Q-J 

and the various RST morphisms of (2.9) cover those 

of the RST r•clation gi vcn by the kernel-pair functor. 

Example 3.8 Chain Homotopy (Restricted Case) 
In this example we consider the fUnctor Cok:[~, ~] ~A 

from morphisms of projectives of A to A which was 
discussed in 2.10. We showed there that this was a case 
of a fUnctor which carried (certain) weak limits to limits. 
However, it can also be presented in the framework of a 
'homotopy'-type theory as we shall now demonstrate. 
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Consi,der tw~ morphism_:: .~f [_g,~] whicl). _cover the same morphism 

in A· Let us take f,f covering f in the diagram : 
2 a 1 cok/:.. 

p . > j\ ~-"?>A 

f 11~1 b til~~kB Jr 
~~ -> Pk ->>B • 

Then since Co~ ~ = f CokA = Co~ ~ 
we have ~Co~(r1 ~ r1 ) ~ 0 

and ~ - ~, must f'actor through the lternel of' CokB 

which, of' course, is just (Im b). 
1 

Now, by projectivity of PA we may fill 

-
so that f 1 - f

1
= bs 

which is the beginning of' the familiar chain-homotopy 
of' the comparison theorem [cf' MACLANE]. Clearly another 
way to define the quotient functor COK:(g,P]~A is as 
the quotient functor generated on morphisms of' (2,~] 

by the relation (f'
1

, f'
2
)- (f

1
, 1

2
) iff' 3s 

so that f'1 - f\ = bs. 
, Pi.. a > /P~ Q£_J:t· alA 

f1li\_)' .. · fu~1 1f 
p2 b p1 cok b·~B 

B B 
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We define a 'cylinder' Cy P over P as follows. 

Set 
2 1 2 . 

~ J' 
p1 p1 ) Cy P = (P A $ p A $ p A' [~ ~1 $ 

-1 f. 
A A 

PA 

and define two morphisms 
2 p 

~ CyP in "£ 
by the injections into the first and last summands 
respectively. It nmv happens . that the definition of 

2 
morphism in ~ , i.e. co~utativity of the square 

· P~$}:\llPl [~ -f ~] _ _, pl <!) pl 

[ t'z ,s,t'z ]1 1 [t'j' 1"11 

p2 b p1 
B B 

ensures that every homotopy over this cylinder is a homotopy 
in the above sense. Once again the non-uni~ueness of 
these coverings gives us that the kernel-pair functor is 
weakly representable. 

In view of these examples it is quite natural to 
make the following definitions 

Definition 3.9 A wealt representative for the functor 

A [A, -] Q. ~ q_:8JA, -] 
B[~.,,~-] 

is said to be a £XJinder for the object A (and written 
Cy A when there is no cause for confusion). If every 
object of the category A possesses a cylinder then we 
shall say that Q : .J1 ~ B defines a homotopy theory. 
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Thus the·above-:Dour examples all constitute examples 
o~ homotopy theories. Here are thr.ee more. 

(1) The Improper Quotient category. For all A 
Q: ~~A the identity ~unctor may be viewed as 
a homotopy theory in which f"' f by means of a 
diagram 

Cy(A) = A • 

(2) I~ A has coproducts then the chaotic congruence 
(everything equivalent to everything else) defines 
a homotopy theory. ~ - g by means o~ (~,g) : 

u ' .1 

( 3) The functor F : ~ _____,. Cocanecof' which sends 
ever.y functor into its natural isomorphism class 
becomes a homotopy ~heory i~ one def'ines 

Cy (A) = Ax IC - - - ' where E is the category with underlying graph 
s 

M • • N 
< s-1 

and one defines the morphisms in 

ko 
~ > Cy (A) 

~k1/>. 
~~ 



for each natural isomorphism 
n : T ~ S by 

k 0 (A)=(A, M) k 1 (.A) = (A,N) 

k 0 (f)=(f,lM) k 1(f) = (f,lN) 

H(~,lM) = T(f) H(f,lN) = S(f) 
H(f, s) = n(B)T(f) = S(f)n(A) 
H(f,s-1

)= n(B)-1 S(f) = T(f)n(A)-f 

n(A~ 
T(A) ~ S(A) 

Trl lsf 
TtB)-->' S(B) 

n(B-) 

The consequences of having cylinders are very 
desirable, as we shall see. In essence, cylinders 
together with appropriate (weak) limits in A, allow us 
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to carry a number of ideas from ordinary homotopy theory 
over into quite general categories, and in particular give 
us some information on limits and colimits in ~~ the 
quotient category, by the homotopy relation. 

Our first observation is with regard to what happens 
to the RST properties when we weaken the RST requirements. 

Proposition 3.10 For ·every cylinder Cy A, there exist 
unique morphisms k0 , k

1 
: .A:.;::=~; Cy .A in A· There also 

exist (not' in gen<:ral unique) morphisms 
r : Cy A ~ .A. and s : Cy .A:--> Cy A 

which Yield reflexivity and symmetry respectively 
while, if the category ~ has pushouts, there also exists 
a (not necessarily unique) morphism 

t : Cy X -? Cy X k-_ Zk Cy X 
-"ll . 1 

X 

defining transitivity, all these morphisms rendering 
commutative the usual diagrams. 

Proof : The first statement is a straightforward 
application of Yoneda's lemma while all the other statements 
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follow from the variant of Yoneda's lemma for weakly 

representable functors (LEMMA 3.3) by observing that the 
various RST natural transformations which render 

[A, -] Q.IIq (A, -] ===z~ [A, -] 
(QA., -] 

an equivalence relation being transformations 
between weakly representable functors must be induced by 
(not necessarily unique) maps between the representatives. 
The only point which needs to be checked is that 

provides a weak representative for the appropriate pullback. 

But this is an immediate consequence of the fact that in 
the category of sets, the map of pullbacks induced by 

2 epimorphisms is itself epic (Chase points.) 
so that 3.3 can be applied. 

Next we shall have a look at some of the more pleasant 
consequences of the existence of cylinders. First of all, 
since it is most familiar, let us consider the case of 
a pointed category. We recall that a pointed category ~ 

is a category in which there is a morphism from the terminal 
to an initial object so that, ipso facto, they are isomorphic, 
and with each hom-set~ [A, B] consequently containing a 
distinguished morphism A-~ *---? B (* denoting the 
terminal/initial object)~ so that the category~ becomes 
an~* category, where Ens* is the closed category of 
pointed sets, also describable as the Comma category(P1,Ens). 
Clearly any quotient category of a pointed category is 
pointed. 

Pointedness of a category makes the notions of kernel 
and colcernel meaningful. If f is any morphism 

Kerf = Eq (f,*), Coker f = Coeq (f,*) 
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\ 

where, as usual, we have used * to name the distinguished 

map o~ 1: [A,B], A * --7 B. I~ we now postulate 
the existence o~ pushouts, we shall see that cylinders 

provide us with the PUPPE sequence. 

De~inition 3.11 Suppose Q : A~ ]2 is a quotient ~unctor 
o~ pointed categories, and A an object o~ A which possesses 
a cylinder, then a [weak] cokernel of 

k1 
A--~ CyA 

will be called a [weak] cone over A, written Co A [W Co A]. 

There is a canonical map of A in CoA given by the 
composition 

A KO ~ Cy A -~~· Co A 
which we shall call k. 

If for a morphism f :A .> A' 
the pushout Co A kzf A' exists·~~ it is termed a mapping 
cone for f and w~tten Co(f). Similarly a weak 
pushout gives a weak cone (PUPPE sequence). 

Theorem 3.12 Let A be an object of a pointed category 
with (weak) pushouts A, which has a cylinder for the 
quotient Q : ~ ~ B then for any f in A 
the sequence f , 1 A ____,. A ___,.. Co (f) 

is coexact. That is for all B in B the sequence of pointed 
sets 

[Q Co(f), B]B '* J. ) 

is exact (has kernel f* 

[ Q(A' -),B) 
B 

= image i'i) , 

f* 

or again that Co(f) is a weak cokernel for Qf in ~· 

Proof : Consider a representative A'~ A'' of a class 
Q(A') ~ Q(A' ') == B which is in the kernel of ~*. 
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This means tho.t 

f A--~> A' X > A'' - * 

(where we use ..... f'or the equivalence relation induced by Q]. 
Or, since A has a cylinder, there exists a map 

H : Cy A~ A'' such that 

H' is now f'illed in since Co A is a cokernel of' k 1• 

Transferring the upper part of' the diagram to the outer 
part of' the diagram 

A ___ ....-f'_~ 

1 X 

and f'illing in the map f'rom the pushout we see that (x] is 
in the image of' i*. The reverse inclusion 
image i* c ker f'* is trivial. 
Note: This proof' nowhere uses uniqueness so one may use 
weak notions throughout. 

Remark ;J3 If' A' has a cylinder then by iteration 
we can obtain a 4-term PUPPE sequence. If' we have a 
homotopy theory (i.e. all objects have cylinders) then 
we have infinite PUPPE sequences. The PUPPE-sequence 
in ordinary homotopy theory has however many properties not 
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possessed by the most general PUPPE sequence which we 
have presented here. For one thing~ in the general case 
there is a choice of' cylinders and these cylinders are 
not in general fUnctorial, indeed we shall show tha~ 
there are homotopy theories in which it is impossible 
to choose them f'unctorially. 

We now return to the situation in general {non-pointed) 
categories. Here, of' course, the notion of' an exact 
sequence cannot be def'ined, so we have to cast around f'or 
a substitute. The trouble here is not that there exists no 
substitute but, on the contrary, there exists a positive 
plethora of' constructions which possess some of' the f'eatures 
of' our f'amiliar exact sequences. Some of' these we shall 
examine later. For the present it suf'f'ices to observe that 
the main consequence of' the existence of' the PUPPE sequence 
is the existence of' werut cokernels in the homotopy category. 
We know f'rom 2.8* that the existence of' (weak) coproducts in 
A, implies the existence of'Vieak copl'"'oducts in ~, the 
quotient category. The obvious question, which generalizes 
the PUPPE sequence, is does the existence of' cylinders 
imply the existence of' weak coequalizers in ~? The answer 
is yes. 

Theorem 3.14 Let B be a quotient of' a category~ with 
(weak) f'inite colimits~ and assume that A e A possesses 
a cylinder. Then any pair 

QA - ff'g~ QA' 
possesses a weak coequalizer. 

Proof' Consider h :A'----> A'' so that 
[h] (f'] = [h] [ g] or hf'- hg, that is, there exists a 
homotopy H rendering 



Form the (weak) colimit of the diagram 

A 

A 

A.' • • • • • ••• ~ 
' -Tor (f,g) 

commutative • 

[ an object which DOLD [1966] terms the mapping-torus 
of' f,g which we therefore denote Tor (f,g)]. 
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There is clearly a map H' :Tor (f,g) ····>A'' induced 
by H in our first diagram so that Tor(f' 9 g) is a weak 
coequalizer. 

Corollary__3_.1.2 If' f: is ( wealcly) cocomplete then B 
is weakly cocomplete. 

Remark~±.§ If the functor 

A [A, -] n (A~ -] 
B[QA,Q-J 

is representable and not just weakly representable (what one 
might call having strong cylinders) and A has (strong) 
colimits, then it is easy to check that the weakness in the 

above results 3.12 and 3.14 may be removed altogether, 
i.e. in this case the category ~ has coequalizers and not ~t 
weak coequalizers. 
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A rather interesting result in the other direction arises 
when we consider the effect of the assumption of the existence 
of cylinders on products. Proposition (2.8) tells us 
that products are carried into weak products AY the general 
full surjective functor. Cylinders give us more. 

Theorem 3.17 Let A be a category with products. 
If Q : A ~ B is such as to provide cylinders for all 
objects of A, then Q preserves products. 

Proof : Let X, Y be objects of A· We know from 
Proposition (2.8) that Q (X IT Y) is a weak product 
of Q(X) and Q(Y) in ~· To show that it is a strong 
product we must show that in the diagram 

. [f] . Q(X) 

. L-/ r[p ] 
/({f,g)] · · X 

Q(A)•••··~ Q(Xll Y) ., 
~ -kPyJ 

Q(Y) 

the class ofthe map [(f,g)] is independent of the choice of 
representatives f, g or (f] and [g]. In other words 
we must show that if' f .... r 1 , g- g 1 then (r, g) - (f1, g1). 

Take a cylinder Cy A over A. Then we have homotopies 
F and G rendering 

• 
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Now form the map 
( F, G) : Cy A X fl Y • 

Clearly (F, G) k0= (f, g) 
( F , G ) k

1 
= ( f 1 , g 1 

) , 

so that (f, g)-(f1 , g1 ) and the product is well-defined. 

We now turn to the question of what requirements have 
to be imposed on the fUnctor Q : A ~ B to ensure that 
all the objects of ~ have cylinders. It is possible to 
attack this problem directly, but observing that A 
has cylinders when the functors [A; -] __ qllq [A, -] 

. [ Qii., Q-] 
are weakly representable, we shall start by asking for 
a characterization of the weakly representable functors. 

Firstly we shall consider the analogue of the 
well-knovfll (trivial) characterization of representable 
functors in terms of the existence of universal elements 
[GR~rmaK] or initial points in the canonical 
category ( 1, T). [ see MACLA.NE : [ 1965. ] 

Definition 3.18 An element aeT(A) is universal !££. 
T : A ~ ~ if for any 
morphism f : A ~ x· 
such that (Tf)(a) = x. 

xeT(X) there exists a unique 

A~~ly universal element aeT(A) is such that there exists 
a not necessarily unique f with (Tf)a = x for each x. 

Proposition 3.19 A functor T A--?~ is [weakly] 
representable iff it possesses a [weakly] universal 
element. 

Proof : Straightf'orward application of Yoneda' s lemma 
yields for each aeT(A) a natural transformation 

Ja : A [A, -] ~ T (-) 
defined by J (f) = (Tf)(a). Under the strong (respecti~Jy a 
weak) assumption this natural transformation is bijective 
(respectively surjective). 
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For the reverse inference a (weakly) universal element 
may be obtained by evaluating a natural isomorphism 
(epimorphism) from a hom~functor at its identity morphism. 

Our next result will be analogous to standard 
theorems on representable functors due to LAMBEK, [1966] 
BENABOU etc. taking their point of departure from 
FREYD's adjoint theorem. 
Theorem 3.20 Let A be a category with arbitrary products. 
Then a functor T : A ~ ~:g§, is weakly representable 
iff 
( i) it is proper , and 
(ii) it carries products into weak products. 

Proof Necessity. By Proposition 3.19 a weakly 
representable functor is proper, indeed it can be generated 
by a single element. To see that a weakly representable 
functor carries products to weak products let 
A[ A, -] n. > T weal{ly represent T. 

Let f x.j be a family of objects of _A 
{ J. iei 

We show that T( IT X.) is a weak product for the T(X. ) 
J. J. 

To do this first observe we have a commutative diagram 

[A, IT X ] 
iei i 

n(nx ) _ __ a >> T( n xi) 
iei 

1 ( ... ,Tpi' • •.) 
Tin(X. ) 

IT [A, Xi] -~--1-+31>>IIT(Xi) 
iei 

which is derived from the naturality of n putting 
together the various squares 

[A,l::~.-> T(l:~~ 
n(X

1
) . 

[A, Xi] >> T(X ) 
i • 

• 
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The map Tin(X.) is epic, since the n(X.) are~ and 
1 ~ 

the category ~ has .:J3'4~he commutativity of' the dj_agram 

then f'orces the map p 
T( II X. ) ..,.. Irr(X.:) 

iei 1 ..~. 

to be epic. Now since all objects of' the category of' 

sets are projective this map splits and there will be a 

collection (generally more than one) of' morphisms 
i 

IIr(X.) >' > TIT X.) sectioning the epimorphism 

T(IT X. ) p » TIT (X. ) • 
l. l. 

T( TIK.) as a weak product 
1 

given a collection of' morphisms 
f'orm the compositions 

This now defines 
of' the T (X1 ) • For 
f' : N T(X .) we may 

i J. 

N · < • · ·~· > ·) rrr(x ) >·-i-~ T( mc
1

) ri 1~ 
~ ) ~t-. _...;P;.ai...- TIT ( x

1 
) 

yielding a weak product diagram. 

Suf'f'iciency Let {a
1

: e T(A1 )ji€I be a set of' generators 
f'or T which exists since T is proper. 
Form ITA., which exists since A has arbitrary (set) 

1 -

products. Then since T carries products to weak 
products.7 there is an epimorphism 

T( ITA.,) 
J. 

_ ___,> ITT ( A
1 

) 

(where products exist weak products are objects of' which 
they are retracts, as observed in the proof' of' necessity in 
~ one need merely assume an epimorphism onto the product 
since all such split.) 

In consequence there is an aeT(IIA
1

) such that 
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a. 
1 ~ =--> T(-\) 

al T(~ fpi 
T( ITA. ) > nT(A. ) 

1 1 

commutes (i.e. an element covering ( • • • • • a. • • • • • ) in 

ITT(A. ). ) 
1 

l. 

We claim that a is a weakly universal element f'or T. 
For let X be an arbitrary element xeT(X), then since 
the a. constitute a generating set f'or T~ there exists a 

1 . 

morphism f' : A1~ X such that (Tf') ( a
1

) = x. 
Clearly rp

1 
now gives us a morphism IT-\ X 

with 
T(f'pi )a = T(f')T(pia 

= T(f') a. 
1 

=X 

so that a is a weakly universal element. 
Now by Proposition 3.19 T is weakly r~resentable. 
(In f'act ilk is a weak representative.) 

1 

Note : The condition that the category ~ has arbitrary 
products in Proposition 3.20 can be weakened to that ~ has 
arbitrary weak products. Then we require T to carry weak 
products to weak products. The proof' is the same. 

The question immediately arises about doing without 
properness conditions : i.e. wanting the analogue of' FREYD'S 
Special Adjoint Functor Theorem [MITCHELL, V.32] • 
Unf'ortunately condition (ii) is f'ar too weak to ensure that 
the presence of' cogenerators in A ensures the propriety of' 
all such product-weakentng functors. 

We shall see later, however, that under sui table assump
tions one can in some cases greatly weaken the force of' the 
properness r~uirement. 

To return to quotient categories. For the existence 
of' cylinders we require that the functor 
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*(-) = A(A, -]q II q A.![A, -] 
~[QA,Q-r 

be weakly representable. In the case of a category ~with 

arbitrary produc-ts, Theorem 3. 20 will give us conditions 

2n ~functor to determine weak representability, viz. 
propriety and carrying products to weak products. The 
question now arises what conditions on Q will ensure that 
these conditions are satisfied. 

Theorem 3.21 Let A be a category with arbitaary products, 
Q a quotient functor Q : ~ ~-'"!~- ~· Then the following are 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
cylinders for each object A of A& 
(i) That Q preserves products. 

(ii) (Solution-set condition) That for each A of A 
there exists a ~ of pairs : 

such that for any 

A: PQ 
p1 

there exists a morphism 

such that ~Xi 

X 

X
1
-_--____ , X for some i 

·/~;1~ 
A lln• ~X 

p 1 · commutes • 
Proof : Necessit¥• The product-condition is necessary 
by 3.17. The solution-set condition·is just a translation 
of the propriety of the functor *(-) into ordinary language. 
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Sufficie~cy. Since condition (ii) is the propriety condition 
for the fUnctor *(-) we need only show that Q pro~uct 

preserving implies *(-) product weakening. But, in fact, 
it implies more, namely, that *(-) preserves products. 
For note that *(XIT Y) is the pullback of 

f:[A, X IT Y] 

lq 
~( QA, Q(XIT Y))] &A, xn Y] 

q 

which is up to iso~orphism 

:[}J.AX] n ~[A, Y] 
lqn q. 

qTiq ~ . 
A[AX]n h;[A, Y] ----;.B( QA, QX]IT B '[QA, QY] 

' Since Q and the hom-fUnctors preserve products. 
pullback of this latter diagram is clearly 

* {X) IT *(Y) 
so the functor must be weakly represent~ble. 

The 

Comment : A careful examination of this last proof shows 
why one must require that Q (and hence * (-)) must 
preserve and not merely weaken products. Suppose we had 
Q taking X IT Y to a weak product, then for some A, X, Y 

(G.J~, Q(XIT Y)] ----?> (QA, QX] II (QA, QY] 

would be a non-trivial epimorphism. Now consider the diagram 
*(X) IT *(Y) , 

~ -... .____ 
-..... .. 
~cxn Y) 

l 
A[A, xn Y] 



where the inner squal''e is a pullback by def'ini tion and 
the outer square is also because products co~mute with 
pullbacks - both are limits. 
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Now using the explicit presentation of' pull-backs in 
~ we see that the induced map *(X II Y) ~ *(X) II *(Y) 
must be a monomorphism and, moreover, non-isomorphic 
whenever the map 

[Q(A),Q(XII Y)] ---?> [Q(A), Q(X)] II [Q(A),Q(Y)] 
is a non-isomorphic epic. 

So Q cannot be merely product-weakening. 

This argument also gives us the clue to the case 
where A has arbitrary weak products. Here to replace (i) 
one must require that the functor Q carries weak products 
in A to we~~ products in ~ witho~t f'urther weakenin~ 
i.e. that the map Q induces on a collection of' morphisms 
with given projections (f.) in A to the collection of' 

l. 

morphisms with projections (Qf'.) in ~ is surjective f'or 
1 

all such collections. We omit the details. 

Discussion : The above theorem should have important 
consequences and applications f'or the situation it treats 
is very common. Product-preserving functors abound - . 
particularly in algebra. One thinks, f'or example, of' 
LA\~RE's treatment of' universal algebra (though he 
requires only~-Products) or of' LINTON'S [1966] 
generalization of' it under the name EQUATIONiili C.ATEGORIES. 

These turn out to be just product-preserving f'unctor 
categories f'rom suitable categories of' equutional 11 theories 11

• 

The only diff'iculty here is that these algebraic f'unctors 
are not in general f'Ull but we may f'actorize them in a 
canonical way as f'ull f'ollowed by f'aithf'ul functors. (see 
Chapter 1.) 
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It is clear th&t 9 if the full part of the factorization 
weakened the products, the faithful part would pres~rve this. 
Hence these product-preserving functors must give rise to 
homotopy notions - though, admittedly, many elementary 
algebraic examples yield in fact only the trivial homotopy 
notions of the trivial quotient category. But there should 
be some non-trivial applications to 'algebras' well-
supplied with 'operations'. 

The observation above,that general product-preserving 
functors will always factorize into product-preserving 
full fUnctors and product-reflecting faithful functors, 
will have many other applications too e.g. in the case of 
surjective fUnctors which are not full but are constructed 
to preserve products. 

In applications, as with FREYD'S adjoint functor theorem, 
all the difficulties arise with the solution-set condition. 
This condition may be rephrased in terms of the pair-ideal 
associated with a given quotient functor. (Cf Chapter 1.) 
We recall that this consists of the collection of all pairs 
of morphisms (f,g) such that Q(f) = Q(g). The solution-set 
condition can now be formulated as Q having the property 
that for all A e A, the left pair-ideal IA n IQ (where 

I{\ is generated by (1~, 1{\)) should be properly generated • 
.fi. .d. .t-~ 

Now, if the category~ has coproducts these pair-ideals 
can be represented as ideals, i.e. subfunctors of 
representable f'nnctors. We have the natural injective 
map 

~[A, -}I A[A, -] >___,. 
~[QA, Q(-)] 

(A, - ]ll (A, - ] 

--~-
. ::i \ 
(ALiA,, -] 

which, on being interpreted, is just the inclusion of the 
left pair-ideal IAniQ in the left ideal generated by (lAAA) • 
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Turning to the additive case we now note that the categories 
which we observed to be nice with regard to the ~ormation 
o~ quotients by epicore~lectors in Chapter I are nice also 
in this regard - since these have automatic properness 
conditions on their ideals. 

Theorem 3,22. Let ~ be a IT-complete additive category 
which satis~ies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1,8. 

Then every ~11 product-preserving quotient of b yields 
a homotopy theory. 

We shall indicate later how a non-additive analogue 
of this result may be ~ound. 

We note also that in all cases non-product-preserving 
~nctors can be approximated by product-preserving ~ctors 
in a canonical ~inest way - one simply takes the pair-ideal 
generated by morphisms into weak-products which are images 
o~ products in the original category and which have the same 
projections and one ~orms the quotient-category corresponding 
to the congruence generated by this ideal. I~ in the resulting 
category the appropriate properness conditions obtain we 
can approximate the quotient with a homotopy theory, so 
that, once again, there are possibilities ~or applications, 
particularly where, properness is automatic. 

There are also circumstances - such as the existence o~ 
a well-behaved IT-dense subcategory - which allow one to 
re~lect ~rom the ~ctor c~tegory (A,B] into the category --
[A, ~]Prod o~ product-preserving fUnctors. The archetypal 
exeJnple o~ this situation arises in IJ:..WVERE 'S work on 
algebraic categories. See his account in LA.'.II/VERE [1965.] 
We shall close this chapter with a look at the structure 
o~ cylinders in a situation where they exist in abundance. 
There are two subjects of interest here. Firstly the 
global situation which may be best approached.by looking 
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at the rull subcategory or ~ which consists or all objects 
which are equivalent to cylinder-objects, i~e. all weak 
representatives for * (-)runctors, and secondly the quasi
runctorial dependence or a particular choice or cylinders 
Cy(A) on the objects A. 

Propositi~n i•23 Let Q : b_ ~~ ~ be a quotient functor 
constituting a homotopy theory, A having arbitrary products. 

Then, if Cy (A) is a cylinder for A, and N is any 
object or A such that [A, N] * ¢ then Cy (A) n N is also 
a cylinder for A. In particular in a connected category 
the subcategory or possible cylinders is closed under the 
formation of products. 

If Q, preserves coproducts then it is also closed 
' under the rormation of coproducts~ 

From this proposition it is evident that cylinders may 
be chosen to be pathological. The quasi-functorial 
properties of a particular choice of cylinders may be quite 
complicated. The essential point to observe is that since 
the identity on a cylindek

0
provides a homotopy between the 

canonical injections B =;:yH? Cy B we have for any morphism 
f : A~ B that the morphisms k

0
f, k

1
f : A=-::; C_y B 

must have the same image under Q and, consequently, there 
must exist a {not necessarily unique) homotopy F rendering 
the diagram 

~ c;r (.A) 

·v 
> 

Cy (B) commutative. 
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One observes immediately that this association o~ an 
induced morphism F : Cy 1-.. ---> Cy B with a morphism 
~ : A --=-> B is ~unctori~l except ~or the uniqueness o~ 
the associated morphism - one might almost call such an 
assignment of' cylinders a~ functor! But it is perhaps 
more useful to think o~ the assignment o~ cylinders as 
being a special case o~ a_~ategorical relation in~ 
the analogue of' an additive relation in Ab. [See MACLl~ 9 
1963.] 

De~inition 3.?Jt ~ relator R : ~--=? ~ is a two-place 
relation between morphisms o~ A and morphisms of' B, 

written aRb such that: 

(i) aRb implies (dom a)R(dom b), (rang a)R(rang b) • 
(ii) whenever a,a'eA, b,b'e], and aa' and bb' 

are de~ined 
aRb, a'Rb' implies aa'Rbb' • 

By condition (i) each identity lA is related to some 
identity lB , i~ the identity lB is uniquely determined 
by lA f'or each A, then we write B = R(A) and term R 
a strong relator. A natural trans~ormation n : R ~ S 
of' stro!1£ relators is ~or all .I>. a morphism R(A) ~ S(l .. ) 
such that the diagre~ 

R(A) "'?> S(A) 

bl J 
R(A') ~ S(A') commutes 

~or all b, c such that aRb, aSc (a :A____,. A'). 

Clearly any choice of' cylinders ~or a homotopy theory 
on A determines a strong relator of' A to itself', while 
the collection o~ all cylinders determines a (weak) relator. 
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Proposition 3.25 Suppose b 
strong relator R : A ~ 1~ 

is a category on which a 
is defined together with 

a pair of natural transformations 

k 0 , k 1 : I ==:;t R such that 
for every A, 

ko 
A-> R(A) 

k ~ 
defining a copkrtition 

has the RST properties in ~ 

on A (see above 3.2) 
then setting f N g iff 3H to complete 

ko 
A ~ R(A) . \ k1 / 
\ \\:r /H 
g\~B /_-

' yields a well-defined equivalence relation on !' 
hence a quotient Q A - > ] so that 
for each A , R(A) is a cylinder. 

Proof : Since k 0(A), k 1(A) : A ~ R(A) define a 
coparti tion clearly the induced maps k* , k*

1 
def'ine 

k* . 0 

[R(A), -] 0 :t [A, -] 
k)~ 

a natural equivalence ~elation whose coequalizer is- just 
[A, - ]/"' , the· quotient of [A, -] by the relation ,... 

-defined above. We must show that "' is r:ell~de:fined 
i.e. [:r] [ g] = [:rg] • we first observe that f"' f'' implies 
kf'"' kf' as in the diagram below , 

ko 
A_ : ~ R(A) . 

~l~~ 
. B C 

while the :fact that R is a strong relator and 1~0 , k
1 

are natural transf'ormations ensures that 

g- g' implies gk"'g'k 



via the diagram 

where s is 

Hence, if' ' . f'"' f' ' 
f'g"' f'' g 

whence, by transitivity, 

R(A) 
• • . 
• 

"'"' 
6 

g .... g' then 
and f''g .... f''g' 

' 

f'g..., f''g' so that the equivalence 

raation ..., is compatible, and we set 

0 : ·A __,.. B • 
J - -
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It now only remains to show that the R(A) are 
cylinders f'or Q: A ~ ~· This involves showing that 
the induced ·natural transf'ormation completing 

A[R(A), -] .. 
·~'- ·. l ..........., k·'·· . ~···· 

J, 1~1 -~~ 
-~~ q 

A[ A, - J II A[A9 - J .,.. A[ A, -] __.,.. .!a[Q (A)' Q(-)] 
B[Q(A),Q(-)J > 

is an epimorphism. Evaluating this diagram of' natural 
transf'ormations at A' and since in the category [A,~] 
limits and colimits are evaluated pointwise, the diagram 

[R(A) ,IJ.'] 
/· kf. kt 

(A,A']ntf,A'] :::::'rA,A'] 5(A') »(Q(A),Q(A')J 
[Q(A) ,Q(A') J 

has q (A') = Coeq (kff , kf ) , and kt (A'), k*1 (A') are 
an RST pair in the category ~ of' sets. 



Now by LA'JITVERE' S Image Theorem ( 0. 4) the map 

[R(A) ,A'] = > [A,A'] II[A,A'] = *(A') 
[Q(A),Q(A' )] . 

may be factored into an epimorphism [R(A),A'] ~> I 

followed by a monomorphism I> > *(A') • 

The inclusion I>~ *(A') >~ [A,A']n[A,A'] 
defines I as an RST subset of the product, 
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hence by LAvVVERE'S RST-theorem (0.6) a congruence. But 
*(A') > .....,.. [A, A' ]n[A, A'] is by definition the finest 
congnuence containing I hence I= *(A') and the 
morphism [R(A), A'] *(A') must be an epimorphism. 
Since A' is arbitrary, by the pointwise characterization 
of epimorphisms 

[R(A), -] ~ *(-) . 
is a natural epimorphism, so that, as required by the 
definition of a cylinder of A as a weak representative 
for the functor *(-), R(A) is a cylinder for A. 

We shall see in the next chapter that itis not always 
possible to choose cylinders CyA over objects A in such 
a way. that Cy (A) becomes a functor. 
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Pathology of the Puppe Sequenc~ 

At the end of the last chapter, in proposition 3.24. 
we noted that the choice of cylinders for a homotopy theory 
was rather wide, and under the circumstances the information 
contained in the Puppe sequence is rather limited. In this 
chapter we shall explore the middle ground between the 
absolutely general cylinders of the previous chapter and the 
normal cylinders, functorial, or the same homotopy type as 
their object, with which we are familiar. To do this we shall 
focus attention first of all on the case of abelian categories 
returning to the general situation at the end. Even in abelian 
categories we shall be interested in somewhat specialized 
situations - mild generalizations of the projective/injective 
homotopy theories of ECKMANN-HILTON, 

The first point to be noted is that in the case of 
additive homotopy theories cones and cylinders determine each 
other completely, which is not the case for homotopy theories 
in general pointed categories. Thus when we may make direct 
comparisons with attempts such as that of HUBER [1961] to 
transfer homotopy theory to general categories using cones 
rather than cylinders, we shall find that our theor.y is at 
least as strong in the additive case. 

This point is made in the following propositions. 

Proposition 4.1 Let A be a preadditive category. ... Then 
every homotopy theory on A is completely determined by a 
choice of cones for the theory. In fact for all morphisms 
f,g A ~B in A , r ~ g ifr r - g factors through 
C

0
A • 

Proof In a preadditive quotient category f- g is 
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equivalent to f - g ~ 0 since "' is an additive congruence 
on each hom-set. 
Then we need only observe the diagram 

in which the top row is exact, to get the equivalence with 
f - g factoring through Co A. 

It is clear that the system A ---> Co A defines a 
natural transformation of strong relators, and analogously to 
3.26 we haye 

Proposition 4.2 Let I -D-> Co 

of strong relators on A to ! . 
defined on pairs f,g A --->B 

be a natural transformation 
Then the relation f "' g 

by 

f "' g iff f - g factors n(A) 
is a compatible equivalence relation. 

Moreover if A is additive the quotient category thus 
generated is a homotopy theory, i.e. has cylinders for all 
objects, such that the cones corresponding to these cylinders 
are precisely the objects Co(A). 

Proof : We prove only that "' is an equivalence relation. 
The proof that "' is compatible is substantially the same as 
the corresponding argument in 3.26 and will be omitted. 
Firstly it is reflexive, since f - f = 0 factors n(A) 

via the map 0 : Co(A) ---> B o 

Secondly it is symmetric, since if f - g = Hn(~'\) 
then g - f = ( -H)n(A) • 
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Thirdly it is transitive since if 

f - g = Hn(A) , g - h = Kn(A) 
then f - h = (f-g) + (g-h) = Hn(A) + Kn(A) 

= (H + K)n(A). 

So we have a compatible equivalence relation. 

Now we wish to show that if A is additive and given 
such a system of cones then cylinders exist for which they 
are the cones. 

Let Cy A = A e Co A and define 

k 0 ,k1 : A ---> Cy A(= A e Co A) 

by (1, ) 
ko = i1 = OL 

k ( +lr. ) 
1 = -nCA) , 

where n(A) is the natural map A ---> Co(A) •. 

Now clearly if f - g = Hn(A) 
(i.e. H gives a homotopy in-the cone sense between f and 
g) then we have a homotopy in the cylinder sense defined by 

for (f,H)k0 = (f,H) ( 1~) = f and 

(f,H)k
1 (f,H) 1 

- Hn(A) = <-n~)) = f 

= r - (f - g) 

= g • 
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Conversely given any map M : A $ Co A ---> B 
k 

rendering 
0 0 > 

~B>/:A 
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commutative then, since Am Co A is a bi:product, M = (R~S) 

f'or some (unique ! ) R :A -=-> B , S : Co A -> B • 

Clearly Mk
0 

=. (R,S) (~A) = R , 

so that R = f , 

while g = Mk
1 

so that f - g 

1A = (R,S) (-n(A)) = R Sn(A) 
= f - Sn(A) 

= sn(A). 
Thus s defines a cone-homotopy between f' arid g . 

Having established the utility of' cones for additive 
homotopy theories, we may proceed now to examining our 
example, which is designed to throw some light on the finer 
properties of' the PUPPE sequence. It will be a modification 
of' the :projective homotopy theory of' ECKMliliN and HILTON 1

• 

This is really, in f'act, a theory of' considerable generality, 
since as HELLER [1968) has observed, many homotopy theories 
including that of' chain-complexes may be regarded as the 
ECKMANN-HILTON theories of' appropriate categories. We shall 
in what follows work with the ~ojective rather than the 
inj.ective theories in order to avoid the simplif'ication which 
results from the existence of' injective envelopes in the 
abelian categories most familiar to us -modules and sheaves. 
The reader must therefore be prepared to make the mental 
inversion required to convert all our previous concepts into 
their duals. Thus we have notions of' a cocylinder and a 
cocone etcetera which in ordinary homdnpy theory correspond 
to the space of' free paths and the space of' paths terminating 
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in a point. 

Perhaps the best way of defining the projective homotopy - ' 

groups, is to take a result of HILTON and REES. 

Ref 4~ Let A,B € A an abelian category on which Ext is 
de:'ined. Then 11: (A,B) = (A,Ab][Ext1 (B,-), Ext1 (A,-)] is 

p - -~ 

the collection of projective homotopy classes of maps A __....,B. 

This definition is very general since following the method of 
YONEDA Ext may be defined on a large variety of abelian 
categories (cf.MITCHELL) in particular paradoxically on 
abelian categories without enough projectives. HILTON and 
REES [1961] gave a simple proof to show that in the presence 
of enough projectives the map 

[A,B] ---» ?t [A,B] 
p 

is surjective for all A and B , i.e. the projective 
homotopy theory defines a quotient category in our sense. 

FRANS OORT [1963] then raised the problem of characterizing 
those-abelian categories in which the projective homotopy 
theory is always a quotient category showing by counterexample 
that this is not always the case. We shall find below, 
new sufficient conditions for the quotient category, but the 
problem of finding necess~ and sufficient conditions appears 
more recalcitrant . 

Our point or departure is to consider the conditions we 
require for an additive homotopy theory : viz that we should 
have (co)cones, and that the obvious functors are weakly 
representable. It turns out that in this case the existence 
of (co)cones is sufficient to ensure that we have a genuine 
quotient category (recall this is not always the case - one 
may have cones ror non-full functors). This is embodied in 
the following theorem which is derived by proof-analysis rrom 



a result o~ HILTON-REES. 

Theorem 4.4 
weakly universal element then ~or all A € A the ma:p 

( A,BJ -> ?t (A,B) 
p 

is surjective, and moreover B admits a co-cone. 
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Proo~ : Let E : D ~ G ~> B be a weakly universal 
element o~ Ext !(B,-). (See MITCHELL Chap VII or even 
better MACLANE [1963] ~or a description o~ Ext by exact 
sequences). Now let w: Ext 1 (B,-) ---> Ext 1 (A,-) be any 
natural trans~ormation. Our aim is to show that w is 
induced by a map ~rom A to B . 

The ~ollowing diagram 

Ext 1 (B ,D) 

J •n 

[A,G] [A,B] t 1 \!1 . 

> i> Ext (A,D) 

has its square commutative by naturality o~ w, and its 
bottom now exact by the Ext long exact sequence ~or E • 
(MITCHELL VII 2.2). E the weakly universal element is an 
element o~ Ext 1 (B,D). 

Now consider wD (E) € Ext 1 (A. ,D) • 

Since k~(E) = kE 

= 0 (MITCHELL LEMMA 2.1 or MACLANE [1963] III 
1. 7) 
we have 

k* WD (E) = WG J.el' (E) = W G 0 = 0 

and by exactness wn(E) is in the image o~ t • We recall 
that t , the connecting homomorphism is de~ined by 
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t (f') = Ef' . 

So that there exists an m : A ---> B 

such that wD (E) = Em. 

Now we claim that if' X € Ext1 (B,R) 

WR(X) = Xm • 

This f'ollows since, with E 
X , a morphism f' : D ---> R 
and 

weakly universal, we have f'or any 

such that X = f'E 

wR (X) = wR(:rE) = wRf'* (E) 

= f'*WD (E) (by naturality of' w) = f'*(Em) 

= f'(Em) = (:rn)m (MITCBEI,L VII 1 .3) 

= Xm . 
From the exact sequence it is clear that a morphism 

A---> B is nulhomotopic if'f it f'actors p : G --->> B , 
so that G is a co-cone f'or B, which completes the proof'. 

We shall now show the converse - that the presence of' a 
co-cone f'or B implies that Ext1 (B,-) has a weakly universal 
element. This will be an easy corollary of' a general result 
characterizing these universal elements. 

Theorem 4.5 Let 
def'ined Ext-f'unctor. 

~ be an abelian category with a well
Then the f'ollowing are equivalent • 

(i) E = D ~>GL>> B 
is a weakly universal element of' Ext1 (B,-) • 

(ii) P* : Ext1 (B,-) -> Ext1 (G,-) 
is 0 • 

(iii) For all epimorphisms M ->> B 

the diagram 



; . 
,./G~p 

#.! 
M >> B 

can be filled in to commute • 

(iv) For all morphisms f : B ---> c and all epics 
N ~» C the diagram 

G 
t 
t • • N 

__ P_i>> B 

lf 
----..»> c 

can be completed to commute o 
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f2.'<?.2f (i) implies (ii). 
X£ Ext1 (B,R) there exists 

Since E is universal for all 
f : D ~ R so that X = fE • 

,.1\Thence p* (X) = 

= 
= 
= 

(fE)p 
f(Ep) 
f'*(O) 
0 . 

(MACLANE [1963] III 1.7) 
Since X arbitrary, P* = 0 • 

. 1 
( ii) implies (iii) o Let Y = N >,~> M ~>B £Ext (B ,N) 

then p*(Y) = Yp is the top extension in the diagram 

N ~ M~G »G 

II t ~p 
N :> !> M -->>B 

which must by (ii) be the split extension. 

Let 8 : G ~ MIT G be a eoretractiono 
B . 

Then clearly the outer pentagon of 
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1 l~ 
M ~> B 

yields the sought after completion. 

(iii) implies (iv). This follows by taking the pullback 

k/, G"\.. 
NTIB ~> B 

c 

1 
N 

which yields an epimorphism NH B -» B , since the category 

is abelian and we may fill in G • • ·> N TI B by (iii) • c 
( iv) implies ( i). Let X = R >--> N ~> B be an 

arbitrary element of Ext 1 (B,R). 

Then by (iv) (or even (iii)) we may fill in G •••> N in 

E • D > . 
• 

f 
0 

• . . 
v 

X . R > . 
and hence f : D · • •> R , 
Clearly from this diagram 
ing congruence classes 

-4G ~ B 
0 

II 
. 
• • • ., 

>N »B 

the induced map on the kernels. 
fE is congruent to X so identify-

fE =X 

and E is weakly universal. 
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Corollary 4.6 If' B € A possesses a cocone p G -».B 

i.e.a morphism p such that 

A[-,G] L A[-,B] -> 7Cp ( .... ,B) 

is exact, then the sequence 

Ker 

is weakly universal 
lent conditions of' 

p· >---> G -» B 

in Ext1 (B,-) and 
4o4 obtain • 

consequently the equiva-

Proof' : By evaluating the advertised exact sequence of' 
natural transf'ormations at G , one sees that the image of' 1G' 

which is P, must induce 0 as a natural transf'ormation 

P* : Ext 1 (B,-) =--> Ext 1 (G,~). Now this is just (ii) of' 
4.5. 

Epimorphisms p with the properties listed in 4.5 are 
important and need to be named bef'ore we can continue our 
investigations. 

Def'inition 4.7 An epimorphism p : G --=->> B will be termed 
an ef'f'acin~~~ic (f'or short an ef'f'acement} if' p f'actors 
through each epimorphism M -» B • 

• 

If' every object B in the category is the range of' an 
epic we say that the category has eno~~~~facements. 
dual concept will be termed an ef'f'acing mont£. 

ef'f'acing 
The 

Examples are not hard to come by : any epimorphism f'rom 
a projective, any map A ~> 0. The terminology perhaps, 
needs some justif'ication. We digress f'<:n:> a moment to delve 
into tre f'olklore . 
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Classically GROTHENDIECK defined an efraceable element 

x t: F(A), F a runctor A -> !.12' to be an elemen~,; for 
which there exists a monomorphism i : A >---> B so that 

F(i)x = 0. The use of the universality of monomorphisms 
in abelian categories yields easily that the collection of all 
effaceable elements EF(A) defines a functor, the inclusion 

EF(-) ~ F is a natural transformation and the cokernel 
of this natural transformation is a coreflection of F into 
the full subcategory of mono-functors from ~ to ~ . 

The connection with effacing morphisms in our sense 
arises at just this point, for it is easy to see that if 
i : A ~ B is an effacing monic, then 

EF(A) = ker F(i) : F(A) -> F(B) • 
-

We sha 11 write this out in detail for the "epic 11 case 
which seems (except for the generality of effacing epics)to 
be due to FREYD (See MITCHELL Chap VI Ex. 14.) 

Definition 4.8 Suppose A an abelian category" Let F 
be an additive functor F : A ~8£. Then an element 
b t: F(B) is said to be noneff~able if for all epimorphisms 
e N -»B , b is in the image of F(e) : F(N) ~ F(B) • 

' 
Now it is obvious since the functor F is additive, that the 
collection of all non-effaceable elements of F(B) is a sub
group of F(B); we shall write it PF(B). Contention: 

PF is a functor -! --=-> !£ , PF ,>-=.-=-> F a natural transforma
tion • To do this we need to show that the s~uare 

PF (X) )p~--i"> F (X) 

~ l F(:t') 

PF(Y) >>--=----s>> F(Y) 
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can be completed to commute, i.e. i~ x . is non-e~~aceable 

in F(X), F(~)x is non-e~~aceable in F(Y). Suppose we have 

w : W ~> Y arbitrary. Form the pullback 

vmx 

--w..._.~!>> y 

(p an epic by abelianity o~ A·) 
Then since x is non-e~faceable, there exists 

x 1 E: F(WTIX) so that x = F(p)x1 • 

Clearly F(f)x = F(f) F(p)x1 

= F(w) F(q)x' 

and F(~)x is in the image of F(w), but since w is arbitrary 

the result follows. 

We·go ~urther. 

Proposition 4.9. Any natural trans~ormation from an epi

~unc tor K : N --> F ~actors uniquely through PF ~ F • 
Moreover i~ either 

or 

(i) a is a complete category in which multi-pullbacks 

preserve epimorphisms 

(ii) A has enough projectives (FREYD) 

then 

PF is an epi~unctor. In other words P de~ines a 

reflection o~ the (illegitinate) category of all ~unctors 

[A,~] to the (illegitimate) subcategory of epi~nctors 
5(A,Ab]. 

Let k : N =--> F be a natural trans~ormation ~rom an 

epifunctor to F and consider an arbitrary epimorphism 

e : X -> Y • Then the square 
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N(X) k(X) ~ F(X) 

N(e~L I F(e) 
v 

F(Y) k(Y) > 

commutes. Hence if' y € F(Y) is in the image of' k(Y) it 

must also be in the image of' F(e). Since e is arbitrary 

any element in the image of' k(Y) must be in the image of' all 

F(e), i.e. must be in PF(Y). 

Now suppose that (i) holds and consider an arbitrary 

epic e : X ~Y • Then in the diagram 

PF(X) > F(X) 

PF(e)l 1 F(e) 

PF (Y) >>=-~> F (Y) 

we must show PF(e) is epic. 

Now by def'ini tion of' EF(Y), f'or every element y € PF(Y) 
there exists a (not in gener~l' .. unique) element x € .F-(X) so 

'· that y = F(e)x. We must show that it is ~lways possible to 

choose x covering y , in PF(X). Suppose this is not 

possible. Then f'or each x
1 

such that y = F(e) x 1 it is 

possible to f'ind an epimorphism k
1 

: M
1
..,..._,.» X so that 

x1 tIm F(k
1

) • Now take the limit (multi-pullback) of' the 

diagram D = {k
1 

: M
1 
~> x}. In view of' (i) we get an 

m Pt k1 
epimorphism ! L __.... X} = { L ~>> M

1 
.....;;....;>> X} f'or if' there 

exists any epimorphism onto X f'actoring all k
1

, then the 

multipullback must have epic projections. Now since ye PF(Y) 

there must exist e € F(L) so that F( em) e = y but this 

implies F(e) F(m) e = y 



i.e. F(m) e must be one of the 
But this is impossible since 

F(m) e =. F(k
3

) (F(p3 )e) 
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and x
3 

f. Im F(k3). Hence there must be an element of PF(X) 
covering y € PF(Y), and since y is arbitrary this means the 
map PF(X) -=-> PF(Y) is epic • 

Now suppose there are enough projectives. Let y € PF(Y) 

and P: P ~> Y a projective over Y. Clearly y € Im F(p), 
y = F(p )y say. Now for any epic e : X -=---» Y the diagram 

can be completed and clearly F(x)y € F(X) covers 

y : F(e)F(X)y = F(p)y = y • 

Contention: F(x)y is an element of PF(X). For let 
t Z ---»X be any epimorphism. .we may factor x through t 

p 
/ ' 

Z 1 "•· X 
' I' t 
~· 
>X 

and F(z)y covers F(x)y , for F(t)F(z)y = F(tz)y = F(x)y • 
Since t is arbitrary we have F(x)y in the image of all 
epimorphisms, i.e. F(x)y in PF(X). Hence PF is an epi
functor. 

Aside. When A is small regardless of whether it has efface
ments or not , a reflection in to G [A ,A£] may be construe ted 
by transfinite induction. Where eff'acerre nts exist, they may 
also be used in place of projectives to define satellites in 
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the manner of C.ARTAN-EILENBERG [ 1956] . 

This last proof leads quite naturally to the following 
proposition, which generalizes it, since a projective P ---+>A 
is only a special case of an effacing epic. 

Proposition 4.1Q If X has an effacement g G ~> X in 

A then PF(X) = Im (F(G) -=-> F(X)) = Im F(g). 

Proof : The inclusion PF(X) C Im (F(G) ~ F(X)) is 
trivial. Conversely suppose x = F(g)x • 
Then for any epimorphism 

we may factor 

and F(e)F(z)x = F(ez)x ' 
= F(g)x = X • 

Hence X is in the image of F(e) for all e , so that 
X € PF(X), as required. 

Applying this proposition to the functor F = A[A,-] 
we see that PA[A,-] ~just the set of morphisms which factor 
through an effacing epic over B , which is just the collec
tion of nul-homotopic maps in the projective homotopy theory 
we were considering before this excursus begane Hence we see 
there is another very natural approach to our homotopy theory -
via the bifunctor Pb[A,B], which is always defined, and for 
which an effacing epic G ~> B provides a weak corepresenta

tion 
[ -;G] -» P[ -,B] , 

so that we have another justification far the terminology 
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"effacing epic". 

Now clearly, having established the interest and utility 
of effacing epics, the question arises as to their existence. 
Since they provide (as noted above) weak representatives for 
certain functors it might seem appropriate to invoke the 
general theorems of the last chapter to establish conditions 
for their existence. However sine e we are working with a 
special case, it has seemed better to the author to attack the 
question directly, and so the next few propositions, which 
though they have about them the character of representability 
results (limits and solution-set conditions) are derived by a 
direct attack on the problem. 

Theorem 4 o 11 Let ! be a complete abelian category. 
Then A has enough effacements;iff 

(i) (GROTHENDIECK'S condition AB4*) 

( ii) 

the product of epimorphisms is an epimorphism , 

(Solution-set condition) 
for every object A of A 
morphisms (N1 ~>A} i € I 

there exists a set of epi
such that for any epi-

morphism X ---» A , there is an epimorphism in the set 
N

3 
~>A so that 

factors. 

,N 
I j 

:f / '},A 

Proof Necesf?...ttx. If A is the range of an effacing epic 
e : G --->> A , then the set (e} is clearly a solution set. 
So the second condition is necessary. 

To prove the necessity of the first con::lition, let 
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1 ek : ~ ~ B!t 1 be a collection of epimorphisms with product 

IIek possibly non-epic. Then we may form the cokernel C , 
so that 

is exact. Now 
be an effacement 

By Theorem 
the diagram 

n 
k 

if there exist enough effacements there will 
n ->n:a . 

k 

4.5(iv) for each k in K we can complete 

and hence define a map (~): D -> IIAk . 
which we shall call n , rendering 

nl~ 
ItA » IIB 
·- k k 

commutative. 
Composing with the cokernel of IIek must consequently give 

D --->> liB ~» C 
k 

zero • 
But since the composition of epimorphisms is epic, this 
implies C = 0 • 

Since A is an abelian category, the vanishing of the 
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cokernel of ITek implies ITek is an epimorphism. So the 
necessity of this condition follows. 

Sufficiency. Suppose we have a solution set over A , 

say {e1 : N1 =--»A}ici . 

Then since the category is complete we can form the limit 

(multi-pullback) ITe. Ni. Now for any X ~> A consider 
Al 

the diagram 

where IT N. • • •> X 
Aei l. 

, 

fills, since there exists a morphism from 

some Nj to X by the solution-set condition. Hence the 
result follows provided that we can show that the morphism from 
the multi-pullback IT N. =-=-> A is an epimorphism, a condition 

Aei 1 

which does not always hold as we have noted previously. This 
will be a consequence of AB4* via the following lemma which 
generalizes the well-known universality properties of epics in 
abelian categories. 

Lemma 4.12 
let 

Let A be an abelian category with AB4* and 

be a multi-pullback diagram of a collection of coterminal 

morphisms [ei~Ai --> B}ici , I a set such that I-products 
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are defined in A • [v
3 

the jth projection from the multi-
pullback.] -

Then if every morphism e! with the possible exception 
of' e 1 is epic , v 1 : ~eiAi ---> A1 is epic • 

Proof' : 

where k 

p. 
l. 

being 

If' 

Consider the sequence. 

Rei,Ai 

= ( v~3 ) ' 
• 

the ith 

qj is the 

k w II B "-->· i~~i -> 3€I-(1) 

w = ( e 1 Pr~e 3 p 3) 
• 

projection from IIA. • 1 

jth projection from l1B 

= 
= 
= 

(e1p 1 - e
3

p
3

)k 

e 1p
1

k - e
3
p

3
k 

e 1 v 1 - e3 v3 

= 0 , 
since the multi-pullback diagram 

commutes. 

' 
then 

In fact k is a kernel of w , for if X ~> IIAi is such 
that wh = 0 , 

then the maps 
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fit together to give a compatible system for the multi
pullback, implying that h factors uniquely through lle A .• 

B i l. 

Thus the. sequence 

w 
-> 

is exact. Now we have a map m 

given by :p
3
m = p~ 

n A. 
i€!-(1) ~ • 

= 
= 

= 

(e 1:p 1 - e
3

p
3 

)m 

e 1p 1m - e
3

p
3
m 

• 

Considering the diagram 

the 

n B 
3€1--( 1) 

iE:,-( 1 )Ai -> li.l~Ai 

jth projection from 

n A 
;t € I-( 1) ;t 

n (-e ) 
jE:I-(1) j ll · B 

> ;tE:I-(t) ;t 

and recalling that a map to nB
3 

is completely determined 
by its compositions with the :projections q

3 
, we see that 

wm is just the map 3€f-.( 1 )(-e3) • Since the e
3 

(j =1= 1) 

are epimorphisms, and the category has .AB4* , this. map wm 
must be an epimorphism, hence w is an epimorphism • 

Now consider the diagram 
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H A. 
3E:±-(1) J 

m I 
~>> 

I 
I 
~ 
I 

J, 
oooooooo•ooD~ 0 
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The row is a short exact sequence by what we have proved above, 
(k = kernel w, w epic) while the column is exaet by the 
definition of' product and abelianity. Consequently we may 
use any of' the versions of' the 9-lernrna (see MITCHELL I.16) 
filling in the lower right hand corner with a pushout, 

factoring wrn and v 1 through their images to get an exact 
3x3 diagram. As indicated by the dotted arrow , tbe :ract 

that wrn = ll (-e ) is epic implies the pushout is zero 
Jti-(1) : 

which in turn implies that v 1 must be epic. 
the proof'. 

This concludes 

Comment : Tl:leorem 4.11 can be varied in several obvious 
ways, e.g. to apply to relative homological algebra, or to 
weaken the :Coree of' the completeness requirement, a la 
LAWVERE' s version of' FREYD' S adjoint theorem (LAV!JVERE [ 1966] • ) 

We shall not pursue these generalizations here, preferring to 
consider a direct attack on the solution-set problem, which 
dif'f'ers in this case in an interesting way. 

Theorem 4 .13 Let ~ satisfy the AB4* condition. If' it 
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possesses a generator (generating small subcategory) and 

arbitrary coproducts then the solution-set condition is 
always satisried, and the category has enough er~acements. 

First Proor : rr A has a generating small subcategory and 

arbitrary coproducts then it possesses a generator (rorm 
the sumo~ objects in the category) and the condition or 
possessing a generating small subcategory is only apparently 
more general than having a generator. We will work with a 

rixed generator G. 

Let B be the object ror which we are seeking to 

construct the solution set. 

Now ror any epimorphism A ~> B, we can cover A 
with an epimorphism N G w>-> A ror some N: ( N G = N,-rold 

coproduct o~ G. See MITCHELL II.l5.2.),hence we need to 
~ind a solution set ~or the epimorphisms 

NG ~> B 

where N ranges through all sets, since the arbitrary 
A ~> B occurs in a ractorization of one o~ these. Now 
these epimorphisms possess a certain structure which we may 
examine : Each is determined by its compositions with the 
N injections into the coproduct, its "components", each of 
which is a map G = '-:>' B. There is only a set of such 
maps [G, B] in fact. Thus, in general, maps NG ~>B must 

contain many repeti ti911§. or component maps G --~ B. We 
shall show that it is possible to take a,s a solution-set the 
collection of' epimorphisms of the f'orm NG > B in which 

each component G --> B occurs ~· 

For consider an arbitrary NG b 
-~~>B. We may partition 

the set N by the equivalence relation which assigns two 
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elements o~ N to the same class i~ the corresponding 
components G -=? GN __,. B are equal. We thus o"btain 

an epimorphism o~ sets N ~>M • Since (Axiom o~ Choice) 
all non-empty sets are projective, this map splits, and 
sinceiG is a functor o~ I, we have that MG is a retract of' 
N M N G. So we have a map G >---? G and thus a triangle 

N~\ 
G - >B 

We show that aN~--~~ B is epic. 

First o~ all the map GN---~ B is de~ined by having 
one component ~ : G -7 B ~or every non-empty collection 
o~ ~ components o~ GN Q=?>> B • Now suppose we are given 

two distinct morphisms with domain B, say 

d, e : B ---=--~~. C , d ¢ e • 

NoV'v, since GN b >> B is an epimorphism, the morphisms 
db and eb are distinct 

N 
db * eb : G ---? C • 

But these t;;vo morphisms are distinct i~~ they di~~er on some 
component ~ : G -~~ B i.e. d ~ * e ~. But clearly in 
this case the morphisms de and ec are distinct, dif'~ering on 
the component corresponding to ~. Hence d * e implies 
de =1= ec • Hence c is an epimorphism. 

[G,B] 
Since there ca~not be more t~an 2 epics o~ the form 

I 

oN __:_> B with each component occurr1~g at most ·ence, 
the solution set condition is satisfied. 

Second Proof' We give a second proof' o~ this result since 
it leads to a mild generalization in anothe~ direction. This 
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proof will make use of what might be termed the GABRIEL
POPESCO setting. In the proof of the theorem associated 
with the names of those two authors (GABRIEL.POPESC0,1964.] 
it is noted that if A is a cocomplete abelian category 
with generator G, one may faithfUlly represent A as a 
subcategory of a module category AbR. R = [G, G]. To be 
precise ·0 ne obtains a faithful fUnctor R · : A --; AbR 

by setting 

H(A) = [G, A] 

with the obvious right R-action. 

This ~ctor has a coadjoint K : AbR ·=? ~ which 

is none other than the tensor-product (-)®RG of MITCHELL 

VI.3.1. 

~[K(M),A] = A [M~G ' A ] 
~R [M,[G, A] ] = AbR (M$ H(A)] 

Now the question hinges around this adjointness-relation 

and, in particular, the "back" adjunction 
KH __ ..,.> 

given by [G,A] R®G --~ A. 

If this is an equivalence, the adjunction is said to 

define a lali (GRAY [1966] )-or left-retract 
(ULMER [l968a]). A. result of GABRmL'S (fl962] Chapter I 1.1) 
tells us that this happens iff h is both faithfUl and 
full. It is faithful since G is a generator, 
but it is not in general full. Arguments due to MITCHELL 
(IV.4.1) show that it will be full if either G is small 
or the category A has .AB5. This last is the assumption 
of the GABRIEL-POPESCO theorem proper. Under any of these 
assumptions the following considerations will simplify 
considerably. We continue to assume only that G is a 

generator and, consequently, H is faithful. This entitles 
us to invoke the st~dard theorem on adjoint functors 
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(MITCHELL~ V.l.2) which tells us that iB this case the 

natural transformation 

is epico We shall need this. 

Now consider an object B of A~ with epimorphisms 
a : A · --?> B terminating on it. Since we have not 

assumed the generator G projective~ 

H(a) : H(A) ~ H(B) will not in general 
be an epimorphism. Since~ however~ AbR is an abelian 
category we can factorize it through an image I so that' 

H( a) : H(.A) ~> I >~~----7 H(B) • 

Now let PI be a projective covering I (AbR has enough 

px•ojecti ves) · 

Now apply K 
(which preserves 

·epics :) 

ri~ 
v~ 

H(A) · - · >> I > ;> H(B) • 

K(PI) 

," .. -~ 
" ' , 

~, . . 

KH(A) -·~ -· - '" )>>K( I) ~~>Iili(B) 

1 l 
We obtain a solution-set by taking a K(PI) for every 

subobject I of H(B) such that 

K(I) ~--~ KH(B) -~-+-~ B 

is an epimorphism~ ror manifestly any A~~> B 1must have 
H(A) H(B) ractor through some such I. This collection 
is naturally a set since AbR is locally small. 
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On practising a proo~-analysis on our second proof 

we see that by picking out its essential points we have 

actually proved : 

Theorem !-±·1~ I~ the category A possesses a ~aithfUl 

~ctor with coadjoint into a locally small abelian category 

with enough e~~acements, then the solution set-condition 

is satis~ied. 

It should be mentioned,that, in the case where A is an 

AB5 category with generator (a GROTHENDIECK category) to 

which the structure theorem o~ GABRmL AND POPESCO is 

applicable, the result 4.13 has been obtained by J.E. ROOS 

[1966.] who also gives an interesting example o~ an abelian 

category with very desirable properties (Jili6 not merely 

AB5) which has enough e~~acements but no non-trivial 

projectives. Since this category will provide us with 

a handy counter-example to a number o~ plausible conjectures 

we shall now present it in some detail. 

Example 4.15 (J .E., Roos. [1966].) An AB6, AB4* category with 

generator such that all projectives are trivial. 

Let a be a 2-sided idempotent ideal o~ a ring A 

which has a. ®A a non projective. Then we may take this 

to de~ine a topologizing system o~ ideals on A (~ollowing 

the procedure o~ GABRIEL (See Chapter I or Bucur and 

Deleanu, P.l39.) 

Let C be ru! abelian category, a generalized quotient 

o~ ~~ associated with fa}. This can be represented as 

the category o~ objects closed with r~spect to a • This is 

just the ~ull subcategory o~ Mod (Al consisting o~ objects 

M such that the evident morphism induced by a >-~-> A 

M ;; Mod A [A, M] --? Mod (A) [a. , M] is an 

isomorphism. We will identi~y Q with this subcategory. 
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The quotient fUnctor from Mod (A) 

j* : Mod (A) ~ C is defined by 

j*(B) = Mod A (a. , .A/B
1

) Be Mod {A) ,where B1 is the 
maximal subobject of B annihilated by a • 

Now, as is the case with all these categories of 

GABRIEL, j* is a coreflector, i.e. is coadjoint to the 

inclusion of C in Mod(Al, which we call j* • 

Mod A [A, j*(C)] ~ Q(j*(A), C] • 

But, the nature of the topologizing system in this 

case ensures that j* itself possesses a coadjoint j, 
• 

so that 

Mod A (j,(C),B] ~ C(C,j*(B)] • 
• 

Because, with this topologizing system, j* commutes with 

limits and so by FREYD'S special adjoint fUnctor theorem 

MITCHELL V 3.2 and of the fact that the category Mod A 

has a cogenerator,one can guarantee a coadjoint. This 
coadjoint does not seem to possess a simple description; 

one may compute that 

j! j* (A). = a.®A a. 

which· since j*(A) is a coreflection of a generator, suffices 

as basis for computing other values. 

Now we make a fUrther restriction on A : 
we shall require it to be such that all projectives in 

Mod A are of the form Z A. Pairs (A, a) with these 
properties certainly doiexist. ROOS cites a theorem of 

KAPLA...T~"SKY which shows that, if A is a non-discrete 

archimedean valuation ring, its projectives are all of this 

form. In such a ring we choose a to be the maximal ideal 

~ which is necessarily non-projective, and which has ~®~~ ~ • 
A 
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Now we shall show that if' A has this property on 
its projectives, the category Q constructed above has no 

non-trivial projectives. 

Firstly observe that the f'ullness of' C as a subcategory 

implies that the adjunction. of' j* to j* is an isomorphism 

j*j* ~ lQ • 

Further, by considering theEquivalences , 

~ C [C,j*j'!,(D)] 
~.Q[C,D] , 

we see we must also have 

j*j' ~ 1 . c . 
Now suppose P is a projective * 0 in C. 

Then j, (P). is projective * 0 .in Mod (A), by the exactness 
• 

of' its adjoint j* • But this means that 

j '(P) = ZA 
• I 

f'or some set I * o. But then 

j,(P) ~ j,j*j,(P) 
• • • 

~ j 'j*(fA) 
~ .zj,j*(A). (j,j* coadjoints) 

I • 
But this would imply that j,j*(A) = 

• 
~®A~ is projective 

which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence the only projectives 
are trivial. 

Now we observe that the category Q has a generator 
( j*(A) in f'act) and that since j~: is a f'unctor with 
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both adjoint and co adjoint it preserves all limits and colimits., 

monomor:phisms and epimor:phisms. ConsequentlY, since A-Mod 

has AB6 (See MITCHELL X.2 and Ex.3. P.261. L 
and monies are the same in the categories so must C. The 

' category also has AB4:i: by the def'i:qi tion of' its epimorphisms. 

A morphism f' in C is epic if' j*(Coker f') = 0 • Thus, 

if' [f'1 j is a f'amily of' epics, 

0 = IIj *(Coker f' i) = j :~~(ITCdker f' i) = j *(Coker llf1 ) 

so ITf' i is epic. 

Thus we have an ernample of' an abelian category with 

enough ef'f'acements but not enough projectives. 

Qpmment : This example raises the problem of' characterizing 

those abelian categories with enough projectives in an acute 

f'orm. One would presumably desire a theorem of' the f'orm 

if' ~ has a generator and certain conditions on limits 

and epimorphisms obtain,then ~ has enough projectives. 

The above example shows that the requirements must be quite 
suhtle, f'or they must obtain in A-Mod and f'ail in c, a 

coref'lective subcategory, whose coref'lector is limit

preserving. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the 
conditions required will in this example be sensitive to 

the f'act that, while j* preserves epimor:phisms, it does 

not reflect them. It is easy to seeiDat the.traditional 

strengthening of' AB4* - the dual of' the piecing-lemma, 

MITCHELL'S condition C~ -is too stror..g. It is not true, f'or 

example, in Ab. Modifications of' our proof' that AB4* is 

necessary f'or the existence of' projectives will yield the 

necessity of' the occurrence .of' cpimor:phisms in a large 

number of' other types of' diagrams. The author, however, 
has not succeeded in introducing any system into the welter 
of' necessary conditions hereby obtained, and must content 
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himself with the conjecture (based solely on a few days 

arduous diagram-chasing) that a weak ~orm of the d~al of 

the piecing lemma would appear to be required. A solution 

to this problem would also have important applications, 

as we shall now see. 

* * * * * * 
We return to giving an account o~ the ECKMANN-HILTON 
homotopy theory in a category with enough ef~acements. 

We have seen above that additive homotopy theories are 
completely determined by their(co)cones and in this case 

the cocones are just given by effacing epics covering the 

objects,just as in the classical projective homotopy of 

HILTON [1956] the cocones were given by projectives covering 
the objects. In both cases one obtains a relator. 

From the theorem on the existence of solution sets 

when there is a generator (4.13),it is not surprising that 
we normally obtain a relator which is not a functor. Since 
several treatments o~ homotopy theory in abstract categories 

have assumed a functorial cylinder {KAN [1956] , SEIP [1966]), 

or a functorial cone (HUBER [1962]), it is perhaps w~rthwhile 

here to repeat EILENBERG-MOOP.E' S [ 1965] example o~ a 
projective homotopy theory which does not admit a fUncnorial 

eocene - even though there are enough o~ them in the 

categ?ry. 

PATHOLOGICAL ~LE J±..±§_ __ [EJ_~~~~:El~Jl:-MOORE]. A category 

vvith enough pl"'ojectives (and theref'ol"'e enough projective 
homotopy cocones) but without ~unctol"'ial cocones. 

Consider the category F.Ab o~ f'initely generated 
abelian groups. It certainly has enough projectives. 

But it can have no ~ctorial projective cocone 

F ~> lF.Ab • For suppose it does. Then F must be 



a faithful functor 

F(A) 

F(X) I 
v 

F(B) 

e(A2 >> A 

jx 
v 

e(B) >> B 0 

For if F(f) = F(g) 
then 

fe(A) = e(B)F(f) 
= e(B)F(g) 
= ge(A) 

and since e(A) is epic , f = g o 
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Now for any integer n ~ 1 let An denote the image 
of the morphism 

F(n) : F(Z) ~-=> F(Z) . 

Given another integer m > 1 we consider the natural morphism 
7C : z ~-> zmn • 

Since 1tmn = 0 we have F(7t)F(mn) = 0 , 

and, therefore, F(7t)(~n) = 0 • 

On the other hand 7Cn + 0 and, since F is faithful, 

we have F(7t)F(n) = F(7tn) * 0, and thus F(7t)(An) + 0. Since 
Anm CAn , it follows that F(7t) defines a non-zero morphism 

AnfAnm -==> F(Zmn) • Since in FAb all projectives are 

free, F(Znm) is a free abelian group and it follows that 

rank CVAmn) > 0 and, 

therefore, 
if m > 1 . 

Thus A
1 

= F(Z) has infinite rank, a contradiction • 



It is possible to transform the question of the existence 

of fUnctorial cones or cylinders to a question on the sec

tioning of a functor. (Something similar to what we did for 
quotient categories as sections of the partition functor 
in Chapter 3.) But since the result has no practical use, 

save under certain completeness conditions, we omit it. 

Now while it has been recognised "by the~more recen,t 
constructors of axiomatic homotopy theories (QUILLEN [1967], 
HELLER [ 1968 ]), that cones and cylinders need not be functorial, 

and that this may be allowed by an appropriate system of 

axioms on the fibrations, cofibrations and equivalences, 

it has not been noticed that it is possible to have a 

system in which also there are no functorial SUSJ2.~E.§.,t~· 

The reason for this would appear to be the following beautiful 

result of P~J. HILTON [HILTON, 1958.] 

PROPOSITION k~elil.HtkTON.] In a projective-homotopy theory 
the homotopy type of the kernel K of a eocene P over A 

0 >---!7 K >>--""> P -~7> A --?> 0 

depends only on A and not on the choice of the particular 
co-cone covering A. 

Proof . Consider the exact sequE-nces . 
0 > "">' K p~ >> A >> 0 

and 0 > :!)!- K' ~ pt "'> A > 0 

determined by two different co-cones over A. 

These may be embedded in a diagram : 



K >--.., 

0 >""--_..,, 1 ~ 

0 

t 
t 

> A 

i 
PITP'~ P' 

A 1 T 
K •_·-~-:~-K' 

1 1 
0 0 
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> 0 

and the rest is completed using the 9-lemma and the 

standard protocol on induced extensions. 

Now, since we have two epimorphisms onto projectives 

f'rom the pullback, these split so that 

P II P' ..... KE9P' ::: 

A 
and PIIP' ~ K'ESP 

A 
Hence 

K ESP' ~ K'EDP 

So K must have the same homotopy type as K' on the basis 
that homotopy equivalences are just the isomorphisms of' the 
homotopy category, the quotient f'unctor preserves biproducts, 

and projectives have the homotopy type of' o. 

Applying a proof'-analysis to the above, we see that the 
result goes through f'or kernels of' ef'f'acing epics 

K > > E ~> A , K' > > E 1---?> A 
as f'ar as KfDE ' ~ KEDE 

and we can draw the same conclusion provided that E and E' 
have the homotopy type of' 0 (are "contractible") • But 

this is not in general the case ! For, if' E has the 
homotopy type of' o, the dif'f'erence of' 
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i.e. ~ , 

should factor through an effacing epic, hence be effacing,' 

hence have all quotients of E effacing i.e. have E 
projective. Hence suspensions can only be properly 
defined incategories with enough projectives. Thus the 

example of 4.15 yields an example of a homotopy theory 
without functorial suspensions. (We may, of course, use 
the term suspension for the (weak) relator term filling 

in the PUPPE Sequence.) 

This exrunple also has many other pathological 

properties, for example, cylinders are of different homotopy 

type to the object of which they are a cylinder. This 

result has the consequence that the Axiom systems of HELLER, 

QUILLEN et al. cannot be applied to this example. It 
should also be clear that it is not possible to derive this 
highly pathological homotopy system from any standard 
construction (monad, triple) as done by HUBER. Perhaps 
we may wish to engage in monster-barring and write the 
requirement that cones be contractible into our definitions. 
That may, indeed, be a sensible and wise course once we 
understand the conditions which ensure enough contractible 
cones, or enough projectives, exist. But until we have 
solved that problem,it seems to me reasonable to let the 
monster into the zoo, for even if its behaviour is 
bizarre, at least we have ari intelligible account of its 
origins. 
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Chapter 5 

ETr!Uedil1ng Homo-t6py -Qategori·es 

The motivation for this chapter derives from some work 
of PETER FREYD, which we shall recapitulate below. Basically, 

FREYD observed that the stable homotopy category of ordinary 
homotopy theory was endowed with the same sort of structure
in terms of the existence of (co)limits and weak (co)limits 
as the full subcategory of projectives (injectives) in an 
abelian category with enough :projecti ves ( injecti ves), and 
asked the intriguing question whether it was possible to 
embed the stable homotopy category in an abelian category as a 
collection of projectives. This, he was able to show, was 
the case. This embedding, quite apart from its intrinsiG 
category-theoretic interest, has proved useful for a:p:plica'tions 
too - it has led to new questions about the internal structure 
of the homotopy category becoming askable and being solved, 
for example~ FRDYD has shovm that the GROTHENDIECK group of 
stable homotopy is free. (FREYD [1968]). 

In this chapter 11ve wish to explore what can be said about 
the general situation, i.e. whether any analogous such 
embedding for general (unstable) homotopy categories is 
:possible. We shall in fact show that it is. But as may 
be expected our embeddings will not in general be as nice as 
the FREYD embedding, and we will pursue their category
theoretic applications only - observing this process is one 
way of giving categories strong limits - and leaving the 
applications to homotopy theory itself (if there are any) 
open for later research. 

To :provide a pattern to follow we shall open this chapter 
by sketching an outline of FREYD'S central result, w.hich is 
Theorem 1.4 of' his :paper "Representations in Abelian cate-
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gories" (FREYD [1966a].) His other theorems are essentially 
variations around this theme~· ~or example, examining the 
situation where the projectives are also injective (FROBENIUS 
categories) etcetera. Since in the non-additive situation 
these ~eatures are rare we shall not examine them. 

De~inition 5.1 (FREYD) A collection ~ o~ projectives in 
a category A is said to be resolving i~ ~or all A € A 
there is an epimorphism P ~ A ~rom a projective P € ~ • 

Theorem 5.2 (FREYD) A pre-additive category ~ is represent
able as the ~ull subcategory of a resolving set of projectives 
in an abelian category iff 

(1) every map has a weak kernel. 
(2) every pair of objects has a weak product. 

Proof. (Sketch.) The necessity is obvious. 

To prove the sufficiency, there are two distinct ways 
of proceeding - via functor categories and by direct 
construction. 
sketch both. 

We shall need both as exemplars, so we shall 

The first considers the Yoneda embedding 
Y : ,!! ___.,. [E* 1 !£] (take [!:* 9 A£]sm if :f is a big category). 
We know ~rom FREYD'S characterization o~ functor categories 
over Abelian groups (see MITCHELL IV 5.3) that this represents 
P as a ~~ collection o~ small projectives. However 
we are looking for a representation as a resolving collection, 
hence we need to cut down on the category. 

As it turns out it suffices to take for ! the full sub
category of coherent functors (in AUSLANDER'S terminology) 
i.e. the full subcategory generated by 

{A € [,!!•, Al2,]: 3 P,P' €~, Y(P1 ) -->Y(P)~ A -->0 exactJ. 
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It is not difficult to show by means of a series of diagram 
lemmas that conditions (1) and (2) ensure that this 
category is an abelian category, the objects Y(P) remain 
projective in A , and "quite tautologically" form a resolving 
collection. 

The second proof constructs the category .£ directly 
without recourse to a :f'u.nctor category. To do this we need 
merely note that the category E is coker-dense in ~ so 
that ~ can be represented as the quotient category of 
[_g,~] in some sense. Here the usual comparison lemma comes 
in handy : the kernel of the functor [~ 1~] cok> A consists 
precisely of those maps 

such that the diagonal can be completed to commute •. Defining 
the two-sided ideal ~ to consist of all such maps, we have 
A ~ [_g,f_]/.Y • That this is a category equivalence is easy 
to check, in fact the functor cok : Ig,_!:l ~ A. is full 
and representative, the homotopy part of the comparison lemma 
ensures that [_g,~]/.Y -> A is also f'ai thf'ul • But we 
notice that we now have a direct description of ! without 
mention of the functor category : it can be described as 
[g,E,]/Jl and E embedded via P ---'> (0 . .-.;. P) • 

It now becomes possible to give a second, elementary 
proof ot the abelian character of this representation, by 
means of diagram lemmas in [g,~]/Q, using the fact that ~ 

has weak kernels and weak products. We omit the details. 

Corollary 5.3 (FREYD.) A category E is representable as 
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the full subcategory of all projectives of an abelian category 
(with enough projectives) iff it is an additive catE'gory in 
which .every map has a weak kernel and idempotents split •. 

Proof : The theorem allows one to represent E as a resolv-
ing collection of projectives in an abelian category A • 
Let B €! be projective. Then there is an epimorphism 

P -» B , P €. ~ • Because B is projective we obtain a 
section B >"~~> P , so that B >--;> P =-='>> B ::: 1B. The map 

P ~» B ~ P is idempotent and hence there exists P' € P 
so that P' :: Im(P ~~=i>> B r---+ P) and P1 :: B • To obtain 

the precision of our statement of the corollary remove from 
~ all projectives not in E " What is lef't is equivalent to 
A but has its f'ull subcategory of' projectives isomorphic 

to E . 

Corollary 5.H Let ~ be the quotient category obtained 
from an additive homotopy theory Q : !;; ~> J?. , A additive 
category. 1rhen B can be represented as the :f1!1.ll subcategory 
of a resolving collection of injectives of an abelian category. 

Proof : By the finite version of 3.16 ~ has weak cokernels 
and weak c.oproducts. Consequently B~~ satisfies the 
conditions of 5.2 and so can be embedded as a resolving 
collection of projectives in an abelian category ~ • Now 

take !* . 

In effect it is corollary 5.4 which FREYD applies to 
embedding the projective and injective homotopy theories in 
his paper on "'Representations in Abelian Categories". 
However the result is more general and will yield for example, 
an embedding of the pathological homotopy theories we examined 
in chapter 4. i~e do not dwell on this possibility. 

We shall also just mention in passing, that Theorem 5.2 



can also provide a means of embedding the stable homotopy 
category, though FREYD prefers, using the stabiliZ'J.tion 
process, to embed in a FROBENIUS category {see his paper 
"Stable Homotopy" [ 1966b] . 

We are interested (keeping again to our resolve to obtain 
the utmost generality) in askingwhether something similar 
cannot be done in the non-additive case. We see at once 
that we will have to sacrifice many pleasant features of 
abelian categories, but it will turn out to be possible - and 
here we must be vague - to embed general homotopy categories 
in categories similar tc the category of sets, ~' again as 
resolving collections of projectives. To do this we shall 
need to know something about characterizing certain functor 
categories in terms of their projectives, so that it is to 
this problem we shall now turn. For on analysing FREYD'S 
Theorem 5.2 one soon sees that it depends in large measure 
on his characterization of functor categories [A, Ab] which - -
in turn derives from the observation that in such categories 
the representable functors constitute a generating collection 
of small projectives. [Vide MITCHELL IV 5 especially 5.3.] 
The obvious conjecture is that the same sort of thing is true 
for functor categories [_!,~] (or [A,~]Sm if A is big.) 

Definition 5.5 Define an object A € A to be absolutely 
small if the functor A[A,-] commutes with all colimits in 
the oategory, i.e. for any diagram [n1J with colimit 

[A, colim Di] ~ colim[A ,D1) • 

This just means that in the terminology of Chapter II , 
A is I-small for all diagrams I with colimits in A • 

ProJ?osi tion 5.6 
functors [A,-] 

For any category A the representable 
constitute a generating subcategory of 
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[:A,~] (respectively C~,~]Prop o~ (&,~]Sm if' ! is 
big) of' absolutely small projective objects. 

-
Proof' : Generation follows f'rom density. (See Complements~ 

The absolute smallness is also a direct consequence of the 
Yoneda lemma. 

~[A[A,-], colim_Ti(-)3 ~ colim Ti(A) 

~ colim[A[A,-], Ti(-)] • 

Projectiveness of' the A[A,-], follows from pointwise def'inition 
of' epimorphisms : 
If' T(-) ~> S(-) then [A[A,-],T(-)J~ [A[A,-], 8(-)J 
is T(A) ~> S(A) • 

In the case where £;:; is small, we may go f'urther abd use the 
comma-category methods of ULMER [1968a] to characterize the 
functor categories [A,~] . 

Theorem 5.7 A category M is equivalent to the category of 
all functors f'rom a small category to the category of sets if'f 
it is cocomplete and contains a small ·dense subcategory of 
absolutely small objects. 

Proof : If M is equivalent to a runctor category then it 
is clear.that the objects equivalent to the representable 
functors are dense by 0.11 and are absolutely small by 5 .6. 

Conversely assume M has a small dense subcategory of 
absolutely small objects ! which we may without loss of' 
generality assume full. Then we define a f'unctor 

. T : ! ~ [N* 1!lli!] by 

T(M) = M[J(-),M] 

where J is the functor including N in M . Now define 
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S : [!i* ,J£1§_] ~ M by invoking the density of the representable 

functors in [Jf ,~] . If F = colim YDy,F = colim ~!![ -,N 1J l 
(Y Yoneda embedding of B) put 

S (F) ~ colim JDY ,F ;;; co lim { JN 11 

(which is well defined since .M is cocomplete.) 

Now we have a series of natural isomorphisms 

TS(F) = T(colim {N1 }) 

~ M[J(-), colim {N1 1J 

~ colim N[J(-), JN1 l (Absolute smallpess of ~ 
objects). 

(Fullness o:f ,N). 

~F. 

While 

ST(M) = S M[J(-),M] = colim JDY,[J(-),M] 

Now we wish to determine DY,[J(-),M] and show 
same diagram as DJ,M• Consider the category 

Its objects are given by natural transformations 

it to be the 
(Y,(J,M]) • 

[-,N] ~ [J(-),M], its morphisms by commutative triangles 

[-rN] ~ 
[ .... , N1 ) -~ [J (-) , M] 

Applying the Yoneda lemma we obtain a 1-1 correspondence 
between this and the objects and morphisms of (J,PM) : 

morphisms 

and triangles 

J(N) ~ M 

JiN)~ 
J(N1

) -> M 

which is clearly a category isomorphism. Moreover since in 
each case the functor to ,N simply forgets everything except 
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the N 

N' 
we have a diagram isomorphism • 

Hence ST(M) "" co lim J DY,[J(-),M] 
tv co lim J DJ,M 

~ M (by density of J.) 

So that S,T yield a category equivalence. 

~~ : Density alone yields one-half of the above equival
ence. UL~mR [1968a] has shown that a category ! which 
contains a dense small subcategory N. has a representation 
as a coreflective subcategory of [N*,En~]. The importance 
of absolute smallness for characterizing functor categories 
has also been noted by MARrrA BUNGE [ 1969] whose character
ization however is closer to our more delicate result for 
[a,~Jsm below. We note that for this category comma

categories are not useful even though the DF will contain 
small sub diagrams with colimi t F - one must ensure that one's 
constructions are independent of the choice of such diagrams. 
In fact we may go further - for big categories it is not only 
the case that the construction of S in the last proof will 
not work - the result itself is false if we merely drop the 
smallness requirement on the subcategory" To see this 
consider a large category A for which [A,Ens]Prop and 
[A,En~]Sm are not equivalent - both contain the same dense 
subcategory of absolutely small objects - the representable 
functors. In fact if the category ~ has the property 
that idempotents split we can show that the representable 
functors are the only absolutely small projective proper 
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functors so that, in this case~ we have a slightly stronger 
counter-example to the hope that Theorem 5.7 will ~ork ~or 
big functor categories merely by expunging the word "small". 
We also have an exam:ple in which we. have two non ... eg_uivalent 
categories with isomorphic full subcategories or absolutely 
small projectives - which in both cases are dense in the 
category. Because of the importance of the inadequacy of 
density of the absolutely small objects we shall avoid plunging 
into the main argument of this chapter a moment longer to prove 
the above remark - about absolutely small functors where ~ 

has idempotents split - giving in fact a non-additive version 
of a result of FREYD (see FREYD [1964] Ex 5.G.). 

T~39rem 5.8 Let A be a category in which idempotents split. 

Then an object of [A,~]Prop is an absolutely small 
projective iff it is a representable functor. 

Rfo2f : That representability implies absolute smallness is 
just 5.6. For the converse, we know that if T is an 
absolutely small projective proper functor there is an epi
morphism from a coproduct of representable functors 

Z [A ,-] ~> T(-) . 
iE: I i 

Since T(-) is projective 
T(-) ~ Z[A,-] so that 

this splits. 
T(-) >-> Z [A,-] 

iE:I 

Now by the smallness of T(-) 

There is a map 

~> T(-) ~ 1T • 

[T(-), Z[A,-]] Z [ T ( -) , [ A
1
. 11-]] 

iE: I 

and since in Ens the z is just the disjoint union this 
means that each map T(-) ~ Z [A.,-] factors through 

iE:I 1 

a unique [A,-]~ Z [A.,-]. Hence T(-) is a retract of 
3 i€ I 1 

a representable functor [A ,-] , and we harv-,e morphisms 
j 
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i : T (-) ~ [A j 9-] , :P : [A 
3 

, -] -~ T (--:-) so 

that pi = 1T Then ip : [A
3 
,-] -~ 'r(-) ~ [A

3 
,-] is 

idempotent • By the Yoneda lemma this map o~ represent-
able functors must be induced by a morphism e : A

3 
---9> A

3 
which must be likewise idempotent. Now since idempotents 
split we can factorize ·A ~A = A ....Y...>> I >=~ A 

where uv = 1I • 

Clearly we have a commutative diagram 

and the result that T(-) is isomorphic to [I,-] will 
~ollow ~rom an amusing lemma, which we have in ~act used be~ore 
(5.3), though there we followed FREYD using images which 
are really quite unnecessary. 

1t_emma 5.9 In any category a splitting of an idempotent is 
unique up to isomorphism. 

Proof : 8uppose e : A ~ A is idempotent, and let 

uv = 1I mn = 1J 

be two splittings. 
Consider the diagram 

We seek to show I is isomorphic to J. 
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We have 
nmvu ::: ee == e ::: :nrn 

and since n is monic 
' 

mvu = m 0 

Similarly from 

nmvu == ee ::: e = vu 

and the e:picness of u 

nmv ::: v • 

Hence (un)(mv) = u(nmv) ::: uv = 1I 

and (mv) (un) = (mvu)n ::: mn = 1J 

so that I and J are isomorphic. 

Now we may construct the desired counter-example. Let ! 
be any big category in which idempotents split and in which 
there are non-small :proper functors (an additive example is 
the category G of example 1.9(b).) Then [A~~Jsm and 

[!,En~]Prop are non-equivalent categories with the same 
collection of absolutely small :projectives which are in both 
cases dense in the category. 

When we were working in the large additive functor 
category [A~\b]Sm in Chapter I we observed that it was 
:possible to avoid the use of comma-categories if one worked 
with :projective resolutions of functors by representable 
functors and invoked the Comparison Theorem to :prove the 
independence of one's results from the choice of resolutions. 
It is :precisely this device which we need here if we are to 
extend our characterization of functor categories to categories 
[A,~]Sm , A big. We need a non-additive notion of 

resolution and a corresponding Comparison Theorem • Fortunat
ely quite straightforward versions of both are at hand. 
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Let A be a category with kernel pairs in 
which all epimorphisms are strict. 

1 
k 

> p e==>> A 

Then a diagram 

ek1 = ek
2 

is said to define a strict ]pOjective resoluti9n £f ! 9 if 
P' and P are projective and if the induced map to the 
kernel pair p : P' • • • •> P TI P is an epimorphism. [ (k1 ,k2 

.e) . eAe 
forms an effective coegualizer diagram]. 

,P: ~ 

P/ ~ 
"" ~p1 ~ 

P eATieP ~ ! P 
. p2 

Remark (1) The strictness condition on the category A can 
be dropped if one is prepared to go over to relative homological 
algebra - one then requires that the epimorphisms be strict and 
the objects P' ,P projective relative to the class of strict 
epimorphisms. However we do not need this generality. 

Remark (2) Since p is an epimorphism, fk2 ::: f'k
1 

is 

equivalent to f'p 1p = f'p 2 p , is equivalent to f'p 1 = f'p 1 , 

so that the coequalizer of' k
2

, k
1 

is the same as that of 
p

1
, p

2 
which by 0.2(g) and 0.3 is just the effective 

epic e • Coeq (k
2

, k
1

) = e • 

Remark 3 If' the category A has enough projectives then 
it has strict resolutions f'or all objects. To show this 
cover A with a projective e : P ~> A , form the kernel 

pair and cover that with a projective P1 • 
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~ (Comparison Theore~) Let A be a category with kernel 
pairs in which all epimorphisms are strict. Let r : A ~ B 
be a morphism between objects with strict resolutions. Then 
it is possible to complete the diagram 

k1 
/ 

pt A 
FA eA 

~> A A 
k2 > 

A • 
f' r r 

0 

~' • . 
v v. 

eB 
v 

P' > 
PB » B B !> 

~ 
with an r and a r' so that the whole thing commutes. 
Moreover if T is a functor from a full subcategory of A 
containing the projectives the induced morphism 

r* 
Coeq(Tk~, Tk!) 0 

• • o • •> Coeq(T~, T~) 

is independent of the choice of r and f' • 

Proof . Rince eB is epic PA projective; reA can be . ' 
lifted to an 1 by projectivity. eBf = reA • 

Now examine the two maps r k 1 
A 

and 1 k2 
A • 

We have eB r k1 r 1 = eA kA A 

r 
2 

(eA coequalizer) = eA leA 

= eB f k2 
A . 

So by the definition of kernel pair we may complete the 
diagram. 
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Y
p.A. 

k 

P I Z A • o • o • • • • o) 

~ A ~p 
A 

with a z rendering the squares commutative. Since (~,~) 
defines a strict resolution, we may evidently complete 

with an f' which gives the requisite commutative diagram. 

The second part of tre theorem requires that we show the 
choices of f 1 , f are irrelevant to the operation of functors 
and c oequalizers on the resolutions. To see this let f" , t: 

I -be another pair filling the same diagram as :f , f . 

k1 
pi ~ p 

A - 2 "">. A 

r• llr', ,' ;'-) _, ;.~·:-' ~11 1 
I " 1 -

PB L"' P ==» PBII JB PB 
B - :>1' 

p2 

Now since eBf = :feA = eBf there 

PA to the kernel pair so that 

- f & 

e 
A -» A 

lr 
eB 

>> B 

exists a morphism 

= 
= f' • 

y from 
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Since PA is projective and p is epic by the definition of 
a strict resolution y can be factored through p : 

Y = px 

hence * = f 
& 

2 
k:J3X -= f • 

m~en we apply a functor T and take coequalizers we 
obtain a diag:raam 

T(Pj) 
TkA > T(PA) Coeq(Tkl, Tk2

) >> 

Tk2 --> A 

A 
0 

T(x). • • = 
Tf'" ll Tr' 

T"f Tf . f* • 

. :T~ 
. . 

'\IV 
. . v 

T(PI) 
L!~-> 

T(PB) 
c ::>> Coeq(T~, T~) 

~> 

T~ 
where the f* may be filled in as a consequence of 

cT(fl')T(k1) = cT(f k~) = cT(~f') 

= cT(~) T(f') = cT(~) T(f1
) 

= cT(~f') = cT(r k~} 

= cT (f) T ( kt) 

i.e. cT(f) coequalizes T(kl) , T(k1) · 

(c coequalizer) 

It may be seen 

that :r* does not depend on choosing 1 rather than f for 
we have· 

cT(f) = cT(~ x) 

;;; cT ( ~ ) T (X) 

= cT(~) T(x) 
a = cT(~~x) 

= cT(f') • 

(c coequnliz~r) 

The result follows. 
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Def'ini tion 5.12 A (large) subcategory P of' ~ is said 

to be properly generating if' f'or each A in A there exists 
a set of' objects of' A such that each pair of' distinct - -
morphisms f',g: A--+ C are distinguished by an h: P ~A, 

f'h f. gh 
with P in this set. 

The archetypal example is the subcategory of' representable 

f'unctors in [A,Ens]P • - ~ rop 

Theorem 5.13 Suppose E is a properly generating f'ull sub-
of' absolutely small projectives in a category A -category 

which is 
strict. 

cocomplete, has pul1backs, and has 1 all ep~mo~phisms 

Then if' T : P ~B is a f'unctor into a cocomplete - -
category, T can be extended uniquely (up to natural equivalence) 
t9 ~ ~op~oduet-preserving functor T : A ~>B such that T 
carries eff'ective coequalizer diagrams ~o coequalizers. 
Proof' : We f'irst e~tend T to the subcategory of A consist-
ing of' (small) coproducts of objects of P • Let 

T(ZP1 ) = ZT(P1) • 

To define T on the morphisms p : 2P
1
. ~ Zp~ it suff'ices 

I J " 
to def'ine it on morphisms Pi ~ZP3 since T(p) can be 

J 
def'ined to be the unique map completing 

T(i:P.) 
J. 

But by smallness 

[pi' ZP ] J j 

f'or each i . 

and by LAWVERE' S Axiom 7 each element of the 1a t ter coproduct 
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is just a ma:p p. --i> p 
. ~ j on which T is already de~ined. 

From now on the :process is just the analogue o~ the 
construction o~ the zeroth derived ~nctor. · By the :proper 
generation condition each A in A is the quotient o~ a small 
coproduct o~ :projectives in ·~ ~ Hence the existence o~ 
kernel :pairs allows us to construct strict resolutions. 

---:> ---> ZP. 
k2 l. 

• 

Now we may set T(A) = Coeq(Tk1
, Tk2

) • By 5.12 the 
induced ma:p is well~de~ined ~or each ~ A ~B and in 

:particular is independent o~ the choice o~ resolutions. 

The strict resolution 

1 
p 

-1 

---> 1 --=--> p __ ,> p 
I 

shows T coincides with T on ~ • We may see that it is 
well-de~ined in relation to our :previous extension by observing 
that T :preserves co:products. The :proo~ o~ this is slightly 
tricky, because o~ the de~ini tion o~ a strict resolution. 

It will ~ollow i~ we can show that i~ P£ 

a strict resolution o~ A1 ~or each i € I 

then 

k~ 
l. 

~ 

> 
> pi 

I Z P. 
I :t 

is a strict resolution o~ 

Z A· • il. 

is 
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k1 
i > It is clear that pi 

i > p. 
:k a coequ.alizer for 

k~ 
3. ea~h i , implies 

Zk! 
]. 

> Zei z p~ > Z P. > ZA1 I J. 2 I J. 
Zki 

I 

is a coequalizer , 

since Z and Coeq both being colimits commute. 
It remains to show that the map filling 

,._ Z p = e 
---... i 

~> ZA 
i 

(where K is the kernel pair of e = Ze
1

) is epimorphic • 
To do this we invoke the generating properties of the P's. 

For if we can show that any P ---> K~ P € ~ , lifts through 
ZP1 

• • • • • ~ K , we can factor an epimorphism through the dotted 
arrow and so it must be epimorphic . 

Now [P,K] = [P, (ZPj_) erre (Z If)] 
(ZA~ 

~ r p ,z p 1] II [ p 1 z pi] 

[P,ZA.] 
11: 

Z[P,Pi] II Z[P,Pi] 

Z[P,Ai] 

(by the absolute smallness of P) 

~ t([P,P.] II [P,P.]) 
J. e1 e1 J. 

[P,A1J 
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(since in ~ kernel pairs and ~'s commute, as ~ollows from 
an explicit de~inition o~ the kernel pair and the coproduct, 
and the ~act that in E.E§. Z and II commute.) 

Now whichever kernel pair the morphism ~rom 

through it can be li~ted to t~e corresponding 

p ~actors 

P~ since each 
J. 

summand is a strict resolution. Hence we may ~actor through 
simply by composing with the injection P! ==-> ~P.1 • Hence 

.!1. J. 
the Z diagram is a resolution. From this and the ~act that 
T commutes with the coproducts in the resolution it follows 
that the sum resolution is trans~ormed into a sum resolution 
which when we take the coequalizer will naturally give a sum. 

It remains to show that T carries e~~ective coequalizer 
diagrams to coequalizer diagrams. 

Let 

A ~»BTIB 
c 

be an e~~ective coequalizer di~gram. Let p -> c c 
projective covering c . Form the pullback 

Now it is easy to see that the projection Pegs 
P'""TIB w-e 
-> B 

be a 

is 

epimorphic (and in ~act all epimorphisms are universal in this 

category) I~ .p =-=-=->B is an arbitrary map ~rom a projective 
it can be ~actored through 
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and hence by limit property through BITPC • 

Now cover BTIPc with a projective PB and take the 
kernel pairs 

K ooo••••o> 
• • • • o • • o)> 

==-!> 

> 

~~---> 

~-~-> 

We show the induced map on the kernel pairs is epimorphic. 

Let P ---> BHB be an arbitrary map from a projective. 

Composing with the two projections from the ker pair we 

obtain two maps P ~ B • Composing with c one map 

P -> C • This may be li:fted by projectiveness through PC. 

By universality we obtain two maps to P,.,. ITB which in turn 
vC 

lift into PB by projectiveness. These have the same 

composite with PB ~PC (viz the single map P ----;>p
0

) hence 

there is a unique map to the kernel pair PBpPB which composed 
c 

with the induced map between kernel pairs must give the original 

P --> BHB by uniqueness. Hence the induced map is epimorphic. 

By symmetry the induced map PBJrB ~> Pc HPe is epi-

morphic. We may now for~ the kernel pairs of these two 

epimorphisms K and K1 • Clearly the first and second 

projections will give two commutative diagrams between 

the top and second row, so induce two morphisms of K to 

P~PB • Chasing shows that their composition with 

PBfB ~ P0 gP0 is the same so that we have a unique map 
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K o • • > K' • By symmetry there is a unique map ; K' • • •> K. Hence 

K.a:r!ld K' are isomorphic. We slh.all regard them as identical. 
Now we add an apron to the diagram as indicated , 

Q • • • 0 • • • •••••• • ·>> p AIIP A > p A 
I~.. A ~--> ·~' 
~ -,p, . t 

•· A I ~· 

I : l Pullback» 1 :pullback 

ll 
· · · · · .. · · · · · · · ·~li puB -uB 

pl 
B ---i»N ---> PBIIPB 

B 

pullback 1 
"" 

-~~> 

---> PB ---»B 

where PA is a :projective covering M , PB a :projective 

covering N. The canonical maps P A~p A• • t> K and P:B~PB • • •> K 

are epimor:phic by the argument which above showed an induced 
map of kernel-pairs with a pullback in the base to be epic. 
Finally PA is a :projective covering Q • 

The result is a 3x3 diagram 

> pi 
> PA »A 

A 

11 11 ll 
P' > PB »B B > 

l I I 
""' > ~ ~ 
pl 

>.Pee »C 
G 
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in which every row and column are ef'fective coequalizers, 
and hence the rows are strict resolutions. The projectivenesa 
of the objects Pc and P0 ensures that the columns are 
split coequalizer diagrams. That is to say in the case of' 

the second column, f'or example, we have maps s,d 

ko 
> p 

PA PB » Pc > 
k1 

,. II' 

" / .. If -, ' " ...... J/1- ---
d s 

so that s is the section of' the projection PB --->> P0 
(which splits since Pc is projective) and d is obtained by 
lif'ting to P A the map induced 

PB ' 
I ~1 

/1 ~ ··,,. 
I ~-» 

\t. > p 
PBfB > B 

p » p c 

by observing that p coequalizes 1 and sp. So we have 

= = 

= 
Transforming by T we obtain 

T(p)T(s) = 1T(P ) 
. c 

T(k1 )T(~) = T(p)T(s) 

Now T(p) is the coequalizer of T(k0
) and T(k1

) 

since if xT(k0
) = xT(k1

) 

we have 

, 
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So x factors through T(p), and uniquely since T(p) being 
a retraction is epic. 

Applying the same argument to the first column we see 
that we have a diagram in ~ 

T(P_A_) ~ T(PA) » T(A) 

ll 11 11 
T(PB) > T(PB) >> T(B) 

w.> 

I 1 I 
v v 
"" 

., 
> 

>> T(P0) > T'{P0 ) _ T(C)---
"'" 

- ... -.}1 ~ ... .. X - .. .... - ..... - _.., 

with all rows and columns except possibly T(A) :::~ T(B)~>T(C) 

coeqnalizers • 1We show by a coequalizer version of the 
9-lemma (MITCHELL 1.16.1) that this ensures that 

T(A) -~ T(B) ---...> T(C) 

is a coequalizer. Suppose T(B) --=> X coequalizes the two 

induced maps T(A) :::T(B) • Then chasing around the top 
right hand square ~(PB) ~> T(B)--=> X coequalizes 

T(PA) :::~ T(PB)' so we may factor this map through 

if(PB) -> T(P0 ) uniquely, to get T(P0) • • •> x . Now the 

maps T(P8) =~ T(PB) ~> T(P0 ) · • •> x are equal, and in 

fact chasing around the left hand square 

'f(P') =--> T(P') -> T(P ) • • ·>x 
B C -> C 



is epic, the maps T(P6) ~T(P0) -==--> X are equal. Hence 

T(P0 ) ···>X factors uniquely through T(P0 ) ~T(C). Chasing 
the lower right-hand square we see that T(PB) ---> T(B) ~x 

and T(PB) -==> T(B) =--> T(C) •••> X are equal. But 

T(PB) ~> T(B), being a coequalizer, is an epimorphism hence 

rf(B) ~> X)=(T(B) ---> T(C) •••> X) and so T(B) ---> T(C) is 
a coequalizer. 

It only remains to verity the uniqueness of the functor T 
extending T with these properties. But this is trivial 
since the two propert~es mentioned - preservation of co
products and effective coequalizers are sufficient to force 
our definition of the extension. 

Comment and Discussion, The additive analogue of the above 
theorem (MITCHELL'S rl 5 .2) can be used to define a kind of 
"ultra-satellite11 or "ultra-derived functor 11 , a coreflector 

of the category of additive functors [! 1~]Add into [A,~]colirn 
the category of colimit preserving additive functors - simply 

·by restricting each functor TIE and extending to TjP to 
get a colimit preserving functor. To coreflect natural 
transformations one need only carry out the same process in 
[£,[g,~]]. However this procedure will not carry over to the 

non-additive case to coreflect [A,B] into [A,~]colim • For 
we have nowhere asserted, nor is it true (under the conditions 
of generality in which we are working) that the extension T 
constructed according to the above method is colimit-preserving
T may, in fact, fail to preserve certain coequalizers. This 
may best be seen by consider :eng the fact that the coequalizer 
of a pair of morphisms A :::~ B will be the same as the 

g 
coequalizer of the associated kernel pair 



A 

~:~ 
K > B 

-=-'=--> 

which will certainly be preserved by T . 

there may well be a kernel pair subobject 

However in 12 

K' >==--~> T (K) ~ T (B) 
~ 

through which A •·o> K factors and which does not refleat into 

A and has a different coequalizer forcing (f,g) to do the 
same. 

However there does exist a close connection with the 
theory of satellites and derived functors - in the generalized 
form which derives from GROTHENDIECK'S theory of sheaves on 
categories endowed with a Grothendieck topology. (See 
RINEHART [1969] .] The great advantage of this theory is 
that it does not require the existence of projectives, whereas 
our construction very definitely does. However GROTHENDIECK'S 
theory as an approach to the study of non-additive categories 
has a disadvantage in that it requires its sheaves to take 
their values in ..fh12 or some other additive categoryo This 
means auto~atically that some structure is lost. [There are 
non-isomorphic groups with isomorphic group-rings.] The 
same applies to EILENBERG-MOORE'S approach to relative 
homological algebra (EILENBERG-MOORE [1965]) using projective 
resolutions in non-additive categories but obtaining a 
comparison theorem for functors to additive categories. 

We believe that our Comparison Theorem 5.11 shows that 
it is possible to work with projective resolutions in totally 
non-additive situations. We sketch briefly how it is 
possible to extend the notion of a strict resolution to higher 
dimensions. The essence of the Comparison Theorem 5.11 
is that morphisms (1

2
,1

1
) inducing the same map. f on the 



--......... > A 

---.=-----> B 

[

- 1 ,. 
~ 1 = ~s-
f 2 k_Bs-

should be "chain-homotopic" in some diagrammatic sense which 
will be transferred from one category to another under the 
action of a functor. This is satisfied by the diagonal map 
s, when P-!3 covers the kernel pair of PB ~> B • To form 
the next stage of the r~so!ution we re~uire that we have a 
similar condition for (f2 ,f1 ). Now if ¥2 ,11 cover the same 
f we have a ma:p s : P A ---=i> P-£ a.nd hence four maps 

f2, f1 , sk1 sk2 . PA_ ~PB satisfying A 
, 

A 
. 

~ f2 = f k1 = ~s k1 
2 A A 

1~ = k2 2 k2 f2 = f2 = 113s A A 

~ f1 = f1 k1 
A = ~s k1 

A 

~ £'1 f1 k2 l~s 2 = = kA A • 

Let k be a limit for the right half of the diagram 
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Then by construction there will be a u,nique map P.A_ -> K 

(corresponding to the compatible :family whose morphisms to 
1 = 2 -copies of' P~ are in descending order akA, f'

1
, skA, :f

2
.) 

This naturally can be extended to a projective PB ~ K ••• 

• • • • 
p• 

B ~P'B 

It should be clear how the next stage is constructed. Because 
of this mode of' construction morphisms of' diagrams covering the 
same map on the base·are automatically "chain-homotopic" by 
diagonal maps. At the stage we have reached.this is just a 
commutative diagram 

If' we now apply a functor T 
:finitely cocomplete category 

such /as T(PB) ~ T(P:B) 

f! -> B where ~ is a 
and take colimits over diagrams 

(there are various possibilities 

here) we obtain results independent of' the choice of' covering 
maps, hence of' resolutions. There appear however to be 
quite a sizable swath of' higher "derived1' functors and their 
investigation must await future research. The author only 
wishes to mention here, that it is his 1f'irm belief· that these 
methods of' construction should not be developed in an ad hoc 
:fashion (as we have done above) but should f'orm part of a 
GENERAL THEORY OF DERIVED FUNCTORS ON DLftGRAMS into which 
both the above diagram and GROTHENDIECK'S iterated multi
pullback diagram and some· other systems which the author has 



constructed may be fitted. The culmination of such a theory 
would be a structure allowing one to "measure 11 the deviation 
from colimit-preservation in tbe same way that the long exaet 

sequence of derived functors does in the classical CARTAN
EILENBERG case. 

Corollary 5~14 to Theorem 5.13o (2nd Characterization of 
functor categories for small categories). 

Let A be a cocomplete category which possesses pullbacks 
and in which all epimorphisms are strict. Then if ~ 

possesses a small generating full subcategory ~ of absolutely 
small projectives, A is equivalent to the functor category 

[F_*,~l. 

Proof : Since ~ evidently satisfies 5.13 , and [~*'~] 
does too if we take itsfull subcategory to be R the represent
able functors, we may extend the functors Y : P ---"> [~~] 
Y(P) = [-,P] and F : R ~ ! , F([-,P]) = P uniquely to 

functors Y : A ~>fi?* ,Ens] F : [( P* ,Ens] -> A • Now YF' and 
c=-~ -~ -

FY are extensions of 1R and 1p respectively, as are 
The latter- two functors clearly preserve 

by the uniqueness of the extension there 
must be natural equivalences 

:; 1 (P... ] ... Ens· - ,_ FY = 
and the two categories are equivalent. 

Footnote Alternatively one can show pullbacks + -~ generating 
implies dense and invoke 

Now we return to functor categories from large categories. 

In both [A,~] Prop and [A,~] sm we will in general be 

able to form kernel pairs which are not in the category 
(through not being proper in the first case and being proper 
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but not small in the second). Hence to apply the above 
reasoning we need once again the situation where all proper 
functors are small. In the additive case (1.8) we had a ~ich 
crop of equivalent conditions which obtained when all (additive) 
proper functors were small. Most of these cannot be extended 
to the non-additive case because they relied on kernels and 
kernel-pairs ave not as well-behaved as kernels • Other 
difficulties arise too : if the category & is not strongly 
connected there will be empty hom-sets which affect the 
behaviour of limits of representable functors. And it would 
appear (though I have no counter example) that the smallness 
of all proper functors is not sufficient to guarantee that 
pullbacks of proper functors are proper. So it would seem 
that some hypotheses on A are in order. 

Proposition 5.14 For any category A the following are 
equivalent • 

(a) Pull-backs of representable functors over any functor 
are proper • 

(b) Pull-backs of proper functors over any functor are proper. 
Further these imply : 

(o) all proper functors are smalll. • 

Proof : That (b) implies (a) is trivial. 
To see that (a) implies (b) will require some diagram 
chasing. Consider a pull-back diagram 

X(-) ---> M1(-) 

I lv 
v 

M2(-) _.,;u..._~~ Q (-) 

where M1 , M2 are proper functors. 
as the equalizer of a diagram 

Then X may be regarded 



Q(-) • 

Now let ~[A~,-] 
e1 

--=->> M (-), 
l.. 1 

2 

Z[A~ ,-] ....£L>> M2(-) 

amd 

be epimorphisms 

from coproducts of representable functors guaranteed by 
properness. We may using AB4* and the universality of 
epics in ~ form a diagram 

T(-) 

. 
• 
~ 

X(-) 

where the square is a pullback. 
diagram 

A quick chase round the 

reveals that T is the pullback of the diagram whose morphisms 
are ue 2 and ve 1 

• 

Now use the fact that ~ and n commute in Ens • -
(Z(A. ,-] )ll(Z[A

4 
,-]) ~ ~ ([Ail,-] ll [A

4 
,-]) • 

l. .. (i,j) ., 

For each pair (i,j) 
form the intersection 

T1 3 >>---~~ [Ai ,-] n [A
3 

,-] 

1 I 
T(-) > >l': [Ai,-]! [A3 ,-] 

(t j) 
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The same diagram chase as above reveals ~hat T13 is also a 
pull-back - but this time of representable functors so that by 
condition (a) it must be proper. Let ~1 ~ be a domtnating 
set. Then vn

1 
will be a dominating set for .VT

13
• ·But UT13 

is just 3 

UT
13 

= V(T(-) n [A
1 
,-]ll(A3 ,~]) 

= T(-) n (V(A1 ,-]II(A3 ,-]) =T( -) n Z~,-JIIU)r-1 =T(-) 

using the "ultimate AB-property" of £l!lj!, complete distributiv
ity. Hence T(-) is proper. Since X(-) is a quotient 
of' T(-) it must also be proper. 

That these equivalent conditions imply (c) is clear. 
Since any proper functor is the quotient of' a functor Z[A

1 
,-] 

whose kernel pair being a functor of the same sort as T(-) 
above must be proper by the same argument (from (a)) or 
directly from (b). In either case properness of' the kernel 
pair implies smallness of the functor. 

This argument is really the analogue of 1.8(vii) but 
greatly simplified by the fact that in ~ v and n 
distribute. One would like to know if (c) implies (a) 
and (b) or have a counter-example. It may just be my lack 
of technique in chasing non-additive diagrams which prevents 
me from proving (c) implies (b), as in the additive case. 
That the proposition does have application to non-trivial 
categories may be seen from the follOwing. 

Proposition 5·.12·, The category~ is one for which the 
equivalent conditions of 5.15 obtain, and thus has all 
proper functors small. 

Proof : 
[B,-] 

A pull-back of' representable. functors [A,-] 
will be a subf'unctor of [A,-] II [B ,-] £:! [Al:B ,-] • 

and 

Hence the result will follow if we show all subfunctors of' 
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representable functors are proper. But the proof' of' this 
will be the same as example 1.9(a) modules over a ring of' 
injective dimension 0 , since that depended only on the 
existence of' images (which exist in~) and on all objects 
being injective. In Ens all objects other than 0 (the -empty set) are injective by the Axiom of Choice9 and the case 
of' 0 may be settled quite trivially since there are no maps 
into it and any map out of' it will serve to generate the 
functor [0,-]. 

We are now in a position to (almost) characterize big functor 
categories [A,Ensl when A_ is well-behaved. 

-- sm 

Corollary 5.16 Let A be a cocomplete category with pull-

backs in which all epimorphisms are strict. If it 
contains a properly generating f'ull subcategory of' absolutely 
small projectives E which satisfies the dual condition to 5.14 
then ~ is equivalent to the category [P*,~]sm • 

Proof' : Same as Corollary 5.14 since the conditions 
imposed on E ensure pullbacks exist in [P* ,Ens] so that sm 
the Comparison Theorem can be applied. 

Comment : The condition of' 5.14 need not be such a fudge 
as we have made it appear ioe. it is possible to formulate it 
without referring to functor categories - and also to ensure 
it by making (usually drastic) assumptions on the category. 
We have no use f'or these formulations, so omit them. 

We now proceed to the promised embedding. Firstly a lemma to 
collect the information we· need on resolving collections of 
projectives in categories with enough projectives. 

Lemma 5.17 Let ,!: be a full subcategory of' a resolving 
collection of' projectives in a category A. Then E has weak 
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D-limits for every type D of limits that A has, and it 
also has weak coproducts if £ has coproducts. 
In each case one forms the limit (coproduct) as in 3.8 and 
covers with a resolving projective. The embedding provides a 
converse. 

Theorem 5.18 [Embedding Theorem] • Let P be a category 
with weak pullbacks and (at least countable) coproducts. 
(If it is big we shall require ~ to satisfy the conditions 
dual to 5.15.) Then P can be embedded in a "set-like" 
category ! as a full subcategory of a resolving collection 
of projectives. To be precise, there exists a. coproduct
preserving embcddi!ng of P in a category A which 

( i) has coequalizers and coproducts and is cocomplete _if .. 

~ is ~-complete. 
has images ( ii) 

(iii) has finite limits if' P has weak f'inite limits •' 

Proof: Form the functor category [E*,~]. 

if P isbig). 
Then f'orm the full subcategory ! 

(of "coherent functors") 
genera ted by 

{A € [~* ,~] : 3 P, p1 € P such that 

([P*,Ens] 
= = sm 

Y(P1 ) -~-¥Y(P) =---~~ A is a strict resolu-
tion l 

where Y : P =--=> [-,P] is the Yoneda embeddingo Clearly 
y embeds 1: in P;, • From now on we shall confuse P and 
Y(P). By construction it is "quite tautologically" resolving. 

( o) Y is a coproduct ·preserving-embedding. 
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By this is meant that Y, which destroys coproducts 

considered as a functor P ---> [~*,~] preserves coproducts 

in A. In other words [-,ZP1 ] is the coproduct of {[-,P
1

]} 

in A· We carry through the proof for a coproduct of two 
P's, the general case being similar but more complicated. 
Consider the diagram 

[-,P**] 

whe,re A is in ~ 
with resolution as 
indicated. 
f and g are 
arbitrary. 

Now by projectivity f and g may be lifted to morphisms 
f and g into [ -,P"]. We then get a morphism (f ,g) to 
P" from [-,P.ZP 1 ] since P.ZP 1 is the coproduct in g. 
Composed with c we obtain a map [-,P.ZP 1

] completing the 
diagram. Hence [-,P.ZP 1 ] is at least a weak limi:t. To 
see that it is in fact a "strongn limit, we consider the choice 
of two other maps f, g covering f and g respectively. 
Then since we have a resolution, there will be a map 
s: [ -:-,P] : -? [ -,P**] covering 1 and f and a map 
s 1 

: [-,P1 ] =--> [-,P**] covering g and g by the usual 

reasoning of the ComRa~ison Theorem. Consequently (s,s1
) 

covers (f,g) and (r,g) so that the composite with c is the 

same in both cases. 

In future P.ZP 1 means [-,P.ZP1 ] not ~,P].Z[-,P'] 

(i) A has coequalizers and coproducts. 

• 
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Let f' ,g : A -> B be in ! then we have a diagram in . 
[~*,~] (where the P's are in P and r,g, f,g are f'illed 
in by the usual property of' resolutions) 

P' 
A 

> p 
> A »A 

r]g -.. --
f' llg f' 0 ·g 

• • 
• 0 

III 0 • > 'I., """"' p' >B > PB B n 

lc 
0 

Take a coproduct of' P' 
B and PA and 

pt • • • • • ·>· P' ZP < o • • • • • p 
B"'-.n ~.A 'f /A 

"""'"'-. ~) : : (~n.~~) . . 
III ·~ :: 'g 

:.,l. VVI .J::. '• p 
B 

f'orrn the two maps (rn,1) and (n,g) • 

Now we claim C = Coeq ((rn,~) (n,g)). The proofl is the same, as 

our--proof' EJ.bove fGr a similar 1 diagram in' 5o13. As 'previously~ 
---> the dif'f'iculty arises that P > PB , though it may have 

coequalizer C , is not in general a strict resolution. But 
here we may circumvent this bf using a general construction f'or 

embedding a relation Pf ~ p
2 

with P
1
P

2 
in ~ in a 

-G 
F' "weak RST-hull"- a strict resolution P3 ~--.... ....... > P 

~£::P="~> 2 
G cokernel. 

with the same 



P3 is taken to be a countable coproduct 

o:f P 1 ; 

o:f the weak limits (iterated weak pullbacks) o:f 

• 
' 
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o:f the weak limits (iterated weak pullbacks) o:f the various 
3-fold relations generated by RST processes :from F,G ; 
and so on. 

The maps F and G are the sums of the extreme pro-
jections in each case. 

tion. 
The map p •• •> p 

1 .3 
is the injec-

We show firstly that Coeq(F ,G) = Coeq(F ,G) • 

But this is obvious since 

NF = NG if':f NF = NG 

as can be seen by composing with the injections. 
Next we show that (F,G) defines a resolutiono To do 

this we must show that the induced map 

p.3~. 

l~ 
P TIP > P 

2c 2 · · > C is epimorphic • 
p2 

We see this, by employfng the old trick (which should be 
familiar by now) of choosing the diagram with a map :from an 



absolutely small projective 
can be lifted to P3 , for we 

Composing with the two 
u1 

174. 

P ---> P 2TIP2 showing that it 
0 

are in a functor category now. 

projections p
2

, p 2 we obtain a 

~-~!> pair of maps P > P 2 which go to the same map when 
u2 

cQmposed with c. Now since P is absolutely small [P,-] 
commutes with colimits so that 

is a coequalizer diagrar.:l in .E.ru!· 

coequalizers in ~~ for two 

__ c_*~~> (p ,c] 

Now by the definition of 
u1 

--~.> 
maps P > P 2 to have 

u2 

the same image under c* 
morphisms h. : P ---> P 

a. 1 

there must exist a finite set of 

(i = 1 to n) so that 

r1h1 = u1 ' r2h1 = r3h2 ' = r h~ ••• r h = u2 5 ~ 2n n 

where the r. are either F or G • 
·i 

This clear+y defines a compatible system for one of the 
diagrams whose weak limits go into P 3 • Hence P may be 
factored through this limit and hence via the injection through 
P

3 
• With the definition of' the maps F and G as above 

it is clear that we have a commutative diagram 

which by the unicity of' maps to the kernel pair must have a 

commutative triangle on the left. Hence P_, 
'F > 

-~~~P2 is a 
G 
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strict resolution. The comparison theorem assures us that 
the choice of weak limits does not affect the 11 chain-homotopy 
type" of (F ,G) • 

The case of coproducts is much simpler . . 
> If pi --1> p fi. »A. are strict resolutions we do fine 

iJ. 

> .ZAi to be the coequalizer of .z:P > ~B "" Hence A 

will have I-coproducts if p has and so will be cocomplete 
if p is 2-complete. 

(ii) ~ has images. 

We first observe that in the case of limits the argument 
which we have used above tm· show a map epimorphic by 
factoring projectives across it, works in general to show that 
the obvious map from a weak limit in P to a limit in [P* ,~] 
is epimorphic, though whether the limit is in A is another 
matter. Thus for any morphism f in P P

1 
f > P

2 
, 

we have a canonical factorization, obtained by taking kernel 
pair R~ cokernel pair Rf and their coe~ualizer and e~ualizer 
respectively 

P' > R' 
~~~> f 

• 

Applying LAWVERE'S Image Theorem (0.) pointwise in ~ , 
I is isomorphic to I' • Moreover P' a weak kernel pair 
for f (which exists since E has weak pullbacks) we find 

P' ---=»Rf epic, so I is the coe~ualizer of a strict 
resolution and in A • The same holds for general -" 
morphisms A ---> B in A as can be discovered by chasing 
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the diagram 

pi !>> r' :::.....-.~> P' A .. B 

il 
> I 

11 
' . 
' l 
i • 

,~ 

PA ~ 
> I > PA !>> >=- > PB 

' " 

> ! 1 ., 
~ 
t I 

Vo '$ 

Rf' > A » I > B 

(PA a weak kernel pair f'or PA ---> PB) • 

As usual I may be expressed as the coequalizer of' a pair of' 

-~-> 
maps P AZP1_ _ > P A which can be converted into a strict 

resolution in the manner described at the end of' the proof' of' 
part (i). 

(iii) A has finite limits if' E has weak finite limits. 

Assume g has weak finite products. Let P be a weak 
.product of' p· 

1 and P
2

• Then we have an epimorphism 

( ... ,p] -» ( -,P 
1 
]II[ -,P

2
] 

by the re~.1ark at the start of the proof of' ( ii). We show 
that [-,P

1
]rr[-,P

2
] (which is evidently a product in A since 

it is in [P* 1Ens]) is in h, • Let p 1 : P -> P and 
~ - -- 1 

P2 : P -> p
2 

be the projections f'rom1 the weak PI'Oduct. 
A moments reflection shows that if' D is a weak limit in the 
diagram : 

n . o o •• ·> P 

in 1: 
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then we have 

[-,D] :::~ [-,P] --=>> [-,P 1 )IT[~,P2 ] 

a coequalizer. This may be converted·to a strict resolution 
by forming the weak RST-hull as before. 

To see that products' exist in A in general, we observe 
that since we are pointwise in ~' products by fixed objects, 
will commute with coequalizers. So if P" > P1 ·- ->> A 

--~> 

resolves A and P** ~ P* ~>B resolves B, we 
know that P11ITB is in 11 (it is the coequalizer of 

P11 ITP** > P"ITP*) and similarly P1 ITB is in A' so the 
coequalizer o~ P11ITB ~P'ilB i.e. AIIB, is in A· .f:::. is 
closed under finite products. 

To see that A has equalizers we proceed as follows. For 

arbitrary f,g: A ~--=>B f'orm the corresponding diagram out 

of' their resolutions - the right half' of' 
R-~ 

X ······> P > p 

l r --w~-: ( 
E> ~>A~~~>B 

Fill in the pullback (in [~*,~]) of' the pair of' 
Now X>- • •> PA is the morphisms terminating in A. 

~~-> 
equalizer of FA > FB , for if' R ~ PA equalizes, 

chasing t'o the bottom of' the diagram R -=--> P ->A A 

equalize A ~ B , hence factor through E , hence 

will 

through the pullback and so X • • ·> PA • Now if' P -> FA 

is a weak equalizer of PA > P in R there must be 
-~~> B -

a factorization 
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p~ 
~X >P 

A 

and X is in ~ by our result on images (ii) • 
Similarly if X is in A then E which is an image of 
X -> A is in .£· So A having finite products and 
equalizers has finite limits. 

Corollary 5 .12 Any homotopy category with ~-products can 
be imbedded with preservation of products in a complete 
category with finite colimits. 

Proof Take the dual of the homotopy category, embed by 
5.18 and take the dual again. 

Comment ( 1 ) • The hypotheses of 5.18 are indubitably too 
strong. I am convinced that an experienced diagram-chaser 
will be able to weaken the requirement regarding the existence 
of coproducts to the existence of weak coproducts. It may also 
be possible (though I doubt it) to eliminate the countability 
requirement by finding another way of embedding general pairs 

------> > P 1 > P
2 

in ~ in strict resolutions P
3 

> p
2 

• 

Another question which remains open is whether (or under What 
conditions) the category A constructed above is complete - ~ 
which since it possesses equalizers, is equivalent to asking 
when it possesses infinite products. We notice that if ~ 

has infinite weak limits then infinite products of objects in 
,!! exist in A by the same proof as above. The problem is 
to extend this to the non-P objects. Other open questions 
are in the direction of generalizations - can one do this sort 
of embedding for functor categories over closed categories, 
MARTA BUNGE'S [1968] Relative Functor Categories ? We leave 

__ _.the.se~questions for future research : we are satisfied - we 
--- • ~-- "• ---~~ --~~~ ~-------------•--•-- •v·-----

* (Added in proof'.) I have now settled this conjecture in the· 
affirmative. ! is complete if' P is weakly complete. K.H. 

---~-----~--'------~-------~--
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have made a start. 

Comment (2)·. There undoubtedly must exist a second proof 
of the above theorem avoiding the use of functor categories, 
along the lines of' FREYD 'S "elementary" second proof of 
his embedding. One can see quite easily how to set about 
constructing such a proof' : it is just the thought of the 
vast number of diagram lemmas that deters one 

The category A will be obtained as the collection of 
all strict resolutions 

---> 
~--> p2 reduced 

modulo 11 chain homotopy". The strict resolutions can be 
singled out f'rom among the general pairs p1 

> 
> p2 by 

having the (weak) RST properties ·if' one def'ines a 
re1a tion on maps f'rv g if'f' 

can be completed. 
It is easy to show that is an equivalence relation if'f 

P
1 

~ P
2 

is a strict resolution. (Look at the hom-
sets and apply LA~NERE'S RST-Theorem.) However one's mind 
boggles at the thought of' all the elaborate diagram lemmas that 
would be required to carry this programme through without 
mentioning f'unotor categories. Here as in Number Theory when 
one is told that a result has an Elementary Proof' one must 
understand it in the ironic sense. 
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Postscript 

±zing t~ Th~eads Togethe~ 

The investigations of Chapters 3, 4 and 5, interesting 
though each is in its ovn1 way, are somewhat disparate. 
Admittedly, they all take as their point of departure 

the conviction that homotopy theories- in the sense of 
certain elementary notions of cylinders, cones and PUPPE 
sequences - are the normal type of quotient functor. But, 
as we saw in Chapter 1, the full, isodiscrete functors 
are in the minority am:)ng the epimorphisms of the category 
of categories and, as is clear from Chapter 3, even among 
these there are many - those which destroy products -
which cannot be the quotient functors of homotopy-like 
theories. 

However, there is another theme running throughout 
the previous work, which though apparently of lesser 
significance, is nonetheless vital and forms the bridging 
link between homotopy theories and the generalized quotient 
functors of GROTHENDIECK and GABRIEL and perhaps with 
even more general quotient constructions. I am referring to 

the notion of a ~eakl~ re~~~~e~ta?le ~nctor. 

They occur in several places in the background of 

Chapters 1 and 2 - in essence 1.8(vii) tells us that the 
smallness of all weakly representable functors on an 
additive category ensures that all proper functors are small, 
in Chapter 2 the very notion of a weak limit. betrays a 
weakly representable functor. The weakly representable 
functors, however, make their first full-dress appearance 
in Chapter 3, where they are characterized and the weakly 
representable functors deriving from homotopy theories are 
similarly dealt with. In Chapter 4 the assumption that 
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Exts were weakly representable led to the development of a 
theory of effacing epimorphisms, which, in turn, yielded 
as a byproduct an example showing the inadequacy of certain 

other approaches to abstract homotopy in categories. 
Finally, in Chapter 5, we embedded a category with weal~ 
limits and colimits into a category with genuine limits 
and colimits, observing in the process (5.14) that in 
non-additive categories the smallness of weakly represerttable 
functors also has good consequences for the functor 
category as a whole. 

Now it is time tc take flight into speculation once 
again and to bring the theory back full circle to its 

starting point - wondering about the structure of functors 
which are epimorphisms in the category of categories. It 

is clear that the techniques we have applied for cylinders 
will be of little value for generalized quotient functors -
even where, as in some cases, cylinders of a sort exist. 
There is, however, one place where weak representable fUnctors 
come in - and that is in the study of functor categories. 
Theorem 1.4 shows us that quotient functors (in the sense of 
MITCHELL) will always be associated with coreflections which 

send the r~presentable functors into the subcategory of 
weakly representable functors and this should allow one, 
using the techniques of' KENNISON [1968] to"generate" quotient 
fUnctors by enclosing weakly representable functors in their 
epicoref'lective envelope. However, when we turn away 
f'rom the epicoref'lective subcategories to more general 
coref'lective subcategories, we arrive at a notion of 
a generalized quotient category which is very broad 
indeed. So broad that it would appear to be better to treat 
it in the additive case. In the additive case it turns 
out this construction generalizes GABRIEL's construction 
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or rings or quotients ([GABRIEL [1962], MARANDA [1964].) 
We recall that GABRIEL classified the localizant 
subcategories or [R 9 Ab] where R is a ring (additive category -- -
with only 1 object!) and showed that such categories were 

completely determined by the cyclic modules they contained, 

hence by certain systems or ideals. Under suitable conditions 

the categories [R, ~]/C are equivalent to [Be, A2] where 

~C is a ring, the ring or Q-quotients or R. In particular 
we may obtain LAMBEK'S complete ring or quotients. (See 
LAMBEK [1995b].) Now, replacing the category B with only 
one object by a category A, we see that i~ this case 
localizant subcategories or [A, Ab] are completely deter
mined by quotients or generators too - i.e. by weakly repre
sentable functors. Does there exist - subject to mild 
conditions on A- a complete category or quotients analogous 
to UL~EK'S ring? What is the relation between the quotient 
category (in the sense or MITCHELL) generated by a collection 
or weakly representable functors, and the quotient category in 

the sense·or GROTHENDIECK-GABRIEL, generated by the same 

collection in the way just outlined? The questions are 
endless . . . . 

To summarise : though we may appear to have dealt with 
very special cases, to have scratched only the surface or 
the theory or quotient fUnctors, we believe we have, in the 
concept or weakly representable fUnctors, a powerfUl tool 
f'or use in the general theory or the structure or categories. 
Though we must begin and end with problems, as LM~TOS 
says, we hope that the special case, homotopy theory, 
which we have studied most intensely,will prove usef'ul, 
directly and indirectly, f'or the general understanding of' 
quotient categories. 
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